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Summary 
Ipswich, Former Ipswich Airport, Ipswich.  (TM 1938 4149, IPS 024, 386, 390, 391, 
404, 405, 406, 420) 
 
An application was made to create a residential and related development on 87.41 
hectares of the former Ipswich Airport by Bellway Homes Ltd and Ipswich Borough 
Council (I/98/0314/OL1).  The development entailed the construction of new houses, 
a school, a series of shops as well as an associated tree-planting scheme around the 
perimeter of the plot. The entire area of the former airport was to be developed in 
some way and so a programme of archaeological works was recommended, consisting 
of a desk-top study, evaluations, excavations and monitoring, enabling a large 
landscape to be studied as a whole. The development was undertaken in a series of 
phases, with the required archaeological work for each phase being complete prior to 
the start of the development. 
 
Evidence suggested that the site of Ravenswood (previously Ipswich Airport) has for 
much of its early history been open heathland and has probably been kept so for 
animal pasturage. Occasional field boundary ditches dating from the Bronze Age 
onwards show some division of this land, but the creation of fields across this whole 
area probably did not happen until the 18th or 19th centuries. Some settlement 
evidence has been shown around the edges of the site. Prehistoric activity was found 
to the north of the area and multi-period occupation was located to the west, near to a 
fresh water spring. 
  
During the Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age dispersed settlement was encountered 
across the north of the study area at site IPS 386. Many post-holes and other small 
features were recorded, and two structures, one rectangular and the other round, were 
identified. Towards the south a ring-ditch known from aerial photographs (IPS 024) 
was confirmed by excavation. This feature belongs to a barrow cemetery group 
extending to the south-east. Across the central part of the study area occasional 
ditches and pits, some containing abundant finds, have been found dating from the 
Neolithic to the Early Iron Age. Some of these features might represent temporary 
camps while others are likely to be ‘placed deposits’. 
 
During the period of transition from the Late Iron Age to Early Roman, more 
evidence of human activity was encountered. The settlement during this period was 
situated to the west at site IPS 390, close to a water source. A number of field 
boundaries and enclosures have been recognised with a Late Iron Age system being 
replaced by one of the Roman period, as seen at sites IPS 405 and IPS 406.  
 
Occasional evidence for Saxon activity can be seen in the western half of the study 
area. Some Middle Saxon settlement is probable at site IPS 390 and ditches 
containing pottery of both Early and Middle Saxon date have been recorded at the 
central sites of IPS 405 and 406.   
  
Medieval settlement was encountered adjacent to the presumed route of Clapgate 
Lane, IPS 391, and also nearby at site IPS 390. An arrangement of irregular boundary 
ditches seen within the central site of IPS 406, might also belong to this period and 
might represent small field enclosures to the east of Clapgate Lane. 
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During the later part of the post-medieval period the study area was divided into 
rectilinear fields. During the early 20th century, however, these fields were levelled to 
make way for a civilian airport. Used as an RAF base during the Second World War, 
some defensive features such as a pillbox and Picket-Hamilton elevating forts still 
remain. The airport ceased operating in 1997 and the land (now known as 
Ravenswood) has subsequently been used for housing.  
 
 
(C. Good and J. Meredith, for SCCAS, Bellway Homes and Ipswich Borough 
Council: 2006/229) 

 
 
 

SMR information 
 
Planning application no. I/98/0314/OL1 

Date of fieldwork:  June 1999 – October 2001 

Grid Reference: TM 1938 4149 (centre of development) 

Funding body: Bellway Homes and Ipswich Borough Council 

 
 
 
 
 

Glossary of terms used within this report  
 
Prehistoric  500,000 BP - AD 43 
Neolithic  4500 BP - 2300 BP 
Bronze Age  2300 BP – 700 BP 
Iron Age  700 BP – AD 43 
Roman   AD 43 – AD 410 
Saxon   AD 410 – AD 1066 
Medieval  AD 1066 – AD 1550 
Post Medieval  AD 1550 – AD 1900 
Modern  AD 1900+
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Chapter 1 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
An application was made to create a residential and related development on 87.41 
hectares of the former Ipswich Airport by Bellway Homes Ltd and Ipswich Borough 
Council (I/98/0314/OL1).  The development entailed the construction of new houses, 
a school, a series of shops as well as an associated tree-planting scheme around the 
perimeter of the plot.  The entire area of the former airport was to be developed in 
some way and so a programme of archaeological works was recommended. The 
development was undertaken in a series of phases, with the required archaeological 
work for each phase being complete prior to the start of the development. 
 
 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 
 

Figure 1.1. Site location 
 

 
The site lies to the south east of Ipswich, centred at TM 1930 4150, and is bounded by 
Nacton Road on the north and east, the A14 Ipswich bypass on the south and Braziers 
Wood (Orwell County Park) to the west. The airport terminal buildings survive at the 
north of the site, which is otherwise mostly rough grassland. The entire site is located 
on light, well-drained glacial sand and gravel drift geology and was broadly level 
between 36.5m and 39.5m AOD, the bulk of the site being located above the 38m 
contour, with slightly lower ground on the east, south-west and north-west of the site. 
South of the site the ground level falls toward the River Orwell. 
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Figure 1.2. Phases of work undertaken 

 
 

 

1.2 Historical background 
 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 
 
Figure 1.3. Location of site and records held on county Sites and Monuments Record 

(SMR) 
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IPS 132 - Bronze Age flint arrowhead 
IPS 024 - Undated double circle ring ditch 
IPS 027 - Bronze Age round barrow  
IPS 244 – 3 or 4 small pits with charcoal rich fill and numerous burnt flints located 
and excavated during watching brief in advance of development 
IPS 426 - Undated oval enclosure 
IPS 031 - Bronze Age round barrow 
IPS 423 - Prehistoric enclosure 
IPS Misc – Roman minim (coin) 
NAC 027 - Iron Age gold stater (coin) 
NAC 031 - Neolithic arrowhead and a Roman coin 
NAC 026 - Roman Colchester derivative brooch 
NAC 001 – Alnesbourne Priory 
 

Table 1.1. Summary of records held on county SMR 
 
 
1.2.1 Prehistoric 
A quantity of prehistoric material has been recovered from the general vicinity of the 
site, suggesting some exploitation of the surrounding area.  By the late prehistoric 
period (Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age) it is likely that the site lay within a 
highly developed agrarian landscape containing numerous foci of settlement and 
activity. 
  
1.2.1.1 Bronze Age 
Adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site, a double ring ditch enclosure was 
recorded from aerial photographs (IPS 024, TM 1994 4120).  This, together with a 
second ring ditch and Bronze Age barrow (burial mound) to the east of the site (IPS 
027), lay within an area known, during the eighteenth century, as Mounts Lay 
(Hawkins 1998).  The word mount often signifies a barrow and so this evidence 
suggests probable prehistoric/Early Bronze Age burials within this area.  A possible 
Bronze Age activity site was also recorded at TM 1988 4108 (IPS 244), adjacent to an 
undated enclosure seen on air photographs, and so overall the archaeological potential 
of the site for this period was defined as high. 
 
1.2.1.2 Iron Age 
A number of Iron Age possible settlement sites occur to the south and east of the site, 
and potential for archaeological features of this period was defined as moderate. 
 
1.2.2 Roman 
A few stray finds of Roman date found largely as a result of metal detecting, have 
been recovered from the general vicinity of the site, and archaeological potential for 
this period was also defined as moderate. 
 
1.2.3 Saxon 
Saxon evidence for this area is very limited.  A stray find of possible Saxon sherds 
found in c. 1960 to the south of the development area is the only site of this age in this 
vicinity recorded on the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR).  It is worth noting that 
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the site is only c.600m from the river Orwell at its closest point; this river being a 
main trading route for Saxon Ipswich. 
 
1.2.4 Medieval 
The site was formerly part of Alnesbourne Priory (NAC 001), the buildings of which 
were located to the south of the site. This was a small priory of Augustinian Canons 
founded c. 1200.  It is likely that the southern part of the site could potentially contain 
the remains of medieval farmsteads and/or associated features related to this priory.  
Also, a map from 1584 of Ponds Hall Farm (Hawkins 1998) shows a former roadway 
continuing from Clapgate Lane in the north, a medieval route leading southwards 
from Ipswich and its suburbs, to the Priory in the south.  This can also be seen on air 
photographs.  This would have taken a route through the west of the development and 
so settlement adjacent to this road is possible.  
 
A small dispersed hamlet known as Hallowtree existed alongside the Priory as well as 
a church, although this is thought to have occupied the same site as the Priory itself 
and so is outside the development area.   
 
It was also possible though, that most of the site would have lain as agricultural land 
or heathland grazing during this period, and the archaeological potential of the site 
was therefore defined as low for the medieval period. 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 
 

Figure 1.4. 1st edition OS map, c. 1880 
 
 
1.2.5 Post Medieval 
Records for the site were limited to evidence of agricultural activity in the area 
throughout the post medieval period.  Figure 1.4 shows the formal arrangement of 
fields laid out in this period, probably as a result of enclosure; a procedure that created 
hedged (or walled) fields on land that had previously been open.  This was 
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implemented by acts of parliament during the 18th and 19th centuries in an attempt to 
meet with the increased food demands of a growing population. 
 
1.2.6 Modern 
Ipswich Airport was created in 1929/30, with only the terminal and a hanger being 
permanent buildings on the site.  Past ploughing, as well as the levelling works to 
create the airport would have caused horizontal truncation of the archaeological 
stratigraphy, and cultivation continued on the open areas of the site throughout the life 
of the airport. Wartime use of the site caused isolated impacts to the site, with the 
construction of gun pits, air raid shelters, slit trenches and bomb dispersal bays.  
 
 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 
 

Figure 1.5. 1991 Air photo of former Ipswich Airport 
 
 
The airport closed in 1993 but its terminal building, to the north east of the site, was 
Grade II listed by the Secretary of State and so remains today, within the current 
development.  A World War II pillbox of c1940 also survives, together with several 
Picket-Hamilton anti-personnel gun emplacements. 
 
 
1.3 Archaeological works 
 
The first phase of archaeological works was undertaken in February 1998 by D. 
Hawkins of CgMs archaeological consultants (Hawkins 1998).  This entailed a 
desktop assessment study of the entire area of the former airport, identifying areas of 
potential by examining the county Sites and Monuments Record (Fig. 1.3), various 
cartographic sources, a Magnetometer survey and air photographs.  
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©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 
 

Figure 1.6. Archaeological Investigations on the former Ipswich Airport.  Areas that were not archaeologically investigated were to be left as 
open spaces within the development
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With the exception of IPS 024, the double circle ring-ditch, there were no known 
archaeological features within the development area.  Adjacent scattered finds and 
features suggested that there was low to moderate potential for archaeology over the 
development site but that the area was also relatively unstudied and so existing 
information was limited.  Trial trenching was recommended in the first instance. 
 
Suffolk County Council’s Archaeological Service (SCCAS) Field Projects Team were 
commissioned to carry out the programme of archaeological works for the remainder 
of the development (Figure 1.6).  A project design was produced by D. Hawkins of 
CgMs archaeological consultants to a specification laid out by Bob Carr of SCCAS 
Conservation Team, for each phase of the work (Hawkins 1998, 1999, 2000).  
 
An initial evaluation and subsequent excavation was undertaken by David Gill in June 
1999 (Chapter 2 - IPS 386) in the north west corner of the site, adjacent to Nacton and 
Maryon Roads, in advance of the first stage of building.  This fieldwork is 
summarised by Ellen Bales in Chapter 2 of this report. 
 
At the same time as this an area of spur road was excavated from the roundabout on 
Nacton Road into the former airport on the eastern edge of the site (IPS 293 – 
Watching brief report).  A watching brief condition was imposed on this and revealed 
evidence for prehistoric activity of possible Bronze Age date, but evidence was very 
sparse and also partially destroyed by modern developments. 
 
An evaluation was carried out in September 1999 (IPS 389, SCCAS Report no. 
1999/66) to assess the extent and depth of surviving archaeology within the area of a 
proposed Primary School. Two linear trenches were machine excavated to the depth 
of the natural subsoil. A single ditch containing a 1st century Roman pottery sherd 
and two undated postholes were identified.  
 
Later that year, in October and November, an evaluation was conducted around the 
perimeter of the old airport for an extensive tree planting scheme around the southern 
and western limits of the area set aside for housing development (Chapter 3 – IPS 
024, 390, 391, 420). This fieldwork was supervised by Duncan Stirk. Under the terms 
of the woodlands grants, up to 20% of the tree planting could be left unplanted giving 
scope for preserving archaeological features identified in the evaluation in situ.  As a 
result, IPS 024 (Bronze Age round barrow) and IPS 390 (Roman site) were only 
partially excavated in order to record the archaeology as much as was possible but 
also to preserve what was revealed.  This evaluation is summarised by Clare Good in 
Chapter 3 of this report. 
 
An extensive evaluation was conducted across the central area of the development 
during October to November of 2000 (IPS 399, SCCAS Report no. 2000/90). 
Subsequently three excavation areas were undertaken in September to October 2001, 
supervised by Chris Topham-Smith (Chapter 4 – IPS 399, IPS 404, IPS 405, IPS 
406). These excavations are summarised by Jezz Meredith in Chapter 4 of this report. 
 
The final phase of works was a small scale evaluation to the south-east of the Airport 
Terminal building during August 2003 (IPS 431 – SCCAS Report no. 2003/115).  
One ditch was revealed with a pale, leached out fill in Trench 1, which may well be 
part of an ancient field system. 
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Chapter 2 
 

IPS 386 
 

Report on the archaeological excavation, 1999 
(Appendices 1, 6 and 7) 

Summary 
A series of 25 trenches were excavated as part of the archaeological evaluation of the 
north-western corner of the former Ipswich airport site (Fig 2.1) at Ravenswood, in 
1999. As a result of the evaluation, approximately 0.7 hectares in the north-west 
corner of the site was subject to an open area excavation in June 1999 (Fig. 2.1). 
Evidence was recovered for relatively intensive occupation of the site during the Late 
Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. Areas of more intensive activity belonging to these 
periods were recognised and probably represent settlement with structural remains. 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2006 

 
Figure 2.1. Location of evaluation trenches and excavation area 

 

2.1. Introduction 
 
Following proposals for the residential and related development of 87.41 hectares at 
Ipswich Airport by Bellway Homes Ltd, the application area was subjected to a 
programme of archaeological work. The development was undertaken in a series of 
phases, with the required archaeological work for each phase being complete prior to 
the start of the development. The work commenced with an archaeological evaluation 
commissioned by CgMs Consulting in May1999, to a specification laid out by R. D. 
Carr of the Suffolk County Council Curatorial team, which included a desk-based 
assessment and a Magnetometer survey of the area, followed by an excavation in June 
1999, both of which were undertaken by members of the SCCAS Field Projects 
Team, supervised by David Gill. 
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2.2. Methodology 
 
The archaeological evaluation of the site was composed of three elements, a desk-
based assessment including a documentary search, a magnetometer scan (Hawkins 
1998), and evaluation fieldwork in which all open areas of the site were sampled by 
trenching. Eighteen trenches were excavated initially to target areas where anomalies 
were visible in the results of the magnetometer scan, and a further six were examined 
in order to define more clearly the areas of archaeology identified in the first trenches. 
The work was carried out in accordance with the specification set out by the 
Conservation Team of Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service. Following the 
evaluation a site meeting was held between Duncan Hawkins (CgMs), Robert Carr 
and David Gill (SCCAS) to discuss the findings. The results from the evaluation 
showed clearly that the majority of archaeological features were located in the north-
west corner of the site (Fig. 2.1), and it was determined that this area required further 
excavation. 
 
The evaluation trenches, and in due course the excavation area, were excavated under 
the supervision of an archaeologist by a 360° tracked machine, fitted with a toothless 
ditching bucket, which removed the topsoil to expose the surface of the subsoil. A 
total of 25 trenches were excavated during the evaluation, upcast spoil from which 
and trench bases were systematically searched by an experienced metal detectorist. 
The locations of the trenches, and the features from the excavation were plotted using 
a Total Station Theodolite, and a record made of each feature recognised during the 
evaluation and the excavation. Exposed features were sectioned by hand excavation 
and drawn at 1:20 and their position recorded with a T.S.T. Black and white print and 
colour slide photographs were taken at all stages of the evaluation and excavation and 
all finds were collected for processing. The finds and site records have been archived 
with the Archaeological Service at St Edmund House, Rope Walk, Ipswich and with 
the County Sites and Monuments Record, Bury St Edmunds under the code IPS 386. 
 
 
2.3 Results 
An evaluation identified an area to the north of the study area that was further 
investigated through open area excavation. The preservation of the features was not 
particularly good within the excavation. Loss through cultivation, as well as the use of 
the site as an airfield, may certainly have affected the survival of the prehistoric 
features resulting in truncation. A north to south running ditch of post-medieval date 
separates an area of higher density from sparse feature distribution and thus probably 
indicates the severity of truncation to the west of the ditch.  
 
2.3.1 Evaluation 
A plan (Fig. 2.1) shows the location of all the evaluation trenches, and the findings in 
each trench are recorded in Appendix 1. The machine removed a thick dark topsoil up 
to 40cm deep, exposing 42 archaeological features which cut into the sand and gravel 
subsoil, as well as at least 25 features which have been interpreted as geological due 
to the homogeneity of their fills and lack of archaeological finds. The biggest 
concentration of features, and the entirety of datable archaeological finds from the 
evaluation came from one trench, Trench 23, in the north-west corner of the site. 
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The eight features encountered in Trench 23, and those across the rest of the 
evaluation (Figs. 2.2, 2.3), were recorded as ditches, pits or possible postholes, 
although no distinct structures could be identified as a result of the evaluation. Three 
of the features from Trench 23, 0036, 0037 and 0043 (Fig. 2.4), contained pottery 
which has been dated to the Early Bronze Age, and as such the north-western corner 
of the site showed a possible concentration of activity during this period. It was for 
this reason that the excavation area was sited directly over Trench 23, to examine 
more of the surrounding area, which was considered to have a high archaeological 
potential for the Bronze Age period.  
 
The features excavated in Trench 23 certainly appear to be representative of what was 
found during the excavation. Ditch 0036, for example, c. 1m wide and 0.35m deep, 
filled with pale to mid brown silty sand, was one of the features that contained finds 
datable to the Early Bronze Age. This feature appears to be comparable with, and may 
indeed be part of ditch 0108 in soil layer 0103 encountered during the excavation. 
Feature 0103 in turn seemed to be comparable with the early feature slightly to the 
north, 0102. The pale brown sand fill of 0102 was encountered in Evaluation Trench 
4, as an undulating feature visible clearly in section (Fig. 2.5), up to c.0.24m in depth. 
The shallow pit feature, 0037, c.1.70m in diameter and only 0.14m deep, which was 
filled with mid brown silty sand and also contained Early Bronze Age pottery, seems 
to be typical of the pit features encountered on the site, as do pit features 0040 and 
0041, although these did not contain finds. The posthole 0043, c.0.20m in diameter 
and 0.08m deep was also an interesting and slightly enigmatic feature, suggesting that 
there may have been structural evidence in this area. Its fill contained some charcoal, 
as well as Early Bronze Age pottery. The only feature excavated in Trench 23 which 
could not be related to others on the site was ditch 0042, 0.80m wide and 0.30m deep, 
filled with mid brown silty sand. It did not contain finds, and was not encountered 
again during the excavation, perhaps due to truncation of the feature at some stage. 
 
It was quite clear during the evaluation that almost all of the features defined as 
archaeological were filled with a fine mid brown silty sand, and the postholes and pits 
varied in size from around 0.40m in diameter to almost 1.0m, and in depth from 
0.06m to 0.60m. Of the fifteen features which were classified as ditches during the 
evaluation, almost all could be identified as ditches which were encountered again 
during the excavation (Appendix 1). For example, it was clear that ditches 0015, 
1.70m wide and 0.46m deep, and 0016, 1.90m wide and 0.56m deep, filled with light-
mid brown and grey silty sand and encountered in Trench 4 (Fig. 2.5), were ditches 
0144 and 0110 respectively. In Trench 23, ditch 0038, 1.0m wide and 0.10m deep 
filled with mid brown silty sand, appeared to be the ditch identified as 0110 in the 
excavation, and ditch 0036, as we have said, may have been part of ditch 0108. 0108 
was identified as one of the earliest features on the site, and this is corroborated by the 
fact that 0036 contained Early Bronze Age pottery. 
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Figure 2.2. Plan of Trenches 2 – 4 and 8 - 12 
 
 
When analysing ditches encountered in evaluation trenches outside the excavation 
area, it was harder to be certain which ones represented a continuation of those visible 
inside the excavation area, but some possible alignments were clear. In Trench 2 there 
were two linear features, both filled with mid-dark brown silty sand, as were all the 
ditch features. 0023 was 0.60m wide and 0.20m deep, and feature 0024 was 1.10m 
wide and 0.28m deep It seems more likely that 0024 is a continuation of ditch 0112, 
and that 0023 was a feature not encountered in the excavation area. In Trench 3, ditch 
feature 0002, 0.80m wide and 0.24m deep, appears to be a continuation of ditch 0112, 
and feature 0003, although faint, is in the right position, circa 8m to the south, to be a 
continuation of ditch 0144. Feature 0030 in Trench 1, 1.10m wide and 0.22m deep, 
may have been another ditch related to the post-medieval field system that ran parallel 
to ditches 0112 and 0144. To the south-east of the excavation area, it seems most 
likely that ditch 0110 continues, and may be represented in Trench 21 by feature 
0035, 0.70m wide and 0.14m deep, and in Trench 11 by feature 0013. Ditch 0110 may 
continue through Trench 12, where it could be represented by ditch 0008, and into 
Trench 17, where ditch 0026 may form part of it, although these last two comparisons 
would mean a change in alignment for ditch 0110, and it is more likely that these are 
part of a separate ditch or ditches. 
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Figure 2.3. Plan of Evaluation Trenches 15 – 21 and 24 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2.4. Plan of Trench 23 and feature sections 
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Aside from the features which were clearly identified as ‘archaeological’, there were a 
number of circular burnt features on the site, circa 0.60m in diameter and up to 0.20m 
deep (see section 0039, Fig. 2.4), filled with charcoal and burnt material. Due to the 
uniformity of their size, shape and fills, and their lack of archaeological material, 
these features were interpreted as military in purpose, probably used as part of a ‘fog 
lifting’ system, and are known as ‘F.I.D.O.s (Fog Investigation and Dispersal 
Operations; Bentwaters Aviation Society 2006). This was represented by features 
0014, 0017, 0018, 0020, 0021, 0025, 0029 and, possibly, 0039 (see Fig 2.4) in the 
evaluation. 0025 was sampled, and it was clear that in-situ burning had taken place, 
but the sample contained insufficient plant macrofossils for detailed analysis, which 
indicates that it was not an archaeological feature. These features were therefore not 
targeted as part of the excavation, but were simply recorded in plan (Fig. 2.6). 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Section of features 0015, 0016 and 0102, Trench 4 

 
 
 
2.3.2 Excavation 
The excavation revealed at least a further 169 distinct features, listed in Appendix 1 
The vast majority of these features did not contain finds, and were therefore difficult 
to date with any certainty. 
 
There were some features that did contain pottery, however, and it was clear that 
almost all the pit and posthole features excavated on the site were of one period in 
date, the Bronze Age, Period I of the site’s history.  The earliest finds within this 
period were dated to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, and features containing 
them have been described as phase 1 in the life of the site. Period I phase 2 is 
represented by a large number of features which have been dated to the Bronze Age 
by virtue of pottery they contain, and by association with groups of pit or posthole 
features. Period II in the life of the site was represented by two parallel ditch features, 
and a third which ran perpendicular to them. These features appeared to be parallel 
with the field boundaries visible on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1886, and 
as the only later pottery to be found on the site was18-19th century in date, Period II 
was clearly related to post-medieval agricultural activity on the site. 
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Figure 2.6. Plan of excavation area. See figures 7, 9 & 11 for details of Areas A-C 

 
It was clear, then, that the majority of features on the site were Bronze Age in date, 
and although they consisted of dispersed pit and posthole features some stratigraphic 
relationships were visible on the site (Fig. 2.6), particularly in the earliest recognised 
phase.  

2.3.2.1. Period I phase 1(Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age)        

Phase 1 was defined purely by pottery found in features, mainly in the eastern half of 
the site, which appeared to be earlier than any other finds on site. Potentially the 
earliest features encountered during the excavation were an irregular hollow (0102), 
with an undulating profile up to 0.24m in depth, and a flat thin soil horizon (0103), 
together with a very shallow (0.16m deep) linear feature of irregular shape and course 
(0108), all of which were filled with an homogenous pale brown sand and were seen 
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against the eastern edge of the excavation area. Their pale, ephemeral nature, and their 
finds of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age (c. 2,500 BC) pottery suggest that they may 
have been among the earliest on the site. The very earliest feature in this area, 
however, must surely have been an elongated oval pit (0105/0210), 1.50m in diameter 
and 0.4m deep with a grey sand fill, which was sealed by, and revealed after the 
removal of hollow 0102 (Fig 2.13). 
 

 
Figure 2.7. Detail plan of Area ‘A’ 
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Several other pits in this eastern area of the site (0104, 0242, 0268 and 0275) as well 
as a linear feature and related layer (0143 and 0156) also produced Late 
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery. All of these features were of a similar size (0.60-
1.60m in diameter and 0.20-0.40m deep) and circular in shape, had similar brown 
silty sand fills and were concentrated in the south-eastern corner of the site, apart 
from pit 0242. 0242 was situated to the west of Area ‘A’ (discussed below) and was 
larger than the others, almost 2.0m in diameter and 0.30m deep. All these pit features 
were similar in character, shape and size to those around them, and while many also 
contained material which is related to phase 2 of Period I, it is clear that activity 
began on the site in the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age period.  Apart from the 
buried soil layers 0102, 0103 and possible ditch 0108, as well as posthole 0130 which 
makes up part of the phase II configuration in Area ‘A’, all of the features in this 
phase are pits, and therefore did not appear to form any structural elements in this 
eastern part of the site. 
 
2.3.2.2 Period I phase 2 (Bronze Age)       
     
There were, however, at least three areas of the site which may have contained 
structural elements, and, due to the concentration of features in each area, they have 
been drawn and considered separately, as areas ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ (Figs.  2.7-12). 

Area ‘A’( Figs. 2.7, 2.8) was the most extensive of these, and also produced the most 
finds. It was made up of 9 pits (0040, 0121, 0127, 0146, 0225, 0226, 0227 & 0235) 
and 20 posthole features (0041(?), 0043, 0122, 0123, 0124, 0125, 0126, 0128, 0129, 
0130, 0131, 0132, 0228, 0229, 0230, 0231, 0232, 0233, 0234 & 0236), as well as 
possible ditch 0042 and military feature 0039, and had been identified as an intensive 
area of activity as a result of evaluation Trench 23 which ran across the area. The 
excavation confirmed this, as 10 of the features in this area produced pottery datable 
to the Bronze Age. Pit/posthole 0130, 0.70m in diameter and 0.16m deep, produced 
32.5% of the entire weight of the pottery from the excavation, as well as 67 flint 
pieces, and certainly represents deliberate disposal of material, though whether in the 
form of a refuse pit, or in the form of a ‘special deposit’ of some kind, is not clear. 
There was certainly no evidence of any exceptionally high status objects in these pits, 
however. It is also possible that a number of the posthole features in this area may 
have made up some form of structure. It is possible to see two parallel lines of 
postholes running north-south, the western line being made up of 0043, 0232/0233, 
0231, 0229/0230 and 0228, and the eastern line including 0236, 0041(?), 0128/0129, 
0122. Posthole 0234 indicates the northern extent of this ‘structure’, and a group of 
postholes to the south 0124, 0125, 0126 and 0131 may have formed a specific 
function related to the use of the building. It is notable that a number of the postholes 
appear to have been re-cut: 0229/0230, 0232/0233, 0128/0129 and possibly 0132, and 
this suggests that the structure was in use for some time, and/or was successful 
enough in its purpose for energy to be re-invested in replacing/renewing posts at some 
stage.   
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Figure 2.8. Feature sections from Area ‘A’. All fills are mid brown silty sand unless otherwise 
stated; ‘silty sand’ has been abbreviated to ‘s/s’ 

 

Area ‘B’( Figs. 2.9-10) was also an area of intense activity on the site, made up of at 
least 20 postholes and four pit features, and may have contained one or more 
structures, centred around the pit 0119/0200 which may have hinted at the function of 
the structure(s). It is possible to identify a near-circular structure made up of postholes 
0118, 0167, 0120, 0318, 0107, 0169, 0170, 0171, 0176, 0172 and 0267 with a pit, or 
possible hearth, 0200 (1.80m in diameter and 0.20m deep) filled with mid brown silty 
sand and charcoal flecks, at the southern end. It is also possible that the line of 
postholes 0168, 0183, 0184 may have been related to the circular, c.1.0m in diameter 
flat bottomed (c.0.2m deep) hearth 0240, which was filled with dense charcoal and 
occasional burnt flint. Equidistant to the hearth, on the southern side, there may have 
been another line of postholes, hinted at by features 0188 and 0181, suggesting a 
rectangular structure in this southern area. To the north of the area postholes seem to 
be paired: 0318 and 0120, 0167 and 0118 and 0166 and 0165, suggesting a series of 
two-post structures, perhaps related to agricultural activity. To the north of ditch 0144 
two rather enigmatic pits 0163 and 0174 and postholes 0164 and 0173 could not be 
specifically related to a structure, but as they were all quite shallow and filled with the 
same light-mid brown silty sand as the rest of the features in this area it is likely that 
they are related to it. 
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Figure 2.9. Plan of Area ‘B’ 

 

Figure 2.10. Feature sections from Area ‘B’. All fills are mid brown silty sand unless otherwise 
stated; ‘silty sand’ has been abbreviated to ‘s/s’ 

Area ‘C’( Figs. 2.11-12) also suggests an area of relatively intense activity, which was 
clearly identifiable as separate from areas ‘A’ and ‘B’, with a concentration of ten 
postholes surrounding pits 0160 and 0253. At least one of the features may have been 
modern (0160 produced 19th century pottery), but all the rest did not produce datable 
finds, so it is difficult to be certain about their date or function. It is clear that the 
shallow (0.08m deep) pit 0253 (approx.2m in diameter) was earlier than the ditch 
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0112, however, and that deep (up to 0.28m), steep-sided postholes 0254 and 0255 
were probably related to 0253.  

 

 
Figure 2.11. Plan of Area ‘C’ 

Of the eight postholes to the south, 0162, 0161, 0245, 0246, 0247, 0248, 0249 and 
0250, 0249 and 0250 were the largest, up to 0.28m in depth and 0.9m in diameter, but 
they were all filled with the same mid brown silty sand as many of the other Bronze 
Age period features on the site. As such they have all been included in Period I phase 
2 along with all the features from areas ‘A’ and ‘B’, and whilst some of these features 
were essentially inexplicable due to the lack of finds and probable truncation over 
time, it is clear that there were three main noteworthy areas in this excavation which 
certainly appeared to have contained structural evidence. 

 

Figure 2.12. Feature sections from Area ‘C’. All fills are mid brown silty sand unless otherwise 
stated; ‘silty sand’ has been abbreviated to ‘s/s’ 
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2.3.2.3 Period II (Post-Medieval).            

Aside from the three main clusters of postholes/possible structural areas, and the area 
of pits discussed initially along the eastern edge of the excavation, the only other 
features on the site were three main linear features, or ditches, running across the site. 
These were later stratigraphically than the majority of pit and posthole features on the 
site, and as such have been considered last (see Fig 2.13 for sections).  

 

Figure 2.13. Other feature sections mentioned in the text. All fills are mid brown silty sand 
unless otherwise stated; ‘silty sand’ has been abbreviated to ‘s/s’ 

 

The east-west ditch 0144 (up to 0.5m in diameter and 0.30m deep) was certainly 
earlier than the north-south ditch 0110 (up to 1.20m in diameter and up to 0.44m 
deep), but whether it was also earlier than, or contemporary to, ditch 0112 (up to 
1.18m in diameter and 0.40m deep) was unclear. The fact that 0144 and 0112 run 
parallel to each other suggests that they may have been contemporary. They were both 
filled with mid brown silty sand and also both appeared to cut some earlier pits (0253, 
0175, 0207 and 0195), although these relationships were not always clear, but this 
would explain why ditches 0112 and 0144 contained intrusive Bronze Age pottery 
around the areas of the earlier pits. Ditch 0110 certainly appeared to be the latest on 
the site, and one fragment of post-medieval roof tile (0117) was found within its light-
mid brown silty sand fill. The orientation of all three ditches implies a connection 
with the field boundaries visible on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map of 1886, 
and they must surely relate to post-medieval system of agricultural land management. 
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2.4. Finds and environmental evidence (IPS 386) 
Sue Anderson and Alexis Willett  
 
2.4.1 Introduction 
A summary of finds quantities from this excavation is presented in the table below. 
 

Find type No. Wt/kg
Pottery 211 1.105
Animal bone 1 0.009
CBM 1 0.006
Fired clay 2 0.018
Stone 2 0.065
Clay pipe 1 0.001
Worked flint 129 0.970
Burnt flint/stone 33 1.508
Iron 1 0.001
Copper alloy 2 0.065
Charcoal/coal 16 0.029
Glass 1 0.002

Table 2.1. Finds quantities (from site IPS 386). 
 
The pottery counts are based on the bulk finds quantification and are therefore 
different from the specialist quantification which involve more detailed analysis and 
weighing of single sherds.  Finds have been divided into categories by function. A 
general finds list appears in Appendix 6 
 
2.4.2 Household objects 
2.4.2.1 Pottery 
 
Introduction 
A total of 210 pottery sherds, weighing 1.085kg, was recovered from the Ipswich 
Airport site.  Table 2.2 provides a summary of the quantification.  A more detailed list 
by context is available in Appendix 7. 

Fabric Total no. of 
sherds

Total weight in 
g 

F1a 25 119 
F1b 21 285 

Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 46 404 
G1a 91 377 

Early Bronze Age 91 377 
G1b 70 249 

Bronze Age 70 249 
GRE 1 7 
PMRW 1 14 
YELW 1 19 
ESW 1 35 

Post Medieval 4 75 
Total 210 1085 

Table 2.2.  Summary of pottery quantification (from site IPS 386). 
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The pottery assemblage is dominated by material dating to the Bronze Age. 
 
Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using both sherd count and weight.  A catalogue by 
fabric, context and feature is provided as an Appendix 6 to this report.  For this small 
group, no attempt has been made to record weights for separate body, base and rim 
sherds, or to quantify by form.  Wares have been characterised by major inclusions.  
Identification of Beaker-type ware is based on Clarke (1970).  A x4 magnifying glass 
was used to identify fabrics.  Recording uses a system of letters and numbers for 
fabric codes for ease of sorting in database format.  The letter prefix in the fabric 
codes represent the main inclusion present (F representing flint and g grog).  SCCAS 
pottery spotdating forms were used and the results were input onto MS Access 2.0. 
 
Four fabric types, with subdivisions, were identified on the basis of inclusions for the 
prehistoric pot.  Basic fabric descriptions are provided below.  All are soft and 
handmade. 
 
Code Period Description 
F1a Late Neolithic/Early 

Bronze Age 
Major inclusion common, well sorted, small, angular calcined 
flint.  Also common, very well sorted, very small, sub-rounded 
quartz sand and very sparse, well sorted, small, sub-rounded 
grog.  Exterior surface orange to buff, exterior margin orange, 
core dark grey / buff, interior margin grey / pink and interior 
surface orange / pink.  Powdery feel.  Burnished interior 
surface.  One sherd decorated with incised criss-cross lines.  
Majority oxidised through firing. 

F1b Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age 

Major inclusion common, moderately sorted, large, angular 
calcined flint.  Also common, very well sorted, very small sub-
rounded quartz sand.  Smooth feel.  Burnished exterior and 
interior surfaces.  Some sherds decorated with incised dash 
marks.  Oxidised through firing. 

G1a Early Bronze Age Major inclusion common, moderately sorted, medium*, sub-
rounded grog.  Also common, very well sorted, very small, sub-
rounded quartz sand and very sparse, very well sorted, small, 
angular calcined flint.  Exterior surface buff to orange, exterior 
margin orange, core orange to brown, interior margin and 
surface orange.  Powdery feel.  Decorated with incised comb 
marks of zigzag lines, straight lines and impressed dash marks 
in rows, often in horizontal  bands around the surface of the 
vessel.  ‘Beaker’ - style.  Oxidised during firing.  

G1b Bronze Age Major inclusion sparse, very well sorted, small, sub-rounded 
grog.  Also common, very well sorted, very small, sub-rounded 
quartz sand and very sparse, well sorted, small, angular calcined 
flint.  Exterior surface and margin orange, core dark grey, 
interior margin buff to brown and interior surface buff to dark 
grey.  Powdery feel.  Some sherds decorated with impressed 
dash marks in rows and incised horizontal straight lines around 
the surface of the vessel.  Exterior surface oxidised through 
firing. 

*Definition of inclusion sizes: very small - 0-0.9mm, small 1-1.9mm, medium 2-3.9mm, large 4+mm. 
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Pottery by period 
Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Wares 
Material dating to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age accounts for 21.9% of the 
total number of sherds and 37.2% of the total weight of the assemblage.  Fabric F1a 
occurred in seven contexts.  A total of 25 sherds of this fabric were recovered; 24 
body sherds and one rim sherd.  Nineteen body sherds and two rim sherds of fabric 
F1b were also found.  Both fabrics are flint tempered and are burnished to some 
extent.  Fabric F1a has small calcined flint inclusions and sparse small grog pieces 
also, whereas fabric F1b has large flint inclusions and no grog.  A small amount of 
decoration can be seen on some of the sherds of these fabrics in the form of incised 
criss-cross lines and incised dash marks.  All the rim sherds of these fabrics are 
simple, upright but slightly flaring and plain.  This rim shape along with the fabric 
type, the thickness of the sherds and the decoration suggest a Late Neolithic/ Early 
Bronze Age date.   
 
Early Bronze Age Wares 
Fabric G1a appears to be dateable to the Early Bronze Age due to its similarity to 
‘Beaker’ wares.  43.1% of the total assemblage number has been identified as fabric 
G1a.  It is a grog tempered ware with quartz sand and very sparse, very small flecks 
of calcined flint.  83 body sherds, four base sherds and two rim sherds of this fabric 
were retrieved from 13 contexts on this site (possibly 14 contexts due to the one sherd 
that is queried as being fabric G1a).  The base sherds are relatively thick and flat with 
a wide angle.  The rim forms are simple, upright but slightly flaring; one was 
decorated with incised horizontal cordons.  Many of the body sherds are decorated 
with incised dash marks, zigzag lines and straight lines which point strongly towards 
the ‘Beaker’ style.      
 
Bronze Age Wares 
Seventy sherds, weighing 249g, of fabric G1b were recovered from 15 contexts.  The 
significant inclusion in this fabric is sparse, small grog with common, very small 
quartz sand and very sparse small calcined flint.  Of the 70 sherds found, five are rim 
sherds and the rest body sherds.  The rims are all simple, upright but slightly flaring 
and plain.  Some of the body sherds are decorated with lines of incised dash marks 
and impressed dots.  This fabric has been broadly dated to the Bronze Age as it has 
characteristics of material from this period in terms of the fabric composition, the rim 
form and the decorations.   
 
Post Medieval Pottery 
Post-medieval pottery included one sherd each of Glazed Red Earthenware (GRE), 
unglazed Redware (PMRW), Yellow Ware (YELW) and English Stoneware (ESW).  
All were of 18th-19th century date. 
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Pottery by context   
Pottery was collected from 31 contexts.  Table 2.3 shows the fabric types by context, 
with suggested dates. 
 

Context Feature Fabrics Date 
0036  G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0037  G1b Bronze Age 
0048  G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0101 u/s finds G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0101 u/s finds GRE 18th century 
0102 layer - 

hollow 
F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 

0102 layer - 
hollow 

G1b Bronze Age 

0102 layer - 
hollow 

PMRW, YELW 18-19th century 

0104 ?pit F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0106 find G1b Bronze Age 
0107 posthole G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0108 ?ditch F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0108 ?ditch G1b Bronze Age 
0110 ditch ?G1a ?Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0130 pit/posthole F1a, F1b Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0130 pit/posthole G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0138 section - 

ditch 
G1b Bronze Age 

0139 hollow? G1a Early Bronze Age 
0141 pit G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0143 ?ditch G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0146 pit G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0147 layer - ditch G1b Bronze Age 
0156 layer F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0156 layer G1b Bronze Age 
0159 layer - ditch G1b Bronze Age 
0160 pit ESW 19th century 
0190 layer - ditch G1b Bronze Age 
0206 pit G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0210 feature G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0226 layer G1b Bronze Age 
0227 pit/hollow G1b Bronze Age 
0235 pit G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0239 pit G1b Bronze Age 
0242 pit F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0268 pit F1b Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0275 pit F1a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
0275 pit G1b Bronze Age 
0277 pit G1b Bronze Age 
0287 layer - ditch G1a Early Bronze Age - ‘Beaker’ 
0287 layer - ditch G1b Bronze Age 

Table 2.3. Summary of pottery by feature (from site IPS 386) 
 
Pit/posthole 0130, pit 0206, ?ditch 0108 and hollow layer 0102 are the contexts which 
produced the greatest amounts of pottery in them from the whole assemblage.  The 
rest of the contexts have less than 50 grams, or 10 sherds, of pottery in each.  
Pit/posthole 0130 accounts for 32.5% of the entire weight of the collection of pottery 
from this site but, as the sherds are larger, had less individual sherds than pit 0206, 
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which yielded 21.9% of the total number of sherds but only 18.5% of the total weight.  
These two contexts produced fabrics dated to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 
(fabrics F1a and F1b) and Early Bronze Age (fabric G1a).  This date range also 
applies to ?ditch 0108 (also with fabric G1b) and material from a range of periods was 
retrieved from hollow layer 0102 (fabrics F1a, G1b, PMRW and YELW).   
 
Summary and discussion 
Pottery from the Early Bronze Age clearly dominates this assemblage.  The earliest 
material is suggested to be Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age and much of the 
assemblage can be seen to be in the ‘Beaker’ style which dates to the Early Bronze 
Age.  Material dated generally as ‘Bronze Age’ is frequently associated with Late 
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery and is probably contemporary.  Later material is 
scarce, and 18th/19th century pottery is probably related to manuring in this period. 
 
2.4.2.2 Glass 
One small piece of modern moulded opaque blue vessel glass was found in ?posthole 
0258. 
 
2.4.3 Buildings and services 
2.4.3.1 Structural metalwork 
One nail was found in context 0114. 
 
2.4.3.2 Ceramic building materials 
One fragment of post-medieval ?roof tile was collected from ditch layer 0117. 
 
2.4.4 Miscellaneous fittings 
A post-medieval or modern copper alloy U-shaped fitting with rivet holes at each 
expanded terminal was found in 0101.  Small find 1000 (also 0101) was a large 
undated copper alloy ?suspension ring with an external diameter of 53mm (internal 
diameter 36mm). 
 
2.4.5 Miscellaneous and unidentified objects  
One small fragment of clay pipe stem was found in hollow 0102.  A smoothed 
sandstone fragment, possibly a whetstone, was found in 0227.  A fragment of polished 
black non-local stone, possibly dolorite, was collected from 0287.   
 
Two pieces of fired clay, both found in association with Bronze Age pottery, were in 
a fine clay matrix with no obvious inclusions.  A long narrow impression on the inner 
surface of one piece suggested that it could have been used as a mould, but no other 
evidence for metalworking was recovered from the site.  Both pieces could be 
fragments of daub, small clay objects such as loom weights, or even fragments of 
pottery. 
 
2.4.6 Flint  
Colin Pendleton 
2.4.6.1 Worked flint 
A total of 129 pieces of flint was collected from 19 contexts.  The majority were 
undiagnostic flakes, generally occurring in small groups of 1-3 pieces.  Larger groups 
were found in feature 0210, which contained two small scrapers and ten flakes, and 
pit 0130 which produced 67 pieces, many of which were small possibly natural flakes.  
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Another scraper was found in pit 0235, and there was also an unstratified core 
fragment.  A ?patinated blade was found in 0191, and a patinated flake in 0101, but 
no other patinated material was recovered.  The three small scrapers are consistent 
with a Bronze Age date.  
 
2.4.6.2 Burnt flint and other stone 
Burnt flint, quartzite and sandstone pebbles were collected from 16 features.  The 
largest group, consisting of seven flints and a large sandstone pebble, came from pit 
0130.  There were no other noticeable concentrations. 
 
2.4.7 Biological evidence  
2.4.7.1 Animal bone 
Only one small fragment of a medium mammal long bone was collected (0102). 
 
2.4.7.2 Coal and burnt material 
Small fragments of coal and burnt material were collected by hand from eight 
contexts.  These fragments probably indicate a modern date for the features (0104, 
0113, 0117, 0128, 0130, 0258, 0269, 0275). 
 
2.4.8 Environmental evidence  
Val Fryer 
Introduction 
IPS 386 was one of a number of small trenches excavated at Ipswich Airport. The 
work revealed two features of probable prehistoric date, a circular feature with some 
possible in situ burning (context 0025) and a pit (context 0119). Individual samples 
were taken from each feature for the extraction of the plant macrofossil assemblages. 
 
Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots 
in a 500 micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were scanned under a binocular 
microscope at magnifications up to x 16, and the plant macrofossils and other remains 
noted are listed on Table 2.4. Nomenclature within the table follows Stace (1997). All 
plant remains were preserved by charring. 
 
The non floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. 
Artefacts/ecofacts were not present. 
 
Results of assessment: 
Plant macrofossils 
With the exception of charcoal fragments, the only plant macrofossil noted was a 
single fragment of hazel (Corylus avellana) nutshell. Charcoal was abundant in both 
assemblages, with ring porous fragments being predominant.  
 
Other materials 
Very rare small fragments of black porous ‘cokey’ material were noted in sample 
0119. All are probably derived from the combustion of organic remains at extremely 
high temperatures. 
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Conclusions 
Although the charcoal within sample 0025 may be derived from in situ burning, the 
exact purpose of this burning is not understood. As neither assemblage contains 
sufficient material for conclusive interpretation, no further analysis is required. 

 
Sample No. 0025 0119 
Plant macrofossils - - 
Corylus avellana L.  x 
Charcoal <2mm xxx xxx 
Charcoal >2mm xxx xxx 
Black porous ‘cokey’ material  x 
Sample volume (litres) 3.5 3 
Volume of flot (litres) 0.4 0.1 
% flot sorted 25% 100% 

 
Table 2.4. Charred plant macrofossils and other remains from Ipswich Airport (from 

site IPS 386)  
 
Key to Table 
x = 1 – 10 specimens     xx = 10 – 100 specimens     xxx = 100+ specimens 
 
 
2.4.8 Summary 
The finds assemblage is dominated by Early Bronze Age pottery and broadly 
contemporary worked and burnt flint.  This suggests relatively intensive occupation of 
the site during this period.  Later material is scarce and consists largely of post-
medieval stray finds which were probably lost or included in ‘night soil’ manuring 
when the site was open land. 
 
 
2.5. Conclusions/Discussion 
 
The programme of archaeological evaluation and subsequent excavation has shown 
that there was a concentration of archaeological features within the northern corner of 
the site. The preservation of the features was not particularly good, and loss through 
cultivation – as well as the use of the site as an airfield – may certainly have affected 
the survival of prehistoric features. Differential preservation of features is apparent 
across the excavation with a greater concentration of pits and post-holes (and even 
part of a possible buried soil) surviving in a strip east of a north to south running ditch 
of post-medieval date. Farming practice and other land use of recent centuries must 
have accounted for this difference. 
 
Despite probable truncation across much of the site, it was clear from excavation that 
the centre of the site had three main concentrations of postholes and other features. 
These areas (A, B and C) contained evidence for structural remains with a rectilinear 
structure at Area A and a round setting of posts at Area B. The Area A structure was 
in close association with a pit containing a ‘special deposit’ containing a cache of 67 
flints. The round Area B structure was associated with a hearth, perhaps suggesting a 
domestic or industrial use for this building. No obvious structure plan could be 
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detected in Area C (although a linear arrangement might be suggested), but the 
concentration of post-holes and pits in this area indicate that this was intensively used.  
 
Features grouped towards the east of the site contained burnished and incise decorated 
pottery of Late Neolithic / Early Bronze Age date (Period I phase 1). Across the rest 
of the site some features contained pottery of either Beaker type (Early Bronze Age) 
or of general Bronze Age character (Period II phase 2). It is likely that the activity 
Areas A,B and C belong to this second phase. It is probable that by the late prehistoric 
(Late Neolithic to Bronze Age) the site lay within a highly developed agrarian 
landscape containing numerous foci of settlement and activity. 
 
Belonging to a later date (Period II), three linear features were identified. These were 
related to post-medieval agricultural management of the site, as they clearly run 
parallel to the field boundaries marked on the 1884 Ordnance Survey Maps. 
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Chapter 3 
 

IPS 024, IPS 390, IPS 391, IPS 420 
 

Report on the archaeological evaluation, 2000 
Appendices 2, 6 and 7 

 
Summary 
An archaeological evaluation was carried out on the perimeter of the old Ipswich 
Airport site in order to sample and record any surviving archaeological deposits.  This 
consisted of a series of thirty linear trenches, machine excavated to the depth of the 
natural subsoil.  A number of features were exposed and investigated, dated as 
prehistoric through to modern.  These features were quite widely spread over the 
evaluation area but include three concentrations of activity. IPS 024 - Two trenches 
were opened to pinpoint a known double ring ditch for a presumed Bronze Age round 
barrow. The ring ditch and a number of other ditches and pits were exposed and 
surface cleaning of these features revealed a number of worked flint flakes.  IPS 390 - 
A trench adjacent to Brazier’s Wood and overlooking the River Orwell revealed a 
high concentration of pits and ditches rich in first century Roman pottery.  Results 
suggest a settlement, including densely clustered features such as substantial ditches, 
pits, post-holes, and a number of possible cremations. One probable prehistoric pit 
contained a collection of flint blades and a leaf shaped projectile point.  IPS 391 - A 
trench beside the likely route between medieval Clapgate Lane and Alnesbourne 
Priory revealed a number of ditches, pits and post-holes of medieval date. 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Extensive tree planting was planned surrounding the development.  A specification 
was prepared for CgMs Consulting by Duncan Hawkins (Hawkins 1999) who 
concluded that the tree planting presented a significant threat to the survival of any 
archaeological deposits and therefore an archaeological evaluation was recommended. 
It was noted, however, that under the terms of the woodlands grants up to 20% of the 
tree planting could be left unplanted giving scope for preserving archaeological 
features identified in the evaluation in situ. Anomalies had been seen on air 
photographs and a magnetometer scan (Hawkins 1998) which may represent past 
settlement or activity within the development area.  
 
It was concluded that investigation of the development area by field evaluation would 
be justified and necessary and so consequently, an evaluation was carried out in 
October and November 1999 in advance of the scheme.  It was hoped that more 
information could be obtained in order to better locate and characterise the ring ditch 
accurately (IPS 024) and to determine its diameter and so a series of trenches were 
deliberately placed to try to achieve this (Trenches 3-5).  The remaining trenches were 
located throughout the tree planting area to cover a proportional section of it. 
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Figure 3.1. Location of trenches and site code location 

 
 
3.2 Methodology 
 
Thirty trial-trenches were laid out using a Total Station Theodolite and excavated 
using a 360° mechanical excavator equipped with a 2m wide, toothless ditching 
bucket.  A trenching plan was prepared in the brief and specification (Appendix 1) on 
the basis of a 2% (plus) sample of the site with a further 100m of trenching possible 
depending on the results of the initial trenching. Consequently, approximately 1038m 
of trench were excavated initially, with a further 142m opened in areas of possible 
significance to investigate areas of archaeological interest. Trench dimensions 
outlined in the brief were followed except where a trench crossed a footpath. In these 
situations the trench was broken or shortened.  
 
All machining was observed by an archaeologist standing within the trench.  Topsoil 
was removed from the trenches to the depth of the naturally occurring subsoil (usually 
between 300-600mm in depth). All topsoil was kept separate from subsoil for 
subsequent backfilling. Both the excavated topsoil and the exposed surfaces of 
trenches were examined visually, and subjected to a metal detector search, for 
artefactual evidence.  
 
Where features were revealed, they were cleaned manually for definition and each 
allocated ‘observed phenomena’ numbers within a unique continuous numbering 
system under the SMR codes IPS 390, IPS 391, IPS 420 (previously IPS Misc) and 
IPS 024 (Appendix 2). A sample of features were then partially excavated in order to 
recover dating evidence as well as to observe their form and possibly determine any 
function. Where features were present, trench plans were drawn on site at 1:50 (Figs. 
3.2-3.18) and excavated sections drawn at 1:20 (Figs. 3.2-3.18). Features were also 
recorded photographically, using both monochrome prints and colour slides, to form a 
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part of the site archive.  All inked in sections are shown in this report.  This evaluation 
archive will be deposited in the County SMR at Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds. 
 
All finds were washed and marked before being quantified, identified and dated by 
the finds management staff of the Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service 
(see section 3.4.  Finds and Environmental evidence).  
 
Two soil samples were taken and sent for analysis, quantification and interpretation.  
Sediments were then sent to Shire Hall at Bury St Edmunds to be deposited as part of 
the archive.   
 
 
3.3  Results 
 
Figure 1 shows the location of the trial trenches within the development area and the 
findings within each trench are summarised below by site. The topsoil, 0100, was 
machined away in all trenches. 
 
As stated in the introduction, under the terms of the woodlands grants, up to 20% of 
the tree planting could be left unplanted giving scope for preserving archaeological 
features identified in the evaluation in situ.  As a result, IPS 024 and IPS 390 were 
only partially excavated in order to record the archaeology but to preserve what was 
revealed. 
 
 
3.3.1 IPS 024 
 
Trench 3  (Fig. 3.2)  
Trench 3 was orientated south west - north east and was 24.2m in length. 
 
The only feature seen within this trench was probable pit 0213.  This was partially 
excavated by the machine, was over 2m deep and contained steel cables.  It is thought 
that this was a probable wartime feature. 
 
Trench 4  (Fig. 3.2)  
This trench was deliberately located to cross the area of a suspected round barrow in 
order to better locate and characterise it.  The trench was 67m in total length and was 
aligned south west - north east.  
 
Ditches 0214 and 0218 and features 0215, 0216, 0221, 0226 and 0227 were all 
unexcavated as they looked unlikely, from the surface, to be of archaeological 
significance.   
 
0217 and 0220 were also unexcavated.  These are both curving linear features and 
were thought to be a ring ditch around the round barrow. The second ring ditch was 
not seen. 
 
Features 0187 and 0222 were both excavated and were thought to be natural 
depressions filled with subsoil.  0187, however, contained 5 worked flint flakes of 
unknown date. 
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4 worked flint flakes (0207) were found during surface cleaning of this trench and so 
were unstratified. 
 
Trench 5  (Fig.3.2)   
This trench crosses Trench 4 at right angles and was also sited with the intention of 
locating the ring ditch around the barrow.  It was aligned north west - south east and 
was 58.5m in length.  
 
Probable pit 0219 and ditches 0224 and 0225 were all unexcavated.  Linear feature 
0223 was curving through the trench and was thought to be part of a ring ditch around 
the barrow.  0220 can be seen in this trench as well as Trench 4. 
 
 
3.3.2 IPS 390 (Fig. 3.3 – 3.6, 3.18) 
 
Trench 22  (Fig. 3.3)   
This trench was 52.8m in total length and was orientated north - south.  This trench, 
as well as Trenches 23 and 24, had significant quantities of early Roman pottery 
present suggesting this was an area of Roman activity.  

 
0164 was a large, possibly natural channel running east - west.  It was approximately 
8m wide by 1m deep.   It may be an erosion channel as the high ground seems to drop 
away at this point.  It was filled by 0165 which was possibly alluvial in nature.  It may 
have been deposited during silting up episodes in the channel.  The upper and darker 
part of this fill was probably subsoil which has settled in this depression.  One Bronze 
Age pot sherd was found in the fill. 
 
Posthole 0166 was round in shape, fairly small and shallow, being 360mm wide and 
140mm deep.  It was filled by 0167, a mid brown silty sand which had one Bronze 
Age pot sherd within. 
 
0116, a small linear feature was filled by 0117, a mid brown sandy silt and had one 
late Iron Age/Roman pot sherd within.  It was 1.1m wide and 540mm deep.  It was 
adjacent to pit 0118 but there appears to be no relationship between these features.  
0118 was medium sized, irregular in shape with a flat base.  It was 1m wide by 
400mm deep. It was filled with mid brown sandy silt, 0119 and was thought to be a 
possible tree bowl.  It did, however, contain one Roman sherd of pottery.  
 
Ditch 0168 was medium in size and runs for 20m along the south end of the trench.  It 
was 1m wide and 400mm deep and was filled by a mid brown silty sand (0169 and 
0172).  A deposit 0173 was also seen within the fill consisting of mid brown silty 
sand with dark brown mottling and occasional charcoal lumps.  This was thought to 
be a possible hearth?  Ditch fill 0169 contained 2 middle Saxon potsherds and 0173 
had 13 sherds of the same date.  This ditch aligns with 0199 in Trench 24b and they 
have similar fills and features.  It is possible that they were the same feature although 
ditch 0305, in Trench 24a and aligned between these two sections, appeared to be cut 
by Roman ditch 0203, suggesting that it was older than this. 
 
Ditch 0120 was a medium sized, relatively shallow, linear feature, 1.8m wide by 
600mm deep.  It was thought to be the possible return of an ‘enclosure’ ditch 0191 
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from Trench 24.  They were both similar in size and shape but 0120 was shallower 
compared to the ground surface.  This was perhaps due to erosion that was evident in 
the area. 
 
Ditch 0122 was filled with mid brown sandy silt and runs east - west across the 
trench. 
 
Ditch 0123 was shallow and wide and was filled by 0124, a mid brown sandy silt.  It 
was 1.54m wide by 400mm deep.   
 
Feature 0170 was a shallow circular feature, a possible tree bowl, filled by mid brown 
silty sand 0171.  It was 760mm wide by 12mm deep and was immediately adjacent to 
ditch 0168. There appears to be no obvious relationship between these two features. 
 
The remaining features in the trench were left unexcavated.  These included 2 
possible pits 0284 and 0285, a possible tree bowl 0280 and 3 possible ditches. 
 
Trench 23  (Fig. 3.4)   
This trench was orientated west - east and was 26.7 metres in length. 
 
It contained only one feature, 0113, a slightly curving north - south ditch that was 
2.4m wide and 600mm deep.  It was filled by 0114, the upper fill and 0115, the lower 
fill.  These were both mid brown sandy silt and each layer contained one Roman 
potsherd.  The fills were separated by a band consisting of yellow sand. 
 
Trench 24  (Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6)   
A trench of 73.1m and aligned east - west was initially excavated (Trench 24a) with 3 
subsequent trenches (Trenches 24b, c, and d) opened as a result of the intense Roman 
activity seen in the initial one.  24b was located at the west end of, and at right angles 
to, 24a and measured 34.4m in length.  24c was 21.7m in length and was also at right 
angles to 24a.  24d was 26.3m long and was orientated south west - north east.  All 
trenches showed intense activity. 
 
Pit 0197 was a small shallow round pit filled by 0198, a mid brown mottled silty sand 
with pockets of blackened silty sand.  2 pottery sherds and some flint work including 
a leaf projectile point were recovered from the fill implying that this pit was probably 
prehistoric in date. 
 
Ditch 0143 was at least 25m long and 2.1m wide.  It was also numbered as 0203 
further west along the trench. It was 60 centimetres deep and had patches of ash and 
pot visible in the fill that were thought to be possible cremations or domestic hearths 
(feature numbers 0195, 0291, 0301, 0302, 0303, 0306, 0314 and 0330). It was filled 
by 0144 a mid brown sandy silt and 0188, a mid brown sandy loam with Roman 
potsherds within. Towards the west end of Trench 24a, where this ditch was 
numbered as 0203, it was filled by 0204, a mid brown silty sand with large amounts 
of early Roman potsherds included. 0145 was a possible small pit within this ditch 
which contained bone and potsherds from the late 1st, early 2nd century AD. 
 
Ditch 0191 was a large, deep and slightly curving east - west aligned ditch with a high 
concentration of finds evident.  It was filled by 0192, an orange brown silty sand.  A 
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large deposit of late 1st - early 2nd century pottery was found at the base of the ditch 
(Fig. 3.19, fig. 3.20).  Ditches 0293 (in 24b) and 0324 (in 24d) are on the same 
alignment as this ditch, have similar fills and are of similar width.  It is probable that 
these are the same ditch although they were not excavated so no artefactual evidence 
was recovered. 
 
Pit 0195 was a medium sized pit within the fill of ditch 0203.  It was filled by 0196, a 
mottled mid and light brown silty sand with black sandy ash and occasional fragments 
of burnt bone.  A heavy concentration of early Roman pottery was found with it. This 
pit was sampled and analysed to determine whether the bone was human or animal 
and so if the feature was a cremation or a hearth deposit of some kind (section 
3.4.7.1). 
 
Ditch 0205 was large and wide and filled by 0206, mid to dark brown silty sand.  This 
ditch was unexcavated but early Roman potsherds were found on the surface. 
 
Ditch 0199 was aligned north west - south east and situated in very disturbed ground.  
It is possible that it was a series of aligned linear features rather than just one ditch but 
the level of disturbance meant this could not be determined.  It was filled by 0200, a 
mixed mid brown and lighter brown silty sand.  Middle Saxon potsherds were 
recovered from the surface.  Although this ditch aligns with 0305 in Trench 24a, they 
are not thought to be the same feature.  0305 was unexcavated but it is cut by 0203, a 
Roman feature, and so is older than this feature and ditch 0199.  
 
Ditch 0201 was medium in size and aligned east - west.  It was 1.6m wide and 
460mm deep and was parallel to and possibly cuts ditch 0143/0203.  It was filled by 
mid brown silty sand (0202) which contained a heavy concentration of early Roman 
pottery.  This ditch also had Bronze Age, early and late Saxon pottery and medieval 
sherds which suggests that the Bronze Age, Roman and Saxon evidence was residual, 
giving this feature a medieval date. A possible pit was cut into one side. 
 
0189 was a large shallow ditch aligned north - south that contained fill 0190 a mid 
brown/orange sandy loam.   It was 2.2m wide and 220mm deep. This fill contained 
medieval pottery. 
 
Pit 0193 was a medium sized pit.  It was filled with 0194, a mottled mid and light 
brown silty sand with black sandy ash.  2 medieval potsherds were found within it.  
This feature was also sampled for analysis (section 3.4.7.1) 
 
The remaining features in this trench were left unexcavated.  There were 61 in total, 
the majority being probable tree bowls and modern features.  Features 0286, 0288, 
0289, 0290, 0292, 0294, 0295, 0296, 0299, 0300, 0307 – 0313, 0315 – 0319, 0322, 
0331, 0333, 0340, 0341 were all possible pits or post-holes but were not excavated.  
Ditches 0287, 0298, 0304, 0305, 0329, 0332, 0334, 0336, 0338, 0339, 0343 and 0346 
were all north west - south east aligned, 0293, 0324 and 0328 were east - west 
aligned, 0335 and 0337 were south west - north east aligned and 0342 and 0345 were 
north - south aligned ditches.  All were left unexcavated but 0293 and 0324 were 
thought to be a continuation of the Roman ditch 0191 as they align almost perfectly, 
are of similar width and have similar fills. 
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Seven small deposits of burnt bone, ash and pot, similar to feature 0195, were seen 
within the fill of ditch 0203.  As 0195 was sampled, this was to be used as an 
indication to the purpose of the rest of the features (since the area was subsequently 
not to be planted) and they were not excavated.  They were numbered 0291, 0301, 
0302, 0303, 0306, 0314 and 0330. 
 
Also, unstratified finds including 104 pieces of modern pottery were discovered 
within the trench (0209) but none were found in context. 
 
 
3.3.3 IPS 391 (Fig 3.7) 
 
Trench 26 (Fig. 3.7)   
Trench 26 was 34.4m in length but a gap of approximately 12.3m was left in between 
a 19.7m and a 14.7m stretch due to a public footpath running through the trench.  It 
was aligned west - east.  Some features within this trench contained medieval 
potsherds which were not present in any quantity anywhere else within this 
evaluation, suggesting this was an area of medieval activity. 
 
Ditch 0133 was a small linear feature running diagonally across the trench, 300mm 
wide by 10mm deep.  It was filled by 0134, a mid brown silty sand with occasional 
charcoal flecks and some bone fragments. 
 
Post-hole 0135 was medium in size and circular, 400mm in width and 240mm deep.  
There was no obvious post pipe and so it was possibly a small pit.  It was adjacent to, 
and appears to cut, ditch 0137.  The post-hole was filled by mid brown silty sand 0136 
with occasional charcoal flecks. 
 
Ditch 0137 was a medium sized, shallow ditch filled by 0138, mid brown silty sand 
with occasional flecks of charcoal.  One medieval potsherd was present within the fill.  
It was 1.6m wide and only 100mm deep. 
 
Feature 0139 was a possible pit or butt-end of a ditch emerging from the excavation 
edge.  Only a small section was visible and so interpretation is unclear.  It was filled 
by 0140, a mid brown sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecks.  Four 12th century 
potsherds were recovered from this fill. 
 
0141 was a number assigned to two ditches running alongside each other.  They 
appear as one on the surface but excavation revealed two running parallel with each 
other.  The ditch on the north east side was 800mm wide and 340mm deep, whereas 
the south westerly one was also 800mm wide but only 120mm deep. They are both 
filled by 0142, a mid brown silty sand.  Burnt clay and bone was recovered from the 
deeper of the two ditches. 
 
The remaining features in this trench were left unexcavated.  They included 3 possible 
tree bowls, 3 south west - north east aligned ditches (0353, 0357, 0359) and 2 possible 
pits or post-holes (0354 and 0356). 
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3.3.4 IPS 420 (Fig.3.8 - 3.18) 
 

 
©Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved.  Suffolk County Council.  Licence No. 100023395 2007 

 
Figure 3.8: Location of pits within IPS 420 

 
Trench 1   (Fig. 3.9)   
This trench was orientated west - east across the eastern side of the evaluation area 
and measured 14.6m in length. 
 
Feature 0101 was located at the western end of the trench and was a north - south 
aligned ditch that measured c.900mm wide and was filled by 0102, a mid brown silty 
sand with occasional charcoal flecks.  Bronze Age pot sherds were recovered from 
this fill. 
 
Trench 2  (Fig. 3.9) 
This trench was orientated north west - south east and was 26.5m long. 
 
Features 0210 and 0211 were believed to be airport F.I.D.O.s and therefore left 
unexcavated.  0212 was also unexcavated, this being a north east - south west aligned 
ditch. 
  
Ditch 0105 runs north east - south west obliquely across Trench 2 and was primarily 
filled with 0106, a light brown silty sand.  0112 was a re-cut of this ditch and filled by 
0107, a mid brown silty sand.  No finds were recovered from either fill. 
 
Pit 0110 was semi-circular in plan and filled with a greyish brown silty sand (0111) 
with moderate pebble inclusions.  It was cut by ditch 0103, a shallow feature with 
dark grey brown fill (0104) containing modern pottery. 
 
Pit 0108 was set into the side of Trench 2 so its full extent was unknown.  It is 
possible that this was a pit or post-hole but was more likely to be a burrow.  A modern 
glass fragment was present within the fill - 0109. 
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Trench 6  (Fig. 3.9)   
This trench was aligned north west - south east and was 25.6m in total length.  
 
F.I.D.O. 0228 was the only feature seen in this trench and was unexcavated. 
 
Trench 7  (Fig. 3.10)   
Trench 7 was 25.4m in length and was aligned west south west - east north east.   
 
0229, a north west - south east aligned ditch was the only feature seen in this trench.  
This was also unexcavated. 
 
Trench 8     
Trench 8 had no visible archaeological features and was backfilled almost 
immediately after excavation. This was a safety measure since the trench was adjacent 
to the road. 
 
Trench 9  (Fig. 3.10)   
This trench was aligned west - east and was 24m long. 
 
Features 0230 and 0232 were both unexcavated but were thought to be possible tree 
bowls or pits.  Ditch 0231 was aligned north - south but was thought to be a natural 
feature. 
 
Trench 10  (Fig. 3.11)   
This trench was 64.5m long in total and orientated north - south. 
 
The majority of the features in this trench were probable F.I.D.O.s or tree bowls – 
features 0233 to 0243. 
 
Ditches 0183 and 0185 were both orientated south west - north east across the trench 
and were filled by mid brown sandy silt with no finds. 
 
Trench 11  (Fig. 3.12)   
This trench measured 25m in length and was aligned north - south. 
 
It was empty of any features except for a possible hearth at the southernmost end.  
Feature 0180 was rectangular in plan with near vertical sides and was 760mm wide by 
240mm deep.  It was filled by 0181, an orange brown silty sand below 0182, a dark 
grey ashy charcoaly layer.  This deposit looks similar to a F.I.D.O. but 0181 contained 
possible Early Bronze Age pottery.  This feature was sampled for further analysis. 
 
An unstratified flint was also found within this trench (0208). 
 
Trench 12  (Fig. 3.12)   
Trench 12 was 26.1m in length and was orientated west - east.   
 
Pit 0178 was circular and filled by 0179, a light brown silty sand.  It was thought to be 
a tree bowl although it differed in shape and fill to others and so was possibly a pit.   
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The other two features in the trench, 0244 and 0245 were both probably natural 
geological features and were unexcavated. 
 
Trench 13  (Fig. 3.13)   
This was 48m in total length and was aligned south west - north east. 
 
Both ditch 0246 and probable natural feature 0247 were unexcavated.  0246 was north 
east - south west aligned.  Ditches 0174 and 0176 were both aligned south south west 
- north north east and contained mid brown silty sand with no finds in either. 
 
Trench 14  (Fig. 3.13)   
Trench 14 was 25.5m in length and orientated west - east. 
 
0248 was a narrow north - south aligned possible ditch.  It was unexcavated. 
 
The remaining features in this trench were unexcavated and thought to be modern.  A 
road runs adjacent to this trench and the features seen were probably related to the 
make up of this. 
 
Trench 15  (Fig. 3.14)   
This trench was exactly 25m in length and orientated south - north. 
 
It also contained what are thought to be modern features, components of the make-up 
of the adjacent road.  Three possible tree bowls were also recorded within the trench.  
None of these features were excavated. 
 
Ditch 0162 was shallow and aligned east - west.  It was filled by 0162, a mid brown 
sandy silt. 
 
Trench 16  (Fig. 3.14)   
This trench was 51.5m in total and was aligned west - east. 
 
Two possible tree bowls, a probable F.I.D.O. and a natural linear feature were all left 
unexcavated.  Linear feature 0260 was excavated but also thought to be natural. 
 
Trench 17  (Fig. 3.14)   
Trench 17 was 16.5m in length but a gap of approximately 9.2m was left in between 
an 8m and an 8.5m stretch due to a public footpath running through the trench.  It was 
aligned south - north. 
 
Only two features were present and these were both thought to be modern and related 
to the make up of the adjacent road. 
 
Trench 18  (Fig. 3.15)   
This trench was 27m in length and was orientated south - north.   
 
Only one feature was seen and this was thought to be natural. 
 
Trench 19  (Fig. 3.15)   
This was 46.5m in total and was aligned west - east. 
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Ditch 0158 was a small linear feature with an associated protrusion on its north 
western side – 0267.  This was a probable tree bowl.  The ditch was filled by 0158, a 
mid brown silty sand with a Late Iron Age/Early Roman potsherd inclusion.   
 
Pit 0160 was small and filled by 0161, a mid brown silty sand.  
 
Linear feature 0271 was aligned south west - north east and had modern fill. 
 
2 probable F.I.D.O.s were seen and were left unexcavated as was another probable 
tree bowl.   
 
Trench 20  (Fig. 3.15)   
This trench was 25.4m in total and aligned north north west - south south east. 
 
It contained one probable natural feature and 0156, a small linear feature towards the 
north end of the trench.  It was filled by 0157, a mid brown silty sand that contained 
one Roman pot sherd. 
 
Trench 21  (Fig. 3.16)   
Trench 21 was 49.9m in length and was orientated east - west. 
 
Pit 0125 was a large, shallow, flat bottomed rectangular pit and was filled by 0126.  
This was a mid to dark brown sandy silt from which several animal teeth, bone 
fragments and Bronze Age/Iron Age pot sherds were recovered.  The pit was 1.56m 
wide by 360mm deep. 
 
Pit 0127 was a small, shallow, round pit filled by 0128.  This was a light brown silty 
sand with two Bronze Age pot sherds included.  The pit was 540mm wide by 180mm 
deep. 
 
Pit 0129 was a small, slightly oval and shallow pit, 640mm wide by 140mm deep.  It 
was filled by 0130, a mid brown sandy silt and was thought to be a possible tree bowl. 
 
The remaining features in this trench were thought to be either tree bowls, geological 
features or of natural origin.  Most were excavated but not recorded any further. 
 
Trench 25 (Fig. 3.17)   
This trench was 21.6m in length and was orientated south - north. 
 
Ditch 0131 was a small linear feature with semi-circular protrusions (not post-holes) 
on each side.  These protrusions were thought to be possible pits or tree bowls.  The 
ditch was filled with mid brown sandy silt 0132 and was 600mm wide by 240mm 
deep.  No finds were recovered. 
 
The remaining features in this trench were thought to be probable tree bowls and were 
left unexcavated. 
 
Trench 27 (Fig. 3.17)   
This trench was 25.4m in length and was aligned north - south.  No features in this 
trench were excavated as they were all thought to be probable tree bowls. 
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Trench 28  (Fig. 3.17)   
Trench 28 was 37.2m in length but a gap of approximately 13.5m was left in between 
a 17.8m and a 19.4m stretch due to a public footpath running through the trench.  It 
was aligned west - east. 
 
Ditch 0146 was a small, shallow linear feature filled by mid brown silty sand 0147. 
Feature 0148 was a small linear feature at the eastern end of the trench filled by 0149, 
a mid brown silty sand. 
 
This trench also had 4 possible tree bowls and a F.I.D.O., all of which were left 
unexcavated. 
 
Trench 29 (Fig. 3.18)  
This trench was 26.4m long and was aligned west - east.   
 
Ditch 0150 was a slightly curving, shallow, linear feature situated at the western end 
of the trench.  It was filled by mid brown silty sand - 0151. 
 
0372 was a curving ditch but was not excavated. 
 
Trench 30 (Fig. 3.18)  
Trench 30 was 51m long and was orientated south - north.   
 
Ditch 0152 was a medium sized linear feature, unevenly cut.  It was 1.8m wide and 
460mm deep and was filled by 0153, a mid brown silty sand with occasional heat 
reddened stones. 
 
Ditch 0154 was a small linear feature, very shallow.  This ditch was filled by 0155, a 
mid brown silty sand with occasional charcoal flecks. 
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3.4 Finds and environmental evidence (IPS 024, 390/1, 420) 
Sue Anderson, Alexis Willett and Cathy Tester. 
 
Introduction 
Table 3.1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the various stages of 
excavation and evaluation. A general finds quantification is included in Appendix 6. 
 

 IPS 024 IPS 390 IPS 391 IPS 420 
Find type No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g 
Pottery   282 3186 5 38 37 305 
CBM   4 62   2 10 
Fired clay   17 33 3 27 104 475 
Stone/slate         
Mortar         
Clay pipe         
Glass       1 1 
Worked flint 9 74 17 86   9 59 
Burnt flint/stone   7 82   8 82 
Lava quern 5 193 1 786   6 584 
Slag         
Asbestos         
Iron   6 40   3 25 
Copper alloy   3 2     
Lead   1 9     
Animal bone   27 32 52 41 77 492 
Shell         
Coal/charcoal       10 15 

 
Table 3.1. Finds quantities 

 
3.4.1. Pottery 
A full pottery quantification by site and context is included in Appendix7 
 
3.4.1.1 Prehistoric pottery  
Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using both sherd count and weight.  A full 
quantification by fabric, context and feature is available in archive.  For this small 
group, no attempt has been made to record weights for separate body, base and rim 
sherds, or to quantify by form.  Wares have been characterised by major inclusions.  
Identification of Beaker-type ware is based on Clarke (1970).  A x4 magnifying glass 
was used to identify fabrics.  Recording uses a system of letters and numbers for 
fabric code.  The letter prefix in the fabric codes represent the main inclusion present 
(F representing flint and G grog).  SCCAS pottery spotdating forms were used and the 
results were input onto MS Access. 
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Site IPS 390 
Forty-seven sherds weighing 236g were of prehistoric date at this site.  This group 
was too small for full analysis, so basic fabric codes were used for recording.  Table 
3.2 shows the quantities by likely period. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Neolithic flint-tempered NEFT 1 23 
Bronze Age grog-
tempered 

BAGT 13 64 

?Bronze Age organic 
tempered 

BAOT 1 3 

?Bronze Age fine flint BAFF 2 14 
Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 8 43 
Iron Age flint tempered IAFT 1 8 
Unidentified flint 
tempered 

UNFT 13 67 

General prehistoric PREH 8 14 
Total  47 236 
Table 3.2. Prehistoric pottery quantification (site IPS 390). 

 
Most of the group consisted of undiagnostic and heavily abraded small sherds, often 
in association with much later pottery.  However, there were two decorated vessels in 
0181, both rusticated Early Bronze Age types.  One was closely stabbed with a round-
ended implement, and the other had widely-spread finger pinching.  A thick beaded 
rim in a coarse flint-tempered grey fabric was probably of Neolithic date (0209). 
 
Site IPS 420 
Fifteen sherds of prehistoric pottery were collected under the code IPS 420.  These are 
shown in Table 3.3. 
 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Neolithic flint-tempered NEFT 1 18 
Bronze Age grog-
tempered 

BAGT 2 20 

Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 7 35 
Unidentified flint 
tempered 

UNFT 5 31 

Total  15 104 
Table 3.3. Prehistoric pottery quantification (Site IPS 420). 

 
One upright plain rim in a black grog-tempered fabric with some voids (0126) was the 
only identifiable vessel form in this small group, and is tentatively identified as 
Bronze Age.  It was associated with other body sherds of this period.  One sherd in 
this group was decorated with a short row of lunate finger-tip impressions. 
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3.4.1.2 Roman pottery 
Site IPS 390 
Excavation produced 219 sherds of Late Iron Age and Roman pottery weighing 2.829 
kg.  The quantities by fabric are summarised in Table 3.4. 
 

Fabric Code No. % No Wt./g % Wt Av. 
Wt/g 

Black-surfaced wares BSW 155 70.8 2102 74.3 13.6 
Early Shell-tempered 
wares 

ESH 7 3.2 41 1.4 5.9 

Grog-tempered wares GROG 13 5.9 274 9.7 21.1 
Miscellaneous Grey wares GX 38 17.4 315 11.1 8.3 
Miscellaneous Red wares RX 2 0.9 57 2.0 28.5 
Miscellaneous White 
wares 

WX 4 1.8 40 1.4 10.0 

Total  219 100.0 2829 100.0 12.9 
Table 3.4. Late Iron Age and Roman pottery quantities 

 
The pottery was recovered from eight contexts — five ditches, two pits and one 
unstratified.  A very narrow range of just six fabric groups was identified in this 
collection which consisted entirely of local or regional coarsewares.  The earliest 
fabrics identified were Late Iron Age or early Roman Shell-tempered wares (ditch fill 
0188 and pit fill 0145) with no forms identified and Grog-tempered wares represented 
by uncertain jar forms including cordoned jars (ditch fill 0202 and unstratified).  Both 
of these fabrics were wheel-made and probably belong to the first half of the 1st 
century AD. 
 
Miscellaneous grey wares which come from a variety of local sources accounted for 
11.1%.  Most of the sherds, particularly the identified forms were not fully-romanised.  
They contain small amounts of fine black grog.  Forms identified were ovoid beakers 
type 3.7 or Cam 108 (ditch fill 0201 and unstratified), a wide-mouthed jar or bowl 
type 5.8 similar to Cam 224 (ditch fill 0191) (Fig.3.20, number 1), carinated bowl 
type 6.9.2 similar to Cam 211-214 (unstratified) and a variety of uncertain jar forms, 
some of them cordoned and carinated. 
 
Most common were Black-surfaced wares (74.3%), a transitional ‘romanising’ fabric 
which has its origins in the hand-made potting traditions of the Late Iron Age.  Most 
of the sherds contained fine black grog and burnt organic material — an indication of 
their earliness, and many of them also contain visible mica.  Forms identified were an 
ovoid beaker type 3.7 or Cam 108 (pit fill 0144) decorated with a band of oblique 
stabbed comb-teeth and jars which included high-shouldered type 4.1 or Cam 228 (pit 
fill 0144, ditch fill 0192) (Fig. 3.20, number 2), a cordoned jar, type 5.1 (ditch fill 
0202) and substantial proportions of two wide mouthed jars with a reverse-S profile 
and mid-body groove, type 5.4 (Fig. 3.21, numbers 3 and 4) (ditch fill 0192).  
 
Other coarsewares consisted of two unstratified miscellaneous red ware sherds which 
are probably abraded BSW and a Miscellaneous Whiteware ring-necked flagon from 
ditch fill 0202. 
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The limited range of fabrics is probably due to the small number of features sampled 
but even so, it represents a very typical early Roman assemblage.  The date for the 
collection could be quite narrow — a matter of decades possibly.  The forms 
identified are post-Conquest but most likely pre-Flavian or early Flavian. 
 
 
 

1 
 

 

2 
 
 

Figure 3.20. Illustration of pottery from ditch 0191 (scale 2/1) 
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Figure 3.21. Illustration of pottery from ditch 0191 (scale 2/1) – Numbers 3 and 4 
 

List of illustrated pottery (Figs. 3.19, 3.20) 
(all from Ditch 0191, fill 0192) 
1.  Jar Cam 224 or type 5.8, GX burnished shoulder 
2.  Jar Cam 228, BSW burnished above carination 
3.  Jar type 5.4, BSW visible mica, patchy surface burnished 
4.  Jar  type 5.4 , BSW burnished 
 
 
Site IPS 420 
Five sherds of abraded Roman pottery were recovered from this site, consisting of 
three pieces of greyware (0115, 0119, 0157; one jar rim and two body sherds, 21g) 
and two sherds of black-surfaced ware (0114, 0159; two body sherds, 7g).  
 
3.4.1.3 Post-Roman pottery 
Site IPS 390 
Sherds of Early Saxon, Middle Saxon and medieval date were recovered from various 
contexts at this site.  Table 3.5 shows the quantities of each. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Early Saxon fine sandy ESFS 3 18 
Sandy Ipswich Ware SIPS 8 83 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 1 9 
Medieval Coarseware MCW 4 11 
Total  16 121 
Table 3.5.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 390). 
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Possible Early Saxon pottery was collected from 0202, in association with gritty 
Ipswich ware (and earlier and later pottery types).  Ipswich ware was found in ditch 
fills 0200, 0202 and unstratified finds 0209.  Medieval coarsewares were from ditch 
fill 0190, pit fill 0194 and ditch fill 0202.  All sherds were body sherds and 
undiagnostic for forms. 
 
Site IPS 391 
One developed jar rim sherd (type B3) in Hollesley-type ware, of 13th-14th c. date, 
was found in 0138.  Two sherds of handmade early medieval Melton-type shell and 
sandy ware were found in 0140, together with two sherds of an oxidised medieval 
coarseware base, suggesting a 12th-13th c. date for this context. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Post-Roman pottery in this group consisted of a sherd of Early Saxon fine sandy ware 
(0117; 3g), 14 sherds of sandy Ipswich Ware, mainly one jar, from ditch fill 0169 and 
deposit 0173 (167g), a small sherd of gritty Ipswich ware (0173; 1g), and a piece of 
transfer-printed earthenware (0104, willow pattern plate, 2g). 
 
 
3.4.2 Buildings and services 
3.4.2.1 Structural metalwork 
Site IPS 390 
Four nails were collected from 0209. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Three nails were found in 0104. 
 
3.4.2.2 Ceramic building materials  
Site IPS 390 
Three fragments of peg tile and a piece of grog-tempered brick were collected as 
unstratified finds (0209).  Fragments of fired clay were present in 0204 and 0209, but 
none was diagnostic. 
 
Site IPS 391 
One fragment of possible daub was collected from 0142, and two other pieces in this 
context may be fired clay or just burnt natural material. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Two small fragments of roof tile, one peg tile and one ?pantile, were collected from 
0104.  Small fragments of undiagnostic fired clay were found in 0117 and 0122, and a 
large group (102 fragments) was collected from 0173.  The latter may have been used 
as caulking. 
 
3.4.3.Miscellaneous fittings  
Site IPS 390 
Two iron sheet fragments, a copper alloy sheet fragment, a bronze nut and a lead 
?ferrule were unstratified finds (0209). 
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3.4.4 Stone and lava 
Site IPS 024 
Five fragments of abraded Rhenish lavastone retaining no distinguishing features but 
probably deriving originally from rotary hand querns were unstratified finds (0207). 
 
Site IPS 390 
A single large fragment (783g) of a Rhenish lava lower quernstone was found in 
unstratified context 0209.  The diameter is 300mm (21% of total diameter).  The 
grinding surface was worn showing striated concentric rings from use and the original 
non-grinding surface was chipped away possibly during re-use.  The surface of the 
edge had vertical grooves and its thickness was c. 22mm. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Six fragments (584g), possibly from a single, larger fragment of a Rhenish lava upper 
quernstone were found in ditch fill 0169.  The grinding surface is worn and the upper 
surface is grooved.  The maximum thickness is 45mm but it is not possible to tell 
whether this is from the edge or a weathered surface.  This piece does not have any 
datable features but it was found in association with Middle Saxon Ipswich ware.   
 
 
3.4.5 Flint 
Colin Pendleton  
3.4.5.1 Worked flint 
Site IPS 024 
Nine flints (eight flakes and a core) were collected from two contexts, a deposit in a 
?natural hollow (0187, no other finds) and unstratified collection (0207).  The 
material is probably locally collected gravel type flint.  The assemblage is too small to 
be certain, but all the flints appear to be of Bronze Age date.  The presence of 
incipient cones of percussion, hinge fractures and the squat nature of the flakes all 
show poor knapping techniques and suggest a later (rather than early) Bronze Age 
date. 
 
Site IPS 390 
This small assemblage of 17 flints was collected from five contexts, and in most cases 
it was associated with post-prehistoric finds.  It is probably locally collected 
gravel/glacial type flint.  Whilst certain pieces, such as a leaf-shaped arrowhead (pit 
fill 0198) and a prepared platform flake (unstratified 0209), seem to be Neolithic or 
Early Bronze Age, much of the rest could easily be slightly later.  Characteristics 
which suggest this include notched flakes (unstratified 0209) and short squat flakes, 
and the presence of hinge fractures in over one-third of the assemblage. 
 
Site IPS 420 
The group consisted of eight flakes from five contexts.  This is too small an 
assemblage to offer much, but it is probably locally collected flint.  The lack of blades 
suggests Bronze Age rather than an earlier date — 0208, which contained a small 
secondary flake or bladelet, may be an exception — though precisely where within 
the Bronze Age is impossible to determine. 
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3.4.5.2 Burnt flint and other stone  
Site IPS 390 
Four contexts produced a total of seven burnt flints, all of which contained post-
prehistoric finds. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Eight burnt flints were collected from four contexts, one possibly of prehistoric date 
(0111), the others undated (0153) and Roman (0157, 0159). 
 
 
3.4.6 Biological evidence  
3.4.6.1 Animal bone  
Site IPS 390 
Fragments of a single cow tooth were found in ditch fill 0192.  There were fragments 
of an unidentified large mammal bone in pit fill 0196, and fragments of another cow 
tooth were unstratified (0209). 
 
Site IPS 391 
Ditch fill 0134 contained pieces of a single large mammal long bone, and 43 small 
fragments of large mammal mandible, teeth and ?long bones were found in ditch fill 
0142. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Fragments from a ?large mammal bone in very poor condition were found in modern 
ditch fill 0104.  A very fragmentary horse mandible with teeth was found in pit fill 
0126, in association with prehistoric pottery of probable Bronze Age date. 
 
3.4.6.2 Coal and burnt material  
Site IPS 390 
One fragment of burnt coal was found in ditch fill 0202. 
 
Site IPS 420 
Burnt and unburnt coal fragments were found in modern ditch fill 0104.  Three pieces 
of charcoal were collected from a possible hearth deposit 0173. 
 
 
3.4.7 Environmental evidence 
Val Fryer 
 
3.4.7.1 IPS 390 
Introduction 
IPS 390 was one of a small number of trenches excavated at Ipswich Airport. The 
work revealed two hearth or cremation deposits, one (sample 0196) of early Roman 
date and the other (sample 0194) medieval. Individual samples for the extraction of 
the plant macrofossil assemblages were taken from both features. 
 
Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots 
in a 500 micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were scanned under a binocular 
microscope at magnifications up to x 16, and the plant macrofossils and other remains 
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noted are listed on Table 3.5.  Nomenclature within the table follows Stace (1997). 
All plant remains were preserved by charring. 
 
The non floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. 
Artefacts/ecofacts were not present. 
 
Results of assessment 
Plant macrofossils 
Cereal grains, seeds of common weed species and nutshell fragments were noted at a 
very low density in sample 0196. Preservation was moderate to good although high 
temperatures during combustion had caused both grains and seeds to puff and distort. 
Grains of barley (Hordeum sp.) and wheat (Triticum sp.) were recorded along with 
seeds of dock (Rumex sp.) and medick/clover/trefoil (Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp.).  
Hazel (Corylus avellana) nutshell fragments were also noted. 
 
Charcoal fragments were abundant in both samples. Other plant macrofossils noted in 
sample 0196 included pieces of charred root, rhizome or stem and indeterminate buds 
and seeds. 
 
Other materials 
With the exception of burnt bone fragments and pieces of burnt or fired clay, other 
materials were very rare. The fragments of black porous ‘cokey’ material and black 
tarry material may be derived from the combustion of organic remains at very high 
temperatures. 
 
Discussion and recommendations for further work 
The assemblage from sample 0196 is consistent with contemporary material from 
both cremation pyre sites and domestic hearths. Cereals and other food remains were 
occasionally placed within cremation pyres as offerings to the deceased, and dried 
plant material was used as kindling. Analysis of the bone fragments may be the only 
means of differentiating between the two context types. 
 
Given the medieval date of sample 0194, it is unlikely to be a cremation deposit, 
although the burnt bone may be residual from earlier cremation activity on the site. It 
would appear most likely that the material is derived from a hearth or similar 
domestic/industrial feature. 
 
As neither sample produced a quantifiably viable assemblage (i.e. 100+ specimens), 
no further analysis is recommended. 
 
 
Ipswich Airport (IPS 390): burnt bone 
Sue Anderson 

Sample residue from pit fill 0196 was submitted for analysis. It consisted of charcoal 
and other plant remains interspersed with tiny fragments of burnt bone. The burnt 
bone was hand-sorted and examined with the aid of a x20 microscope. The two 
largest fragments measured 8-9mm in length; other pieces were no larger than 5mm, 
most considerably smaller. The total weight of extracted bone was 0.6g. One bone is 
complete and appears to be a distal phalanx of a small mammal. A fragment of long 
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bone shaft from a very small mammal or bird skeleton is also present. Whilst it is 
possible that some of this material may be human, nothing is positively identified as 
such. Given the presence of at least two non-human bones, it seems likely that this 
material represents hearth waste rather than a cremation burial. 
 
 

Sample No. O194 O196 
Cereals - - 
Cereal indet. (grain)  x 
Hordeum sp. (grain)  x 
Triticum sp. (grain)  x 
Herbs - - 
Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp.  xcf 
Rumex sp.  x 
Tree/shrubs - - 
Corylus avellana L.  x 
Other plant macrofossils - - 
Charcoal <2mm xxx xxx 
Charcoal >2mm xxx xx 
Charred root/rhizome/stem  x 
Indet.buds  x 
Indet.seeds  x 
Other materials - - 
Black porous 'cokey' material  x 
Black tarry material x  
Bone xb xxb 
Burnt concretions  x 
Burnt/fired clay  xx 
Small coal frags.  x 
Vitrified material  x 
Sample volume (litres) 3.5 25.5 
Volume of flot (litres) <0.1 0.1 
% flot sorted 100% 100% 

 
Table 3.6 Environmental evidence from soil samples taken from site IPS 390 

 

Key to Table  
x = 1 – 10 specimens   xx = 10 – 100 specimens    xxx = 100+ specimens    b = burnt 
 
 
3.4.7.2 IPS 420 
 
Introduction 
Trench 11 was one of a number of small trenches excavated at Ipswich Airport. The 
work revealed a cremation or hearth type feature, which, at the time of writing, is 
undated. A single sample was taken in an attempt to find datable material within the 
plant macrofossil assemblage. 
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Methods 
The sample was processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flot in a 
500 micron mesh sieve. The dried flot was scanned under a binocular microscope at 
magnifications up to x 16, and the plant macrofossils and other remains noted are 
listed on table 3.6. All plant remains were preserved by charring. 
 
The non floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. 
Artefacts/ecofacts were not present. 
 
Results of assessment 
 
Plant macrofossils 
Charcoal was abundant, with ring porous fragments being predominant. Rare pieces 
of charred root, rhizome or stem were also recorded. 
 
Other materials 
Small fragments of burnt or fired clay were noted along with rare pieces of coal, the 
latter probably derived from recent agricultural practises. 
 
Conclusions 
In summary, the presence of burnt or fired clay fragments may indicate in situ 
burning. The absence of burnt bone fragments may suggest that this feature was a 
hearth, and not a cremation pyre site. Further analysis of this material is not required 
because of the extremely low density of plant macrofossils. 
 
 

Sample No. 0182 
Plant macrofossils - 
Charcoal <2mm xxx 
Charcoal >2mm xxx 
Charred root/rhizome/stem x 
Other materials - 
Burnt/fired clay x 
Small coal frags. x 
Sample volume (litres) 2 
Volume of flot (litres) 0.3 
% flot sorted 50% 

 
Table 3.7. Charred plant macrofossils from site IPS 420 

 
Key to Table 
x = 1 – 10 specimens     xxx = 100+ specimens 
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3.4 Conclusions / Discussion 
 
The evaluation has revealed surviving archaeology dating from the Early Bronze Age 
to the modern period.  The majority of the features found were ditches and tree bowls, 
possible representations of past field boundaries.  Many of these are probably post-
medieval in date and either follow the line of known boundaries from the Ordnance 
Survey map of 1886 (Fig.1.4) or contain post-medieval and modern finds.  Other 
linear features were seen on different alignments but these were mostly undated. 
Feature preservation was not particularly good and loss through cultivation, as well as 
the use of the site as an airfield, may have affected the survival of prehistoric features 
in particular. Some areas of particular interest were uncovered, revealing a high 
concentration of archaeological deposits.  This evaluation enabled decisions about 
planting to be made as a result of the archaeology revealed, allowing preservation in 
situ of features where necessary, arranging the landscape around the archaeology.   
 
IPS 024 
 
A double ring ditch is recorded in this area on the county SMR as IPS 024, circling a 
probable Bronze Age round barrow, since ploughed out.  This was a typical burial 
practice at this time and others, probably associated with this one, have been found in 
adjacent areas (discussed further in section 5.1).  The feature is likely to have taken 
the form of a central mound with a burial within, encircled by two ditches.  As the 
ditches were known archaeological features, they were to be avoided during the 
developments within the former airport and preserved in situ.  However, the 
opportunity was taken to accurately locate and characterise the ditches, previously 
seen on air photos only, and so three trenches were deliberately placed to encompass 
them.  Three segments of a ring ditch were exposed within the trenches which all 
seemingly line up to form one ditch, probably the inner circle of IPS 024.  A segment 
of the outer circle was seen to the south of trench 5, 0225, but no further evidence of it 
was revealed.  These features were not excavated as the area around the feature was to 
be left undeveloped.  A number of other features were revealed in the other trenches 
but were not excavated. Worked flint flakes were recovered from the surface 
however, suggesting a probable prehistoric date.                                                                                           
 
IPS 390  
 
One probable prehistoric pit was seen in this evaluation area, pit 0197 in Trench 24, 
which contained a collection of flint blades, 2 sherds of prehistoric pottery and a leaf 
shaped projectile point.  Features 0164 (a possible natural channel) and 0166 (a small 
posthole), within Trench 22, have also been dated as prehistoric, although they each 
contained only 1 sherd of possible Bronze Age pottery, and this could have been 
residual. 
 
Three trenches were initially excavated in the area adjacent to Braziers Wood and a 
high concentration of pits and ditches rich in first century pottery were revealed, 
particularly in Trench 24.  Figure 3.18 illustrates all features within this complex and 
shows this significant concentration of Roman features.  Consequently, three further 
sections of trench were added to Trench 24 in an attempt to uncover more features of 
significance  (Figs 3.5, 3.6). Results suggest a settlement, including densely clustered 
features such as substantial ditches, pits, post-holes, and a number of possible 
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cremations. A number of ditches were revealed, often both parallel and perpendicular 
in alignment and close together suggesting possible multi-phase field systems.  
Trench 22 in particular, shows three pairs of ditches, running roughly east - west.  
0116 has been dated as Late Iron Age/Early Roman, with transitional ‘Romanising’ 
pottery being recovered, a style that is likely to originate from the end of the Iron Age 
when traditional forms were showing evidence of Roman influence.  The other pairs 
of ditches produced no finds.   
 
A total of 9 deposits of ash, Roman pottery and bone were seen in Trench 24.  All 
apart from 0193/0194 were apparently cut into the fill of Roman ditch 0203. Two 
were excavated and sampled and produced differing results.  0194 produced some 
bone and medieval potsherds and sample analysis suggests that this bone had been 
burnt, but the suggested medieval date meant that it was more likely this was a hearth 
or domestic deposit with animal bone, as cremations were not common practice in this 
time.   
 
0196 was analysed further as this feature contained bone and Roman pottery, 
suggesting that a Roman cremation was possible.  The initial sample concluded that 
either a hearth or cremation was still likely as the cereals and other food remains 
present were occasionally placed within cremation pyres as offerings to the deceased, 
and dried plant material was used as kindling.  The bone was analysed and although 
results could not prove that human bone was not present, positive identification of a 
bird or small mammal within the assemblage suggests it is likely that the material 
represents a hearth waste rather than a cremation.  The remainder of the deposits with 
0203 appeared, from the surface, to be the same as 0196 due to the presence of 
seemingly burnt bone, ash and Roman pottery.  These features were to be left in situ 
and so were not excavated, but it can be assumed that they were domestic deposits 
also, of Roman date. 
 
Ditch 0113, in Trench 23, contained Roman pottery.  This ditch aligns almost exactly 
with undated ditch 0287 in Trench 24.  It is possible that these are the same ditch, 
giving more Roman evidence for this area.  0287 is narrower than 0113 but one can 
assume that it may have been subjected to more plough damage as it is at the top of a 
slope and so is likely to be covered by less subsoil.  0293, 0324 and 0191 also appear 
to be the same feature.  0191 produced Roman finds but the other two were not 
excavated.  They are on similar alignments and have roughly the same fill. 
 
0168 is a ditch running north north west-south south east through the length of Trench 
22.  This had substantial quantities of Middle Saxon pottery.  This ditch follows the 
same alignment as 0199 in Trench 24 which also has Middle Saxon pottery present.  
The fills of these ditches are similar, being mid brown silty sand in 0168 and mixed 
mid/light brown silty sand in 0199. It is possible that they were the same feature 
although ditch 0305, in Trench 24a and aligned between these two sections, appeared 
to be cut by Roman ditch 0203, suggesting that it was older than this.  Further Saxon 
evidence for this area is very limited and so this find is significant.  A stray find of 
possible early Saxon sherds found c. 1960 is recorded on the Sites and Monuments 
Record (SMR) approximately 1km south of the development area, but no further 
evidence is noted nearby.   The site is only c.600m from the River Orwell at the point 
of this Saxon evidence; this river was a main trading route to and from Saxon Ipswich 
and so an extension of the Saxon town along the river network is very likely.   
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Three medieval features were seen.  The hearth deposit 0194, as discussed above, and 
two ditches.  Ditch 0201 had evidence from varying dates from possible Bronze Age 
pottery to medieval and so is dated as medieval.  Early Saxon pot, found alongside 
late Saxon Ipswich ware was amongst the other pottery found in this ditch and was 
likely to be residual. 
 
Many of the remaining features in this complex of trenches were modern and had 
concrete or such like present in the fill.  
 
IPS 391 
 
Trench 26, towards the north of the survey area, produced a small quantity of 
medieval evidence.  This was found only very occasionally during the rest of the 
evaluation and indeed, throughout all archaeological investigations over the whole 
former airport suggesting that this was a possible area of minor medieval activity.  
Alnesbourne Priory (established c. AD 1200) was known to exist to the south of the 
survey area and this trench is immediately adjacent to a road that supposedly led from 
the Priory to Clapgate Lane and Ipswich. It was possible that an associated settlement 
would be found near to this road and indeed, Trench 26 seemed to produce such 
evidence. Four sherds of 12th century pottery were found in a possible pit or butt end 
of ditch 0139, which was located towards the west end of the trench.  Another 
medieval potsherd was found in an adjacent ditch 0137.  
 
IPS 420 
 
The remaining features were numbered under the SMR code of IPS 420.  These 
include many undated features such as tree bowls and ditches as well as some possible 
geological features. 
 
There were a number of features of interest within IPS 420, with some containing 
reasonable quantities of pot.  A possible hearth, discovered at the southernmost end of 
Trench 11 contained 10 sherds of Early Bronze Age pottery within a dark grey ashy 
charcoal filled layer.  Trench 21 also contained features with Bronze Age pottery 
included.  Pit 0125, a large flat bottomed shallow pit held 9 sherds of Late Bronze 
Age, Early Iron Age pottery and pit 0127, a small shallow round pit contained 2 
pieces of Bronze Age pottery.  Scattered prehistoric evidence is common on 
archaeological sites, reflecting the nomadic lifestyle employed by the people of this 
time. 
 
Occasional sherds of Roman pottery were found in features but none were thought to 
be of significance.   
 
Wartime features were not abundant but occasional F.I.D.O.s did occur in some 
trenches. As the survey area is at the edge of the former airport, features 
contemporaneous with the airport development and the war are not really to be 
expected, as activity in this area would probably have been limited.  
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Chapter 4 
 

IPS 404, 405 & 406 
 

Report on the archaeological excavation, 2000 
Appendices 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Summary 
As a consequence of 3400m of trenching being dug across the central part of the 
airport in 2000 (IPS 399), three areas were chosen for open-area excavation (IPS 404, 
405 and 406). An Early Bronze Age pit was at the centre of site IPS 404 but few other 
features were recognised in this area except for post-medieval and undated ditches. 
Site IPS 405 revealed a complex arrangement of field boundaries of Late Iron Age, 
Roman, Saxon and post-medieval date, some of these ditches extending into the third 
area, IPS 406. This area also revealed two ditches and occasional pits of Late 
Neolithic / Early Bronze Age date. Site IPS 406 also contained a system of undated 
ditches which were likely to be of medieval date and associated with Clapgate Lane. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.1. Evaluation trenching for IPS 399 and suggested areas for further 
excavation (IPS 404 – 406). Guns 1 and 2 represent the locations of Picket Hamilton 
elevating forts. Site IPS 293 was represented by a single sherd of Bronze Age pottery 
recovered from the monitoring of the road spur coming from the roundabout (Trench 
1 from IPS 399 is just to the North of the illustrated area.) 
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4.1.  Introduction: IPS 399 - Evaluation 2000  
 
An extensive evaluation was conducted across the central part of the development 
area during October and November 2000. Approximately 3400m of linear trenches 
were laid out to investigate the site (Fig. 4.1). This included c.2750m of trenching 
required by the original specification, e.g. 55 trenches of c.50m each, to test areas 
across the development (Hawkins 2000); plus an extra c.650m of additional trenching 
to investigate areas of archaeological interest. 
 
The findings of this investigation are dealt with in SCCAS report 2000/90 (Meredith 
2000) and can be summarised thus: 
• Soils were light, sandy and fairly shallow. Some plough marks were observed in 

the subsoil, particularly across the southern half of the area, but deep ploughing 
and agricultural disturbance was minimal. Levelling of the ground to create the 
runway probably resulted in some truncation. Older features tended to be highly 
leached and pale, thus difficult to distinguish, and were likely to be disturbed by 
animal and root action. 

• Various airport features were recognised. These included F.I.D.O.s, two north-east 
to south-west running banks and two Picket Hamilton elevating forts belonging to 
the Second World War period. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Evaluation trenching for IPS 399 superimposed over the 1st edition 
Ordnance Survey map of 1882 indicating the tree-lined entranceway to Alnesbourne 
Priory and the location of Walk Barn 
 
• The majority of other features encountered were undated ditches. Comparison 

with the Ordnance Survey map of 1886 (Fig 4.2) and an earlier map of c.1770 
(Hawkins 1998, Fig. 2) suggest that many of these belonged to a north-east to 
south-west series associated with the post-medieval entranceway of Alnesbourne 
Priory Farm (Trenches 12, 32, 41, 60 etc). Other ditches at right angles to these 
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probably belong to a formal, rectilinear layout of fields to their north, also thought 
to be post-medieval. 

• Associated with the post-medieval ditches, 100m west of Nacton Road, was a 
concentration of structural features, post-holes, slots and spreads of mortar and 
rubble (Trenches 28, 61-63). These features were presumed to be part of Walk 
Barn, known from the Ordnance Survey map of 1886 (Fig 4.2) and shown as an 
enclosure on the 1770 map. 

• Within 50m of Nacton Road, Trench 21 revealed a single pit containing a rim 
sherd of Beaker pottery belonging to the Early Bronze Age. Trench 20 had 
uncovered two ditches with pale, highly leached fills, and Trench 60 had been 
positioned to try to check the orientation of these but without success. Other 
Bronze Age pottery had been recovered from the nearby site of IPS 293. In order 
to investigate this area more fully it was decided to make the Early Bronze Age pit 
the centre of a c.50m x 50m excavation area: Site IPS 404. 

• Further to the west, a nexus of intercutting ditches indicated different orientations 
to those seen in the post-medieval series (Trenches 41, 57-59). One ditch 
contained Roman, another Middle Saxon pottery. This area was proposed for an 
excavation – focussed on these datable features – and was given the site code IPS 
405. 

• Nearby, slightly further to the west, an excavation at IPS 406 was proposed 
(Trenches 41, 56-59). The evaluation revealed an increased number of ditches on 
various alignments, one of which contained a single flint artefact of probable 
Early Bronze Age date. Despite the paucity of datable finds it was thought worthy 
of investigating the several phases of field boundary expected. 

• At the extreme western end of the evaluation area, Trenches 50, 51 and 52, a small 
scatter of unstratified flint was recovered from the topsoil. An east to west running 
ditch in Trench 51 contained a pottery sherd of uncertain, but probable  
prehistoric, date and several fragments of fired clay. Low density of prehistoric 
activity was suspected in this area but further excavation was not recommended.  

 
With the sites of potential interest identified during the evaluation, three areas were 
targeted for open area excavations. IPS 404 was an area of c.45m x 45m centred on 
the Early Bronze Age pit found in Trench 21. IPS 405 was an area of c.75m x 75m 
and was located in the vicinity of Roman and Saxon finds in Trenches 41 and 57. 
Finally, IPS 406, an area c.70m x 60m, was positioned to investigate the increased 
number of ditches in Trenches 53 and 66. These areas were excavated under the 
direction of Chris Topham-Smith during September and October 2001. 
 
4.2.  Methodology 
 
The excavation areas were stripped of topsoil and underlying subsoil to reveal 
archaeological features and natural drift geology using a 360° digger with a toothless 
ditching bucket. All machining was observed by an archaeologist standing within the 
excavated trench.  
 
The base of the trench was checked using a metal detector. 
 
Archaeological features observed were cleaned and then hand excavated. Pits and 
post-holes were half-sectioned, ditches were cross-sectioned, where two ditches 
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intersected their junctions were excavated to determine their relationship. Features of 
obvious airport date, e.g. F.I.D.O.s, were recorded but not excavated. Possible 
features and anomalies observed were also investigated and sampled by excavation to 
see whether natural or not. 
 
For each site, a Total Station Theodolite (TST) pre-excavation plan was made of all 
features revealed by the initial machine strip. These plans were used as a basis for 
post-excavation field plans made at a scale of 1:100. Sections were drawn at a scale of 
1:20 and soil descriptions were added to these drawings. A photographic record was 
made of excavated features using both colour slide and black and white film. 
Different deposits encountered, archaeological or otherwise, were described and given 
separate ‘observable phenomena’ (O.P.) numbers (see Appendices 3, 4 and 5) for 
context lists). Context records were entered onto an MS Access database for each site. 
 
Finds recovered from the excavation were assigned to their archaeological context 
and recorded using the appropriate O.P. number. All finds were inspected, cleaned 
and analysed at our Bury St Edmunds office. Finds records were entered onto an MS 
Access database. 
 
4.3. Results 
 
Excavation was conducted in three areas during September and October 2001. The 
three areas will be discussed separately, with relevant finds sections included with 
area results. Across the three sites all features have been assigned to one of seven 
periods, which are listed below: 
 
Period 1. Prehistoric: Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age (3,200 – 1,500 BC) 
 
Period 2. Roman (43 – c.410 AD)  
For site IPS 405 this Period is subdivided into two phases (i and ii) 
 
Period 3. Saxon (c.410 – 1066 AD) 
 
Period 4. Undated / possibly medieval (1066 – 1500 AD) 
Only used for Area 3: IPS 406 
 
Period 5. Post-medieval (1500 – 1900 AD) 
 
Period 6. Modern (20th century)  
Mainly of probable airport origin 
 
Period O. Undated 
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4.3.1 Area 1: IPS 404 
Appendix 3 
 
This area was investigated after a pit containing Early Bronze Age pottery was 
encountered during the excavation. A small number of features were revealed in this 
area (Appendix 3). Only one feature contained datable finds and stratigraphic 
relationships were very scarce. Tentatively, however, four periods have been 
suggested: 
• Period 1. Represented by the Early Bronze Age pit revealed during the 

preliminary evaluation. 
• Period 5. A pair of parallel ditches, one of which contained a post-medieval find, 

and are likely to be contemporary. 
• Period 6. Airport related features are represented by five F.I.D.O.s across the site. 
• Period 0. Undated features including two ditches and two pits. 
 
4.3.1.1 Period 1. Early Bronze Age 
Pit 0012 had previously been excavated when encountered in Trench 21 during the 
initial evaluation and found to contain a fragment of Early Bronze Age pottery 
(Beaker). This feature had a diameter of 450mm, depth of 180mm and had a mid 
brown silty sand fill. 
 
4.3.1.2 Period 5. Post-medieval (1500 – 1900 AD) 
Ditch 0014 has been dated to this period by a small fragment of tile in fill 0015. This 
was a straight-sided, north-east to south-west running feature with a width of 1.3m 
and a maximum depth of 200mm. Its open, U-shaped profile with a central ridge 
suggests that this ditch was recut. This feature cut the earlier Period 0 ditch 0010. 
 
Running parallel to 0014, c.3m to the south-east, was ditch 0016. This was a straight-
sided feature with a butt end to its south-western end. This feature had a width of 
1.1m and depth of 240mm with concave sides and a flat base. The fill was mid brown 
silty sand. No obvious cutting relationship could be detected between this ditch and 
Period 2 ditch 0010, but it is probably roughly contemporary with the Period 3 ditch 
0014.  
 
Comparison with the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of this area (Fig. 4.2) suggests 
that these ditches could have formed part of either the tree-lined entranceway to 
Alnesbourne Priory or the enclosure associated with Walk Barn. 
 
4.3.1.3 Period 6. 20th Century 
A line of three F.I.D.O.s was encountered close to the north-eastern edge of the site. A 
further two examples were situated towards the south-west. 
 
4.3.1.4 Period 0. Undated 
The undated ditch 0010 was a shallow north-west to south-east running feature with a 
width of 1.7m and a maximum depth of 160mm. Its fill was a mid brown silty sand 
with occasional stones. This ditch was cut by 0014 and probably by 0016 also 
(although this could not be seen in section). Its north-western end had been truncated 
before reaching the Period 0 ditch 0002, so no relationship was apparent. 
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Figure 4.3. Area 1 (IPS 404) showing Period 1 pit 0012, (Early Bronze Age), parallel 
Period 5 ditches (post-medieval), undated features and 20th century F.I.D.O.s. 

 
The north-east to south-west running ditch 0002 was of variable thickness with a 
maximum width of c.2m and depth of 450mm. The fill was mid brown silty sand with 
occasional stones. 
 
The elliptical pit 0004 was 3m by 1.5m with a maximum depth of 300mm, containing 
a fill of mid to light brown silty sand. Another undated pit was 0024. This was an 
elongated feature c.2m by 700mm with a depth of 200mm containing mid brown silty 
sand fill. This was adjacent to the Period 1 pit 0012.  

 

 
Figure 4.4. Sections from features in IPS 404 
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4.3.2 Area 2: IPS 405 
Appendix 4 
 
The ditches and features encountered in this area are recorded in detail in Appendix 4. 
These features can be grouped into one of the following periods and phases: 
• Period 2 phase i. A series of ditches, including two possible droveways, dating to 

the 1st century A.D. and belonging to the late Iron Age or early Roman periods. 
• Period 2 phase ii. On a similar alignment to, but cutting, the Period 2 phase i 

ditches and containing a small amount of material of Roman date. 
• Period 3. A ditch identified in the evaluation containing pottery of Middle Saxon 

date, possibly associated with a parallel ditch. 
• Period 5. Parallel ditches of late post-medieval or early modern date known from 

earlier maps. 
• Period 6. Features of probable 20th Century date, including F.I.D.O.s belonging to 

the WW2 use of the airfield. 
• Period 0. Undated features include a variety of pits, some of which were probably 

of natural origin. 
 
4.3.2.1 Period 2 phase i. 1st Century AD 
This period is represented by a pair of parallel meandering ditches, 0002 and 0057, 
running north-north-west to south-south-east. Only ditch 0002 contains definite dating 
evidence of the 1st century AD, pottery of late Iron Age / early Roman character. The 
other features have been placed in this phase due to their association with the central 
pair. Branching off the central pair to the north-north-east and associated with a gap in 
ditch 0002, is another series of parallel ditches, the east side appearing to be formed 
by two or more recuts.  Along the north-west edge of the site, ditch 0059 and its 
continuation, 0006, appeared to run at right angles to the central ditches and stopped 
with a definite butt end before reaching ditch 0002. 
 
Across the centre of the site was a curvaceous, roughly north-north-west to south-
south-east running ditch, 0002, containing pottery of the 1st century AD. The pottery 
appears to be mainly Roman, but some ‘Romanising’ sherds suggest a late Iron Age 
character (see section on finds below). Although variable in shape, this ditch can be 
characterised as having a shallow V-profile, of c.700mm width and depth of 
c.200mm. It had mid brown, silty sand fill with moderate pebbles. This ditch was cut 
by the Period 2 ditch, 0072.  
 
Ditch 0057 was at first masked by the Period 2 phase ii ditch 0004, which also cuts it. 
This was a narrow ditch of c.800mm width and c.150mm depth, containing light 
brown, silty sand fill. No dating evidence was recovered from this feature, but its 
meandering path, so closely matching that of 0002, suggests that these were 
contemporary, and perhaps together forming a droveway. Ditch 0057 is also cut by 
the Period 5 ditch 0080. 
 
Ditch 0002 appeared to have two closely spaced gaps along its length. One of these 
breaks, which seems to be associated with two distinct butt-ends, is associated with a 
smaller ditch branching off to the north-north-east, 0118. During excavation no 
relationship between ditches 0002 and 0118 could be detected and it is presumed that 
these are associated features and are probably contemporary. The fill of this feature 
was indistinguishable from that of 0002.  
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Figure 4.5. All excavated features in Area 2 (IPS 405) 
 
After running for c.12m, ditch 0118 came to a stop, then there was a break of c.4m 
before ditch 0100 continued on a similar alignment. Ditch 0100 was a small, round 
bottomed feature of 450mm width and 140mm depth with mid to light brown silty 
sand fill. The 19th century pottery recovered from this feature is thought to be 
intrusive. This feature was cut by the Period 2 phase ii ditch 0072. 
 
Running parallel with 0118 and 0100, were three ditches to the SE. These are 
expected to represent two or more phases, but relationships during excavation could 
not be detected. Ditch 0103 was the largest, and this feature probably corresponds to 
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ditch 0368 from the evaluation, IPS 399. This was a small, shallow ditch, 800mm 
across and only 90mm deep, with a mid orange brown silty sand fill. Running parallel 
to this were, towards the south end, ditch 0114, and to the north, 0110, which, judging 
from its two butt-ends, 0112 and 0142, has at least one recut. The gap between ditches 
0114 and 0110 corresponds to that between 0118 and 0100, and suggests that at some 
point there might have been an east to west access across these boundaries. 
 
In an extension of the site to the south-east, two more small ditches were revealed, 
0181 and 0188. These might  either be curving continuations of  0103 and 0114 etc, 
just discussed, or could be replacements or an earlier phase of the boundary 
represented by the main ditch 0002.  
 
Ditch 0059, along the north-western edge of the site, was a south-west to north-east 
running ditch, 1.6m wide and c.180mm deep, with mid orange brown fill. This ditch 
appeared in two segments, 0059 and 0006 / 0016. Ditch 0059, cut by the Period 2 
phase ii ditch 0014, had a distinct butt-end then a gap of c.1.5m before continuing on 
as the ditch segment 0006 / 0016. This portion of the ditch had a butt-end just before, 
and thus appeared to respect, the central axial ditch 0002. Intriguingly, sherds from a 
Roman vessel, that came from ditch fill 0017 are thought to be from the same pot as 
that from fill 0009 of the Period 5 ditch 0008. 
 
The small ditch segment 0042 appeared to bud off from ditch 0002 in a southerly 
direction, although this relationship is obscured by the later cutting of ditch 0008. At 
c.5m distance another ditch spur, 0193, came off 0002 in a similar direction.  
 
4.3.2.2 Period 2 phase ii. Roman (43 – c.410 AD) 
Superimposed over the earlier Period 2 phase i ditch 0057 was the larger linear feature 
0004, containing a small amount of Roman pottery. Ditch 0072 ran at right-angles to 
0004 and cut across a series of Period 1 ditches indicating a significant change in field 
layout between the two periods. 
 
Ditch 0004, similar to the underlying 0057 which it appeared to follow, was a slightly 
meandering north-north-west to south-south-east running feature. It was between 
1.2m and 2m in width and between 400mm and 600mm in depth, with concave sides. 
It varied between a curving and flat base along its length. The fills of this feature were 
mid brown silty sands. 
 
A single sherd of abraded Roman pottery was recovered from ditch 0004 (fill 0153) 
so the suggested date for this period is Roman although a later date is also possible. A 
fragment of medieval pottery was recovered from another section of fill (0161) but 
this was from an area of considerable animal disturbance and is thus likely to be 
intrusive. 
 
Branching off at right-angles to 0004 was ditch 0072. This was a straight, north-east 
to south-west running feature up to c.1.5m in width and 550mm in maximum depth, 
with a mid brown silty sand fill. A small fragment of prehistoric pottery was 
recovered from fill 0099 but this is probably residual. 
 
Running parallel to ditch 0004 was the linear feature 0012 with a definite butt-end 
terminal at its south-eastern end. This feature was c.1.2m in width and 340mm in 
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depth and contained a mid brown sandy stony fill. This ditch cut the probable Period 1 
feature 0059 and, as it runs parallel with 0004, is likely to be Period 2 phase i.  
 
4.3.2.3 Period 3. Middle Saxon (early 7th– mid 9th century AD) 
An irregular-sided linear feature was encountered during the evaluation (feature 0348, 
Trench 57). This ditch contained a patch of charcoal-rich fill and a sherd of Ipswich 
ware pottery of Middle Saxon date. The full extent of ditch 0145 was revealed during 
open area excavation. Ditch 0064, although far straighter and longer, ran roughly 
parallel with 0145 and is thus possibly also of this period. 
 
Ditch 0145 was an irregular, poorly defined slightly meandering but generally north-
east to south-west running feature of c.26m length. It varied in width from 500mm to 
800mm and in depth from 100mm to 250mm. The fills were mid brown silty sand 
except for that revealed in the previous evaluation (0349) which contained abundant 
charcoal flecks. A single sherd of Ipswich ware pottery dated this feature to the 
Middle Saxon period. 
The straight-sided, slender ditch 0064 ran roughly parallel with ditch 0145 
approximately 5m to the south-east. This feature was c.450mm wide and c.150mm 
deep with a U-shaped profile. No diagnostic or datable finds were recovered from its 
fills. Although roughly parallel with ditch 0145, its straightness, uniformity and 
greater length might suggest it belongs to another phase of site use, however it does 
closely line up with ditch 0008 from Area 3 (IPS 406) which is of Saxon date too.  
 
The short length of curving ditch 0122 could also possibly belong to this Period, 
being a possible continuation of ditch 0145 and approximately parallel with ditch 
0145. This feature was c.11m long with a width of c.850mm and depth of 450mm. No 
finds were recovered from the fills, which were of mid brown silty sand. 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Sections from features in IPS 405 

 
4.3.2.4 Period 5. Post-medieval (1500 – 1900 AD) 
The 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map of this area (1882) indicates a tree-lined track 
running through the site area towards ‘Walk Barn’ adjacent to Nacton Road in the 
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north-east. The two parallel ditches 0008 and 0036 running north-east to south-west 
probably correspond to the edges of the track and the features and widenings along 
their length are likely to be from tree holes. Finds from these features indicate a late 
post-medieval to early 20th century date with the majority of probable 19th century 
date. 
 
Ditch 0008 was a straight-sided north-east to south-west running feature of c.1.6m 
width and 600mm depth with an open U-shaped profile. The mid brown silty sand fill 
contained china and building material of both 19th and 20th century date, the later 
finds probably dating from when the ditches were backfilled and levelled prior to this 
area being used as an airport. 
 
Some ‘bulges’ along the length of the ditch (e.g. 0170) and adjacent irregular pits and 
features, some containing 20th century material (e.g. 0018 and 0024) are probable 
tree-holes, caused by levelling in advance of the airport. 
 
Ditch 0036, running parallel 12m to the south-east of 0008, was similar in dimensions 
and fill to its companion 0008, and contained pottery of 19th century date. Associated 
features along its length (0052, 0055, 0066 and 0089) plus some adjacent pits (0127 
and 0133) are probable tree-holes. 
 
The ditch 0080 was a straight north-east to south-west running feature with an open 
U-profile of c.500mm width and 150mm depth. On a different alignment from all 
other ditch systems, this feature cuts across the ditches 0057 and 0004 and is in turn 
cut by a F.I.D.O.  
 
4.3.2.5 Period 6. 20th Century 
The creation of Ipswich Airport would have resulted in flattening of all banks, 
clearing any trees and filling in ditches in order to open up and level ground for the 
runway. This process has already been discussed for the backfilling of the Period 5 
ditches and the grubbing out of the accompanying trees.  
 
Three F.I.D.O.s were encountered in Area 2. 
 
4.3.2.6 Period 0. Undated features 
The greatest concentration of undated pits and other small features is either between 
or in the vicinity of the Period 5 ditches 0008 and 0036. It is therefore likely that the 
majority of these features are either tree-holes (elongated or D-shaped features) or 
associated with the 19th century track in some other way. 
 
Features in this area include the elongated pit 0032 of c.1.5m length, 650mm width 
and 240mm depth with a mid brown sandy silt fill. Feature 0020 was c.3m long, 1m 
wide and 450 mm deep and was likely to be a tree-hole. Pit 0010 was 1.7 by 1m 
across with a mid brown silty sand fill. The elongated feature 0030 was 3.3m in 
length, 440mm in width and 180mm deep. Possibly a short section of ditch, this 
feature could have been a wheel rut. The post-hole 0046 had a diameter of 550mm 
and depth of 120mm. The D-shaped pit 0097 was likely to be a tree-throw and 
probably predated the tree-lined track represented by the c.19th century ditches 0008 
and 0036. No finds were recovered from any of these features. 
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Another small concentration of undated, small features were in the vicinity of the 
possible Period 3 ditches 0064 and 0122. The elongated feature 0125 was 3.3m in 
length, 1.4m across and 500mm in depth. Its lopsided cross-section – vertical along 
one edge but gradually sloping along the other – suggests this might have been a tree-
throw. The small circular 0120 was 460mm in diameter and 160mm in depth. The 
larger D-shaped 0075 was probably a tree-hole. 
 
Three isolated, undated pits were recorded to the east and centre of the site. Pit 0034 
was 900mm in diameter and had an irregular base with a maximum depth of 400mm. 
The shallow, circular pit 0048 with a diameter of 1m and depth of 280mm cut the 
Period 2 phase i ditch 0002. The elliptical pit 0147 of 2.4m length was likely to be a 
tree bole. 
 
4.3.3. Area 3: IPS 406 
Appendix 6 
 
Details of excavation results are in Appendix 6 The series of ditches and features 
encountered in this area can be grouped into one of the following periods: 
• Period 1. A pair of slightly diverging ditches and a small collection of features of 

probable prehistoric date. Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age is the likely date 
range for these features.  

• Period 2. A ditch of probable Roman date, possibly the continuation of 0059 from 
Area 2. 

• Period 3. A single ditch dating from the (Early?) Saxon period. 
• Period 4. Several, probably contemporary ditches that cut features of Periods 1 

and 2 but are themselves cut by a post-medieval ditch of Period 5. No datable 
finds were recovered from these features. A possible medieval date has been 
suggested for these features. 

• Period 5. A 16th to 17th century pit and parallel ditches of post-medieval or early 
modern date. The ditches are the continuation of those encountered in Area 2, and 
probably represent the edge of a tree-lined track or lane depicted on 19th century 
maps. 

• Period 6. Features of 20th century date, many of which are of probably airport 
origin, including a concentration of F.I.D.O.s. 

• Period 0. Undated features including several short sections of ditch, various pits 
and post-holes. 
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Figure 4.7. All excavated features in Area 3 (IPS 406) 

 
4.3.3.1 Period 1. Prehistoric (Late Neolithic / Early Bronze Age: 3,200 – 1,500 BC) 
A pair of diverging ditches 0004 and 0007, with 0004 the smaller and slightly more 
meandering of the two. Both ran in an approximately north-east to south-west 
direction with ditch 0004 veering northwards towards the northern corner of the site. 
The gap between the two ditches was 7m in the west and 20m in the east.  
 
Ditch 0004 was a narrow, fairly straight feature for much of its route over the trench 
until, towards the eastern side of the area, it took a pronounced twist and turned north-
north-east. This feature was up to 450mm wide and 150mm deep with an open U-
shaped profile. Its fill was mid orange brown silty sand and a single sherd of Early 
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Bronze Age pottery from fill 0050 dates the feature to this period. This feature was 
cut by the Period 4 ditches 0005 and 0011 and by the Period 6 ditches 0002 and 0003. 
 
Ditch 0006 was a larger and straighter feature than 0004, with a maximum width of 
2m and depth of 30mm, and with an open U-shaped profile. Its fill was mid orange 
brown silty sand, containing pottery of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date from fill 
0156 and sherds of Early Bronze Age/Bronze Age date from fills 0026 and 0084. The 
Period 4 ditches 0009 and 0011 cut this feature. 
 
A large pit or possible tree hole, 0087, was encountered towards the eastern corner of 
the site. This feature was up to 2.3m across and 650mm deep with a steep north-
eastern edge, a gently sloping south-western edge and a flat base. The fill, 0088, was 
mid brown silty sand with moderate charcoal flecks and contained four sherds of Late 
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery and two flint flakes of probable prehistoric date. 
 
The large post-hole / small pit 0012, was slightly elliptical in plan with a maximum 
diameter of 750mm and depth of 180mm. The fill, 0013, consisted of mid brown 
sand, containing six sherds of Early Bronze Age pottery, two flints and two pieces of 
burnt flint. One of the flints, a bifacial knife, is also of probable Early Bronze Age 
date. 
 
The pit 0152 was cut by the Period 4 ditch 0009. This was a very insubstantial, 
possibly natural, elliptical feature c.1.5m by 600mm, with a maximum depth of 
80mm. The fill, 0153, was light to mid brown stony, silty sand containing a single 
sherd of Early Bronze Age pottery. 
 
4.3.3.2 Period 2. Roman (43 – c.410 AD) 
Ditch 0006, north-east to south-west running, was a straight, linear feature with two 
interruptions, probably due to truncation. This feature had a maximum width of 
c.700mm and depth of 200mm with an open, U-shaped profile. The fills were mid 
orange brown silty sand and one, 0079, contained a single small sherd of grey 
earthenware pottery of likely Roman or later date. This ditch was cut by the Period 4 
ditches 0009 and 0011. This feature closely corresponds to the Area 2 ditch 0059, 
tentatively dated to the 1st century AD (Period 2 phase i). 
 
4.3.3.3 Period 3. Saxon? (c.410 – 1066 AD) 
A slightly curving, north-east to south-west running ditch, 0008, is the sole 
representative of this period in Area 3. This feature was c.1m wide and 200mm deep 
with an open V-shaped profile but became far smaller towards its south-western end 
before disappearing c.5m from the edge of the trench, probably due to truncation. The 
stony fill was mid brown silty sand and contained, in fill 0123, a single sherd of 
possible Saxon pottery, its handmade construction suggesting an Early Saxon date 
(c.410  - e.7th century AD). This feature was cut by the Period 4 ditch 0009. It is 
possible that this feature continues north-eastwards into Area 2 and corresponds to 
ditch 0064, also tentatively dated to the Saxon period. 
 
4.3.3.4 Period 4. Undated (?medieval 1066 – 1500 AD) 
Three undated ditches, 0005, 0009 and 0011, appearing to define at least two irregular 
enclosures or fields. The relationship between 0005 and 0011 was, unfortunately, 
obscured by an earlier evaluation trench that failed to recognise the junction between 
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the two features. It seems likely however that ditch 0011 corners into ditch 0005. 
These ditches probably represent a field system layout that cut all the principal linear 
features of the previous three periods. Tentatively dated to the medieval period, these 
could represent edges of fields associated with Alnesbourne Priory or with the 
medieval Clapgate Lane. 
 
Ditch 0005 was a curving, generally north-east to south-west running feature, very 
ephemeral to its south-western end and segmented; probably due to later truncation 
(similar to the adjacent Period 1 ditch 0006). In profile this feature had steep sides and 
a flat base with a maximum width of c.550mm and depth of 250mm. The fills were 
mid brown silty sand. 
 
Ditch 0009 was a fairly straight, north-north-east to south-south-west running feature 
with a maximum width of 500mm, depth of 150mm and with a steep-sided U-shaped 
profile. Fills were mid brown to orange brown silty sand.  
 
Both ditches 0005 and 0009 join the meandering but generally north-east to south-
west running ditch, 0011. Excavation of the junction between 0009 and 0011 suggest 
that they were contemporary, the junction between 0005 and 0011 was obscured by 
previous trenching but is thought likely to be contemporary also. The width of this 
rather irregular feature varied between 500mm and 1.2m across with a maximum 
depth of 200mm. 
 
4.3.3.5 Period 5. Post-medieval (1500 – 1900 AD) 
This period is represented by the parallel ditches 0002 and 0003 (corresponding to 
0008 and 0036 encountered in Area 2) of probable 19th century date. Unlike the Area 
2 ditches these were straight-sided, without the pits / tree-holes along their lengths 
encountered in the other area. A possible natural feature, 0063, contained pottery of 
16th or 17th century date. 
 
Ditch 0002 was straight-sided, north-east to south-west running with an open U-
shaped profile of c.800mm width and 300mm depth. The fills were mid orange brown 
sands. A piece of burnt flint was recovered from fill 0122 but this is likely to be a 
residual prehistoric find. 
 
Ditch 0003 ran parallel with 0002, c.12m to the south-east. This feature had a slightly 
different profile to its companion, with convex sides and a narrow, flat base, a width 
of 1.3m and depth of 360mm. The fill was mid brown silty sand and contained within 
fills 0042, 0124, 0157 and 0160 evidence for post-medieval tile and glass of 20th 
century date, probably as a consequence of backfilling prior to development of the 
area for the airport. 
 
Pit 0063, possibly a natural feature or tree bowl, was an elliptical cut c.2.4m by 1.2m 
and with a depth of 320mm. The fill consisted of mid brown silty sand and contained 
an unidentified iron object and pottery of 16th to 17th century date 
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Figure 4.8. Sections from features in IPS 406 

 
4.3.3.6 Period 6. 20th century 
This phase is represented by an elliptical pit 0051 and a ring-shaped feature 0081, 
both likely to have been formed by the felling or falling over of trees. Due to the 
presence of 20th century finds in their fills it is likely that these were cleared prior to 
the creation of the airport.  
 
Dating to the lifetime of the airport, a scatter of twelve F.I.D.O.s were encountered 
across the site. Of these a concentration of six was found in a group along the eastern 
edge of the site. 
 
4.3.3.7 Period 0. Undated features 
Ditches 
Along the eastern edge of the site ditch 0065 was an undated, north to south running 
feature that cut the fill of the large Period 1 pit 0087. This was a straight-sided, 
shallow feature of 580mm width and 180mm depth. Both ends showed evidence for 
truncation. On a similar alignment to, and possibly a continuation of 0065, was ditch 
0045. This feature was 470mm wide and 150mm. The clear definition of the fill from 
the underlying natural suggests that this feature was fairly recent in date. 
 
Two small ditch segments, 0108 and 0109, were encountered towards the south-west 
corner of the site. Both ran approximately north-west to south-east but on slightly 
different alignments, with 0109 having an easterly kink at its southern end. Both had 
open, U-shaped profiles with 0108 having a width of c.350mm and maximum depth 
of 120mm, whereas 0109 was slightly smaller with a width of c.300mm and a 
maximum depth of 100mm. Both had mid brown silty sand fills. 
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Pits and Small Features 
The majority of the larger pits are either tree-throws (elongated or D-shaped features) 
or naturally formed by some other means, e.g. from the action of animals or root 
disturbances. A lesser number of smaller features are likely to be of archaeological 
manufacture. These features will be discussed in three areas: first, a small 
concentration of features, mainly along the eastern side of the site, between ditches 
0007 and 0008; second, a scatter of pits south-east of ditch 0008; and third, those 
features north-west of ditch 0007.  
 
A collection of small features and pits in the vicinity of the Early Bronze Age, Period 
1 pit 0012 and with nearby features belonging to Periods 3, 4 and 5. The post-hole 
0038 had a diameter of 740mm and depth of 330mm and contained a mid orange 
brown sand fill. Another post-hole, 0040, had a diameter of 460mm and depth of 
180mm, also with a mid orange brown sand fill but heavily disturbed by animal 
burrows. Pits 0036, 0048, 0115, 0018, 0133 and 0138 all appeared to be natural 
features and the large pits 0033 and 0142 were likely to be tree-throws.  
 
To the south-east of ditch 0008 were four features of interest. Pit 0068, towards the 
eastern corner of the site, had a diameter of 820mm and depth of 110mm with a stony 
mid brown silty sand fill. To the west, the round pit 0126 had a diameter of 580mm 
and depth of 200mm with mid brown silty sand fill. Nearby pit 0128 had a diameter 
of 700mm and depth of 100mm with a stony mid brown silty sand fill. Pit 0130 had a 
diameter of 800mm and depth of 340mm with a fill similar to that of 0128. Features 
0135 and 0144 are likely to be of natural origin. 
 
Of those features north-west of ditch 0007, pit 0014 was an elliptical feature of 2.4m 
length, c.1m width and 350mm depth with a mid brown silty sand fill with frequent 
stones. Pit 0147 had a width of 860mm and depth of 200mm with a darkened fill 
indicating evidence for burning. Feature 0140 was likely to be a tree hole and 0154 
was formed by animal disturbance. 
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4.4 Finds and environmental evidence (IPS 404-406) 
Sue Anderson with contributions from Cathy Tester, Alexis Willett and Colin 
Pendleton 
 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Table 4.1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the various stages of 
excavation and evaluation. A general finds quantification is included in Appendix 6. 
 

 IPS 404 IPS 405 IPS 406 
Find type No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g 
Pottery   79 744 42 274 
CBM 1 19 45 1216 8 98 
Fired clay       
Stone/slate     1 3 
Mortar       
Clay pipe       
Glass   17 464 12 199 
Worked flint   27 258 43 196 
Burnt flint/stone   1 5 18 198 
Lava quern       
Slag   2 182 5 37 
Asbestos   3 99 2 8 
Iron 15 223 4 848 9 86 
Copper alloy 3 11 1 16 1 2 
Animal bone   2 103 65 550 
Shell     3 32 
Coal/charcoal   4 11 2 16 

Table 4.1. Finds quantities. 
 
4.4.2 Pottery 
A full pottery quantification by site and context is included in Appendix7  
 
4.4.2.1 Prehistoric pottery  
Site IPS 405 
Table 4.2 shows the quantities of prehistoric pottery from IPS 405. 
 

Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Bronze Age grog tempered BAGT 2 15 
Bronze Age organic tempered BAOT 1 6 
General prehistoric PREH 1 2 
Total  4 23 

Table 4.2. Prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 405). 
 

Again, the majority of material is thought to be of Bronze Age date, but no decorated 
or diagnostic sherds were present. 
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Site IPS 406 
The quantities of prehistoric pottery from this site are shown in Table 4.3 
 

Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Neolithic fine flint NEFF 3 4 
Grooved ware NGW 1 6 
Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 13 42 
Bronze Age grog tempered BAGT 5 19 
Bronze Age organic tempered BAOT 6 42 
Total  28 113 

Table 4.3. Prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
Most sherds were small and abraded and could not be identified to form, even where 
rims were present.  The fabrics, and the presence of some finger-tip impressed 
decoration, suggested a late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age date for the assemblage as 
a whole. 
 
4.4.2.2 Roman pottery 
Site IPS 405 
Table 4.4 shows the Roman pottery found at IPS 405. 
 

Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Black-surfaced ware RBSW 2 5 
Roman grey micaceous RBGM 4 3 
Roman oxidised RBOX 39 126 
Total  45 134 

Table 4.4. Roman pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
Roman pottery from this site was heavily abraded.  The majority of sherds were from 
a single oxidised ware ?flagon with a footring base, probably of 1st century date, from 
0135 and 0140.  Micaceous greyware sherds from a single vessel were found in 0009 
and 0017.  A few black-surfaced ware ‘romanising’ sherds were present, also 
indicating an Early Roman, or possibly Late Iron Age, date. 
 
4.4.2.3. Post-Roman pottery 
Site IPS 405 
Post-Roman pottery from IPS 405 consisted of medieval, post-medieval and modern 
pottery, 30 sherds in total (517g), as shown in Table 4.5. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Medieval coarseware MCW 1 10 

Medieval  1 10 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 2 176 
Border ware BORD 1 63 
Post-medieval white ware PMWW 1 9 

Post-medieval  4 248 
Late post-medieval earthenware LPME 3 109 
Refined whiteware REFW 11 55 
English stoneware ESW 4 89 
Staffordshire white salt-glazed stoneware SWSW 1 2 
Porcelain PORC 6 74 

Modern  25 259 
Total  30 517 

Table 4.5.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 405). 
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Only one sherd of medieval pottery was present, a coarse redware body sherd from 
0001.  Post-medieval wares (16th-17th c.) included red and white glazed earthenwares 
of local origin, and from the Surrey-Hampshire border.  Most of the pottery collected 
from this site was of modern date, including coarse and refined earthenware and 
stoneware plates and cups, bottles and other utilitarian vessels. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Table 4.6 shows the quantities of Saxon to modern pottery from IPS 406. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Unidentified UNID 1 10 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 1 11 

Early/Middle Saxon?  2 21 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 2 9 

Post-medieval  2 9 
Late slipped redware LSRW 2 19 
Late post-medieval earthenware LPME 1 5 
Refined whiteware REFW 6 106 

Modern  9 130 
Total  13 160 

Table 4.6.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
One sherd of possible gritty Ipswich ware (Middle Saxon, c.650-850 AD) was 
recovered from 0002.  An unidentified sherd from 0123 may also be of this date, 
although it appeared handmade and may be Early Saxon.  Post-medieval and modern 
pottery included glazed and unglazed redwares and fine white earthenwares. 
 
4.4.3 Buildings and services 
4.4.3.1 Structural metalwork 
Site IPS 404 
Several nails were collected as unstratified finds. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Two nails were found in 0044 and 0102.  A fragment of decorative cast iron, possibly 
a fireback, was found in 0037. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Eight nails were unstratified finds. 
 
4.4.3.2 Ceramic building materials 
Site IPS 404 
One fragment of peg tile in a fine sandy fabric was collected from ditch fill 0015. 
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Site IPS 405 
Most of the CBM from this site was from unstratified contexts.  Table 4.7 shows the 
quantities (count) by fabric and form (see key to table for fabrics). 
 

 Fabric:    
Form fe/grog fs fe wg1 
Drain pipe    1 
Late brick 1  1  
Pantile  2   
Roof tile  22 18  

Table 4.7.  CBM quantities (IPS 405). 
 
Key to Table 
fe/grog fine sand, ferrous and grog inclusions 
fs fine sand, few other inclusions 
fe fine sand and ferrous inclusions 
wg1 white fabric with red and white grog 
 
Site IPS 406 
Table 4.8 shows the quantities of CBM by fabric and form.  Most of this material was 
of modern date. 
 

 Fabric:    
Form chalk fs fe grog 
Drain pipe? 1    
Late brick   2  
Roof tile  4  1 

Table 4.8.  CBM quantities (IPS 406). 
 
4.4.3.3 Other building materials 
Site IPS 405 
One piece of modern window glass was an unstratified find, and another was 
collected from 0019.  Fragments of asbestos tiles were collected from 0009 and 0067. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Two fragments of red asbestos tiles and a small piece of roofing slate were 
unstratified finds. 
 
4.4.4 Miscellaneous and unidentified objects  
4.4.4.1 Vessels (non-ceramic) 
Site IPS 405 
Fragments of post-medieval and modern bottle glass were collected from 0001, 0002, 
0009, 0019, 0036, 0087, 0088, 0102 and 0174.  Most pieces were probably of 19th-
20th century date, and included brown and dark blue fragments. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Post-medieval and modern bottle sherds were found in 0001, 0003, 0042, 0052 and 
0157. 
 
4.4.4.2 Agricultural and equestrian objects 
Site IPS 405 
A very large post-medieval horseshoe was an unstratified find. 
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4.4.4.3 Industrial waste 
Site IPS 405 
One lump of melted glass ?cullet was an unstratified find.  A fragment of iron hearth 
bottom slag was collected from 0044, and a small piece of undiagnostic slag was 
found in 0168. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Five small pieces of undiagnostic ferrous slag were collected from 0124. 
 
4.4.4.4 Miscellaneous fittings 
Site IPS 404 
A fragment of copper alloy wire and a rectangular sheet with a small knob at one end, 
gilded on one side, were unstratified and probably modern. 
 
Site IPS 405 
A copper alloy rectangular sheet with moulded decoration was an unstratified find.  It 
showed a set of bagpipes at one end and a stag’s head at the other and is likely to be a 
decorative plate for a door or furniture, probably of 19th-early 20th century date. 
 
4.4.4.5 Unidentified 
Site IPS 406 
A small solid lump of iron was found in 0064.  It was U-shaped with a plano-convex 
section. 
 
4.4.5 Flint 
4.4.5.1 Worked flint 
Site IPS 405  
This site produced a total of 27 flints, most of which were unstratified.  The 
assemblage consisted of nine flakes, four cores, two scrapers, one blade, five utilised 
flakes, and four notched flakes.  The flint is probably mainly locally collected gravel 
type.  The utilised secondary blade from 0190 is likely to be Neolithic.  The only 
other diagnostic flints are the (non-classic) notched flakes (0001, 0067, 0165).  These, 
together with the squat form of the flakes, and the high proportion of hinge fractures 
(over 20%) suggests a Bronze Age date, probably Middle or Late Bronze Age. 
 
Site IPS 406  
Forty-two flints were collected from 16 contexts.  There were 31 flakes, three utilised 
flakes, one retouched flake, two notched flakes, three blades, a bifacial knife and a 
leaf-shaped arrowhead.  All were probably locally collected gravel-type flint.  The 
earliest artefact is clearly the Neolithic leaf-shaped arrowhead (0161).  Of the 
remainder of the diagnostic tools, the bifacial knife (0013) is probably Early Bronze 
Age, whilst the notched flakes (0086 and 0160) could date from the Neolithic to the 
Later Bronze Age, but are more characteristic of the latter.  The twelve flints from 
0013, 0079 and 0089 are probably Early Bronze Age.  The flints from the other 
contexts could be slightly later, perhaps Middle Bronze Age, as suggested by a 
predominance of short squat flakes, two notched flakes, and the high proportion of 
hinge fractures (over 20%), though in view of the small size of the group, an Early 
Bronze Age date is possible. 
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4.4.5.2 Burnt flint and other stone 
Site IPS 405 
One small fragment of burnt flint was collected from 0102. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Eighteen fragments of burnt flint/stone were found in eleven contexts with dates 
ranging from the Bronze Age to the post-medieval period. 
 
4.4.6 Biological evidence  
4.4.6.1 Animal bone 
Site IPS 405 
Two right sheep tibiae, one complete, the other a distal fragment, were collected as 
unstratified finds. 
 
Site IPS 406 
A partial dog skeleton, consisting of the skull, left mandible, both humeri, right 
radius, scapula and rib fragments and 19 vertebrae, was found in 0083, in association 
with 19th-20th century pottery. 
 
4.4.6.2 Shell 
Site IPS 406 
Fragments of oyster shell were collected from 0001, 0003 and 0124. 
 
4.4.6.3. Coal and burnt material 
Site IPS 405 
Coal fragments, burnt and unburnt, were collected from 0001, 0101, 0135, and 0163. 
 
Site IPS 406 
One fragment of charcoal was found in 0013 and there was a piece of coal in 0160. 
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Chapter 5 
 

 Discussion 
 
The archaeological investigation at Ravenswood (formerly Ipswich Airport) revealed 
evidence from prehistoric settlement and burial to the creation of Ipswich Airport in 
the 20th century. Most of the evidence for past activity has been in the form of field 
ditches with occasional foci for settlement, burial or other more intensive past use. 
The opportunity to look at such a diverse pattern of land use – over such a large area – 
has been the most interesting aspect of this project. As with much of the heathland 
situated on light sandy and acidic soils encountered along the eastern fringes of the 
county, this land has probably been extensively used as rough pasture in the past, 
leaving little in the way of archaeological evidence except for field boundaries and 
occasional settlement towards the edge of the heath. 
 
In this, the last section of the Ipswich Airport report, all three phases of site 
investigation (chapters 2, 3 and 4) will be considered in the context of Ravenswood / 
Ipswich Airport as a complete study area (Fig. 5.1).  
 

Figure 5.1. The position of evaluation trenches for sites IPS 024, 390, 391 and 420, 
and the location of open excavation areas IPS 386, 404 to 406 
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The following archaeological periods will be looked at across the whole site: 
• The Later Prehistoric period (Late Neolithic to Early Iron Age); including an area 

of settlement (IPS 386), of burial (IPS 024) and of isolated pits and other features 
(IPS 390, 404, 406 and 420). 

• The Late Iron Age and Roman period; mainly focussed on the settlement 
overlooking the river (IPS 390) but also with some areas of field boundaries (IPS 
405, 406 and 420). 

• The Saxon period; with isolated features and finds of this period in several areas 
of the site (IPS 390, 405 & 406). 

• The medieval period; evidence for this period comes primarily from IPS 390 and 
391, with some other features suspected to be of this date (IPS 406). 

• The post-medieval period; a reconfiguration of field boundaries and routes seen in 
a number of sites (IPS 386, 404-406). 

• The 20th century; the creation of Ipswich Airport affected all sites within the 
study area. 

 
In this section the following periods, date ranges and abbreviations have been used:  
 
Period 
 

Abbreviations  
(used in figures) 

Date Range 

Neolithic  4,500 – 2,300 BC 
Bronze Age BA 2,300 – 700 BC 
Late Neolithic / Early Bronze 
Age 

L Neo / EBA 3,200 – 1,500 BC 

Early Bronze Age EBA 2,300 – 1,500 BC 
Late Bronze Age LBA 1,200 – 700 BC 
Iron Age  700 BC – 43 AD 
Late Bronze Age / Early Iron 
Age 

LBA / EIA 1,200 – 5th cent. BC 

Late Iron Age LIA 1st cent. BC / AD 
Roman / Romano-British  43 – c.410 AD 
Late Iron Age / Early Roman LIA / Early Roman 1st cent. AD 
Saxon  c.410 – 1066 AD 
Early Saxon  5th – 7th cent. AD 
Middle Saxon  7th – 9th cent. AD 
Medieval  1066 – 1550 AD 
Post-Medieval  1550 – 1900 AD 
Modern  1900 – present  
 
5.1. Later Prehistoric  
(Late Neolithic/Early Iron Age c.3,200-500 BC)  
 
Features of this period encountered across the study area are shown in Figure 5.2. The 
main concentration of features belonging to this period were at site IPS 386, close to 
the previously recorded find spot of an Early Bronze Age barbed and tanged 
arrowhead (IPS 132). Another similar flint arrowhead was found 900m to the west 
(IPS 071). 
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Within site IPS 386 a small group of features towards the east side contained 
burnished pottery, some with incised decoration, of likely Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age date. Across the rest of the site features containing Beaker pottery 
(typical of the Early Bronze Age) and other Bronze Age pottery were common.  
 
In particular three areas of pronounced activity (Areas ‘A-C’) were identified, with 
two of these containing the remains of possible structures. In Area ‘A’, two parallel 
lines of north to south running post-holes appear to be associated with a pit with a 
‘special deposit’ containing 67 flint pieces. In Area ‘B’ the structure suggested by the 
post-holes was more circular in plan and was associated with a hearth on its south 
side.  
 
A double ring-ditch (IPS 024) lies c.1000m to the south-east of the prehistoric 
settlement area IPS 386. Originally recognised through aerial photography, this 
feature is likely to represent the ploughed flat remains of a prehistoric burial mound, 
or barrow, of probable Early Bronze Age date. Targeted evaluation trenches placed 
across this feature revealed prehistoric worked flints in the vicinity of the ring-ditches. 
 

Figure 5.2. Location of prehistoric features found within the study area and nearby 
finds spots and monuments. 
 
The citing of the round barrow no doubt had significance to those who lived at the 
settlement to the north-west. This barrow, and other barrows closely associated with it 
to the south-east (IPS 027, 031, 039, 416 and 417), could have been visible to those 
that lived at IPS 386 and provided a tangible reminder of the importance of the 
ancestors to the living. These mounds, some of which survived to be recorded on 
Hodskinson’s map of 1783, could also have been territorial markers. Another barrow 
cemetery ‘The Seven Sisters’ (NAC 004-12 etc.) lies 2500m to the east and could be 
the resting place of the ancestors for the adjacent community (Fig.5.3). 
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Between the two main foci of prehistoric activity within the study area – one for the 
living and the other for the dead – is an area of very sparse evidence. This is not to say 
that this area was not extensively utilised, as it probably was for agricultural and in 
particular animal pasture use. Some tantalising glimpses of this can be seen. For 
instance, within site IPS 406 a possible funnel arrangement of ditches might be for the 
collection and management of flocks. Another ditch or gully containing Bronze Age 
pottery was seen in site IPS 390. 
 
Isolated pits, sometimes containing a concentration of artefacts and hinting at ‘special 
deposits’ are found peppered across the entire study area. These deposits appear to 
date from a number of different prehistoric periods and point to a long-term tradition 
across the area. An excavated pit from Trench 24 within site IPS 390 contained black 
pottery and a leaf-shaped arrowhead of Neolithic date. A small pit in the centre of site 
IPS 404 contained Early Bronze Age ‘Beaker’ pottery, as did a pit within site IPS 406 
which also included a bifacial knife of the same period. The trial trenching across site 
IPS 420 also revealed a number of interesting features. Trench 11 contained a possible 
hearth with 10 sherds of Early Bronze Age pottery. Trench 21 contained two 
prehistoric features: a small pit with two sherds of Bronze Age pottery and an 
interesting later pit containing nine sherds of Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age pottery.  
 
The significance of these pits, whether they are the remains of buried refuse or more 
purposefully placed deposits, can only be guessed at. Perhaps these features were 
associated with temporary camps – for those assigned to look after the flocks and 
herds – and these features were their hearths and rubbish pits. Alternatively these 
could represent ‘special deposits’, placed perhaps as hidden markers to secure this 
territory for the group and encourage the productivity of its yield. 
 

Figure 5.3. Location of ring-ditches (indicating burial mounds) associated with the 
barrow cemetery to the south of the Ipswich Airport area. Another group to the east 
(The ‘Seven Sisters’) extends from Nacton to Foxhall parish. 
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5.2. Late Iron Age/Romano-British Period  
(1st century BC - c.410 AD) 
 
The distribution of features belonging to this period is shown in Figure 5.4. The main 
area of occupation for the Late Iron Age to Roman period is in the vicinity of site IPS 
390, towards the west of the study area and overlooking the river Orwell. Ideally 
situated on a raised plateau, just before the land tips away toward the river, this site 
was located 100m south of a freshwater spring in Brazier’s Wood. This spring feeds a 
small stream that discharges westwards into the Orwell along a small valley, allowing 
access to the river below. 
 
Within site IPS 390 a dense concentration of features was revealed, including a 
number of closely spaced ditches, suggesting multiple phases of enclosure and field 
boundaries. A variety of pits and post-holes were also recorded, although only a small 
sample of these were sampled as the archaeology in this area was to be left in situ. 
Finds evidence suggests a date of the Late Iron Age to early Romano-British Period 
for many of these features. The occupation is primarily focused on Trenches 22 to 24, 
but with some outlying field boundaries extending into the area of IPS 420 (Trenches 
19 and 20) and beyond into the sites of IPS 405 and 406.  
 
Finds from some of the features from IPS 390 indicate a strong tendency towards 
‘romanising’ pottery (e.g. Late Iron Age pottery that used a fabric similar to that of 
Roman ceramics) suggesting that the earliest phases probably belong to the 1st 
centuries AD. Development through time can clearly be seen within site IPS 405, 
where a Late Iron Age / early Roman field system is replaced by that of a later Roman 
date.  
 
 

Figure 5.4. Location of Late Iron Age to Roman features and find spots 
 
At IPS 405, in the first phase a pair of parallel ditches appear to form an axial 
droveway, while another series of double ditches branch off these in a ‘Y’-
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arrangement. At least one field boundary was seen running at right angles to the main 
route, the corner breaks in the ditches suggesting that these were enclosures for 
animals. Such corner openings are characteristic of enclosures for grazing as it allows 
animals to be channelled out of the fields. In the later Roman period the alignment of 
the central droveway is maintained but replaced by a single ditch from which further 
field boundary ditches spring at right-angles. The change in field arrangements 
possibly points to changes in land-use. Nearby a metal detector find at IPS Misc 
consisted of a Roman minim coin of 360 AD. 
 
5.3. Saxon Period  
(c.410 - 1066 AD) 
 
Features of Middle Saxon date (7th – 9th century), characterised by the presence of 
Ipswich Ware pottery, have been found within sites IPS 390 and 405. Some 
handmade pottery of possible Early Saxon date (5th – 7th century) was also recovered 
from IPS 390 and 406. Saxon features encountered within the study area are marked 
on Figure 5.5. 
 
Within site IPS 390 a substantial east to west running ditch was identified within 
Trench 24b. This feature contained Ipswich Ware pottery, but also some handmade 
Early Saxon pottery of probable residual origin. Also within the same trench a north-
west to south-east running ditch was in an area of disturbed ground. Although not 
excavated, Ipswich Ware pottery was recovered from the surface of the ditch fill. On a 
similar alignment, and possibly a continuation the same ditch, a linear feature in 
Trench 22 when excavated revealed 15 pottery sherds of Middle Saxon date. 
 

Figure 5.5. Location of Saxon and medieval features found within the study area and 
nearby medieval features 
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Across site IPS 405 an irregular linear feature contained a single sherd of Ipswich 
ware. Running parallel with this, another ditch appeared to extend into the nearby site 
of IPS 406 where it contained a sherd of handmade pottery, probably belonging to the 
Early Saxon period. As with the earlier Roman phase of occupation, it appears that 
Saxon settlement was focused on site IPS 390, near a source of water and containing 
features with abundant quantities of pottery. The occasional ditches of this period 
found in other areas probably represent field or other boundary divisions.  
 
It is perhaps not surprising that Middle Saxon settlement is found in an area near the 
river, given the importance of the Orwell to the thriving port of Ipswich to the north-
west. It is also possible that the foci of medieval activity along Clapgate Lane and 
Alnesbourne Priory (to be discussed in the next section) had some Saxon origin.  
 
5.4. Medieval Period  
(1066 – c.1550 AD) 
 
Given the known presence of two major medieval concentrations within and adjacent 
to the study area – Alnesbourne Priory and Clapgate Lane – it is surprising how little 
of this period has been identified. Evidence for settlement of this period was 
recognised near to the probable line of Clapgate Lane (IPS 391) and at the multi-
period site near Brazier’s Wood (IPS 390). A small nexus of field ditches revealed at 
site IPS 406, on a different alignment to and cutting earlier period ditches, have also 
been tentatively assigned to this period (Fig. 5.5). 
 
The area to the north of the airport site is still called Priory Heath and points to a time 
when this area was rough pasture associated with, and possibly owned by, the Priory 
at Alnesbourne (NAC 001). The priory is located c.600m south of the study area and 
is associated with the head of a small valley with a network of ponds and small 
streams. Founded in c.1200, this was a small religious house occupied by Augustinian 
cannons. 
 
Clapgate Lane was a meandering north to south route, linking medieval Ipswich and 
its suburbs to the priory and probably other settlements along the north bank of the 
river. Trench 26 of site IPS 391revealed a concentration of post-holes, pits and linear 
features, some of which were likely to be enclosure ditches. A small quantity of 
medieval pottery, some of which can be dated to the 12th century, was recovered from 
several of these features suggesting that most of this activity was associated with this 
period. 
 
Not surprisingly the nearby site of IPS 390, adjacent to the water source in Brazier’s 
Wood, also revealed settlement evidence of medieval date. From the small sample of 
features that were excavated within this area, a pit and two large ditches contained 
medieval pottery. 
 
Site IPS 406, occupying an area east of Clapgate Lane, revealed a pattern of irregular 
small fields on a different alignment from those of earlier Roman and Saxon date. It is 
possible that these represent small paddocks and stock enclosures probably associated 
with the medieval management of grazing.  
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5.5. Post-Medieval Period  
(c.1550 - 1900 AD) 
 
The formal system of fields seen on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1882 was 
probably imposed on this area during the 19th century. This map clearly shows that a 
new entrance to Alnesbourne Priory (during this period a farm) was taken off Nacton 
Road, along a tree-lined avenue via a barn complex (Walk Barn). These farm 
buildings were identified during an earlier phase of investigation (IPS 399: Meredith 
2000), and ditches associated with the avenue were seen clearly cutting across the 
sites in the middle of the study area at IPS 405 and 406. The 19th century field system 
and features of post medieval date are shown in Figure 5.6. 
 

Figure 5.6. Features of post-medieval date superimposed over a plan of field 
boundaries shown on the 1st edition OS map of 1882. 
 
The map of 1882 shows a grid of north-west to south-east field boundaries with 
subdividing ditches at right-angles to these. Although not matching those on the 
Ordnance Survey plans, undated ditches on the same alignment have been recorded 
running across site IPS 386 towards the north and at IPS 404 towards the east of the 
study area, and are likely to belong to this period. 
 
The post-medieval period therefore saw a change from open rough pasture, with few 
field boundaries, to a grid-like network of fields. Plough-scars cutting into the 
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underlying natural sand (Meredith 2000) might indicate that some of these fields were 
being brought under arable cultivation. 
 
5.6. The Airport  
(20th Century) 
 
The land for Ipswich Airport was acquired in 1929 and the terminal building erected 
by 1938. During the Second World War the site was requisitioned by the RAF and 
was used as a refuelling base for Spitfires based at Martlesham Heath. Returning to 
civilian use after the war its fortunes dwindled from the 1970s and ceased operation in 
1997 (Hawkins 1998). The location of the grass runway, the terminal building and 
other 20th century features is shown below (Fig. 5.7). 
 

Figure 5.7. The airport runways, the associated building and Second World War 
structures and features (runway location based on aerial photographs taken in 1991)  
 
Within the new building development at Ravenswood two Picket-Hamilton elevating 
forts still survive. These were located to defend each of the two runways. Two 
pillboxes were positioned along the southern boundary of the site. Across the site 
numerous circular patches of scorching were located. Produced by burning material in 
oil drums and officially referred to as F.I.D.O.s (Fog Investigation and Dispersal 
Operations; Bentwaters Aviation Society 2006), they functioned to raise mist and low 
cloud, allowing aircraft to land and take-off. Their random patterning (as seen across 
excavation areas IPS 404 to 406) does not seem necessarily to correspond to the 
runway locations (Fig. 5.7). 
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Turning agricultural land into a serviceable runway must have required a considerable 
amount of clearing of vegetation, levelling of ground and backfilling of ditches. 
Across the centre of the study area within sites IPS 405 and 406 the major post-
medieval ditches and associated tree-holes contained some 20th century material due 
to this process. 
 
5.7. Conclusions  
 
For much of its history the site of the old airport has probably been open heathland 
with some enclosed pasture. Excavated ditches belonging to the prehistoric and later 
periods indicate some subdivision of this area but the layout of this whole area into 
fields probably only happened comparatively recently, perhaps in the 18th or 19th 
centuries.  
 
Settlement appears to be located around the edges of the site, with extensive, if 
dispersed, prehistoric habitation to the north of the area. Late Iron Age to medieval 
occupation was revealed near to the spring line in Brazier’s Wood towards the west. 
Another freshwater source to the south saw the establishment of Alnesbourne Priory, 
linked to Ipswich by Clapgate lane. 
 
Because no settlement evidence has been found across the central part of the site, this 
does not mean that this area was not intensively used in the past. All excavation areas 
have revealed an abundance of ditches indicating changing arrangements for field 
divisions. Most likely for the movement of animals but some cultivation might have 
happened too, particularly in the more recent periods.  
 
During the Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age it is likely that most of this area was 
open pasture with a funnel-shaped arrangement of ditches (possibly for the 
channelling of animals) towards the west at site IPS 406. Pits, some containing a rich 
collection of finds, belonging to the Neolithic, Bronze and Early Iron Age have been 
found scattered across the site. In some cases these might represent the refuse and 
hearths from small – probably temporary – camps, perhaps belonging to those who 
guarded the grazing animals. Other pits appear to have a more ‘special deposit’ nature 
and were possibly positioned to protect, multiply or control the herds. 
 
A barrow cemetery of probable Early Bronze Age date extended across the south and 
east of the area, with a double ring-ditch investigated at site IPS 024. These 
monuments would have stood as round mounds and probably acted as territorial 
markers and constant reminders of the presence of the ancestors to those who lived at 
the settlement to the north at site IPS 386. Within this area two possible Bronze Age 
structures have been identified. One structure was rectangular and associated with a 
placed deposit of flint in a pit, while the other structure was roughly circular and was 
associated with a hearth. 
 
More intensive utilisation of some areas is witnessed in the transition from the Late 
Iron Age to the Early Romano-British Period. The settlement during this period was 
situated to the west at site IPS 390. This location proved to be a popular spot not only 
during this period but during subsequent periods too, with commanding views over 
the River Orwell and with freshwater springs in Brazier’s Wood to the immediate 
north, feeding a small valley giving access to the tidal Orwell below.  
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Expanding eastwards from the settlement area, a number of field boundaries and 
enclosures can begin to be seen, with a Late Iron Age and a Roman ditch located 
within site IPS 420 (Trenches 19 and 20) 200m to the south-east. At sites IPS 406 and 
IPS 405, 400m and 600m to the east respectively, a formal network of land divisions 
can be seen. An arrangement of probable pasture enclosures with corner openings for 
the management of stock was based around an axial route or droveway, of c.1st 
century BC or AD date. In the following Roman period these ditches were replaced 
by a new set where the attention to animal movement is not so apparent and thus 
might have been for cultivated fields. 
 
Rare glimpses of Saxon occupation can be seen in the western half of the study area. 
A ditch with a single sherd of handmade, Early Saxon pottery was recovered from the 
central site of IPS 406. A small quantity of pottery of the same period was recovered 
from later features in the area near Brazier’s Wood, IPS 390. More convincing was 
the evidence for Middle Saxon occupation, particularly at IPS 390, where several 
ditches contained Ipswich ware pottery. A ditch within site IPS 405 also held a single 
sherd of this type of pot.  
 
Medieval settlement was centred on the area near Brazier’s wood (IPS 390), at 
Alnesbourne Priory, south of the study area (NAC 001) and along the route of 
Clapgate Lane (IPS 391). A small assemblage of finds of this period from IPS 391 
indicates a 12th century date. An arrangement of irregular boundary ditches seen 
within the central site of IPS 406, might also belong to this period and might represent 
small field enclosures to the east of Clapgate Lane. 
 
By the 19th century a formal grid of field boundaries had been imposed on the whole 
of the study area and some evidence for ploughing has been detected. Alnesbourne 
Priory survived as a farm complex accessed by a new route from Nacton Road in the 
east, rather than the old Clapgate Lane.  
 
This whole area was levelled in the 1920s and 30s to make way for Ipswich Airport, 
serving an important role in the Second World War. It returned to civilian use after 
the war but its useful life as a runway was over by 1997, after which it began to return 
to the sort of rough pasture that must have characterised this landscape in earlier 
times. Recently, new housing across the area (now known as Ravenswood) saw a new 
and radical transformation of the site into an urban development. 
 
With hindsight it is probably true to say that the excavation sample was not big 
enough to draw many conclusions. Despite good evaluation coverage, few areas 
progressed to open area excavation and most sites of particular interest (IPS 024, 390 
and 391) were left uninvestigated. The opportunity however to study such a large 
area, so close to Ipswich and the River Orwell, has given some opportunity to look at 
the landscape as a whole, to examine things on a larger scale than normal and in 
particular to look at ‘off-site’ information. Such information is often meagre in 
quantity and always difficult to interpret, but in the case of the Ipswich Airport site 
has given some indication of changing patterns of land-use from the 3rd millennium 
BC to the present day. 
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 Appendix 1: Context List IPS 386 
 opno comp grid sq identifier description spotdate 
 0001 finds Finds collected from the the subsoil surface within the 'anti-traveller' ditch dug around the perimeter of the eastern end of the  
 site.  Finds included clay pipe, porcelain and possible flint flakes. 

 0002 Trench 3 gully Narrow ditch running approx. N-S across trench 3. Filled with the same silt as overlies the subsoil. No finds 
 0003 Trench 3 feature(?) Irregularly shaped hollow filled with a fine silt sand, similar to that filling 0002 and the subsoil horizon. No distiction between  
 subsoil and fill. ?natural feature 

 0004 Trench 3 feature(?) Possible feature? circular pit filled with silt sand - as 0002 and 0003 
 0005 Trench 8 feature(?) Butt ended linear feature extending into trench 8 @12m from the NW end of the trench. Probably a natural feature. section and 
  plan drawn on context sheet. 

 0006 Trench 8 feature(?) Small oval pit  filled with dark and mid brown silty sand, no finds and probably a natural feature 
 0007 Trench 12 pit Oval pit filled with mid-brown silty sand. 1 piece of burnt flint found. This feature was sieved 
 0008 0110? Trench 12 ditch Small ditch running NW-SE across trench 12. Ditch filled with a mid brown silt 
 0009 Trench 12 gully Narrow gully running NE-SW along the length of thrench 12. Filled with a fine brown silt. Sectioned in two places, so almost all  
 of the fill removed but no finds. 

 0010 Trench 12 pit Small pit alongside 0009 similar fill to 0009 and no finds. 
 0011 0110? Trench 12 ditch(?) Linear feature probably a ditch running N-S across the trench. £0cms deep and filled with mid brown silty sand 
 0012 Trench 11 feature Pit type feature against the S edge of trench 11. Filled with a fine brown silt indistinguishable from the subsoil layer  
 immediately below topsoil. Good edges, no finds 

 0013 Trench 11 gully Linear feature crossing trench 11. Narrow gully filled with fine silt as 0012 no finds 
 0014 Trench 12 pit Small pit against N. side of trench. Filled with dark brown silt over a basal layer of bands of charcoal sand below the charcoal  
 is burnt. Contained 20 pieces of burnt flint. Sieved and charcoal sample taken. 

 0015 0144 Trench 4 ditch Narrow palisade type ditch running E-W across trench 4. Steep profile filled with single layer of a fine brown silt-sand. Forms  
 right angled junction with ditch 0016 possibly continuing beyond 0016. Relationship between the two not apparent on the  
 surface, junction not excavated. 

 0016 0110 Trench 4 ditch (?)Open ditch running N-S across trench 4. Intersects with 0015 at right angle. Filled with brown silt-sand similar to 0015, and  
 indistinguishable from the brown silt horizon at the bottom of the topsoil. 

 0017 Trench 10 feature Small, shallow circular pit? ( 64cms wide and 14cms deep )  filled with dense charcoal and evidence of in situ burning. Sample  
 taken 5% of charcoal (S2)  v. similar to 0018. 



 opno comp grid sq identifier description spotdate 
 0018 Trench 10 feature Small, shallow, circular pit? (66cms wide 20cms deep) charcoal fill, evidence of burning in situ. 50% sample taken S1 v.similar  
 to 0017.  NB these features in trench 10 pre-date the formation of the topsoil but cut through the silt sub layers which masks  
 the features in trench 12. 

 0019 Trench 10 feature Slightly darker fill than natural but indistinct edges unclear possibly natural feature 
 0020 Trench 10 feature Charcoal filled circular pit with evidence of in situ burning just visible in trench. Charcoal visible in trench section shows feature 
  cutting silt sub-layer and immediately sealed by the topsoil. Similar to 0017 and 0018 no sample taken. 

 0021 Trench 13 pit Burnt feature in the N section of trench 13. Shallow charcoal filled pit, subsoil below charcoal burnt pink. Occaisional charcoal  
 flecks occur in topsoil immediately over feature, but no evidence of edge cutting topsoil. No sign of sub-layer occurring in this  
 trench. The charcoal is dense and woody, v. black and suspiciously fresh looking! 

 0022 Trench 2 pit Small pit on the S. side of the trench filled with mid brown grey silty sand. 
 0023 0112 Trench 2 ditch Small, shallow ditch running NE-SW filled with mid-orangey brown sand 
 0024 0110? Trench 2 ditch Ditch running NE-SW in trench 2. Filled with a dark-mid orangey brown sand 
 0025 Trench 18 feature Shallow, 10cms, circular feature filled with charcoal and with evidence of in situ burning. Sample taken. Feature similar to 0017, 
  0018, 0020 

 0026 0110 Trench 17 ditch Small shallow ditch filled with brown silty sand. 
 0027 Trench 16 pit Small oval pit brown silty sand 
 0028 Trench 16 posthole Small stake or posthole filled with light brown silty sand. 
 0029 Trench 16 pit Circular feature filled with dense charcoal, evidence of in situ burning. 
 0030 0112? Trench 1 ditch? Linear feature, running E-W, crossing trench 1. Single fill of fine brown silt, no finds. Fill indistinguishable from silt horizon  
 immediately below topsoil. 

 0031 Trench 21 pit Sub-oval pit filled with mid/light brown sand. Moderate inclusion of rounded and subangular pebbles. Few burnt flints. 
 0032 Trench 21 posthole Small posthole? with mid brown sandy fill 2 burnt flint fragments. 
 0033 Trench 21 pit Sub-circular pit with dense charcoal patches within a mid-dark brown sandy fill. Finds consist of burnt flint. 
 0034 0110 Trench 21 ditch Shallow ditch, filled with mid orangy brown sand, flat base. Finds: two pieces of burnt flint (discarded) 
 0035 0110 Trench 21 ditch Shallow ditch filled with mid brown sand, rounded base. 
 0036 0108? Trench 23 ditch Narrow ditch, profile shows steep sided cleaning slot along thebase. Single fill of pale brown sand cut from immediately below  EBA 
 ploughsoil.  (?)continuation of 0015 within trench 4. Finds: 1 sherd of BA(?) pottery. 



 opno comp grid sq identifier description spotdate 
 0037 Trench 23 pit? Broad shallow hollow extending from NW edge of the trench and terminating in a rounded end. Pale brown silt sand fill,  basal  BA 
 layer flecked with black mineralized staining. - adjacent to 0036. 

 0038 0010 Trench 23 ditch? Linear feature,  shallow, flat bottomed profile and crosses trench in on a meadering course. Single fill of pale silt sand. 1  
 crappy flint flake. 

 0039 Trench 23 pit Small circular pit adjacent to 0038 filled with sparse charcoally sand 
 0040 Trench 23 feature? Shallow, flat bottomed kidney shaped feature. Mid brown silt fill darker than other features - dubious! probably natural. 
 0041 Trench 23 pit Oval pit rounded profile, single fill pale brown silt sand. No finds 
 0042 Trench 23 ditch Ditch - good V-shapoed ditch crossing trench on curving course. Single fill brown sand no finds 
 0043 Trench 23 posthole Small posthole dark grey/brown sand fill occasional charcoal flecking. EBA 
 0044 0110 Trench 24 ditch Shallow u-shaped ditch filled with pale-mid brown sand, running N-S across trench 24. 
 0045 Trench 16 pit Small oval pit filled with dark brown sand and charcoal. 
 0046 Trench 16 pit Small sub-circular pit filled with dark brown sand and charcoal. 
 0047 
 0048 
 0049 Trench 2 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0050 Trench 2 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0051 Trench 2 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0052 Trench 2 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0053 Trench 9 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0054 Trench 9 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0055 Trench 9 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0056 Trench 9 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 
 0057 Trench 9 feature Geological feature filled with fine brown silt. 



 opno comp grid sq identifier description spotdate 
 0058 Trench 12 feature Geological feature filled with fine grey silty sand. 
 0059 Trench 12 feature Geological feature filled with fine grey silty sand. 
 0060 Trench 12 feature Geological feature filled with fine grey silty sand. 
 0061 Trench 12 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0062 Trench 12 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0063 Trench 15 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0064 Trench 15 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0065 Trench 15 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0066 Trench 15 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0067 Trench 15 feature Geological feature filled with grey/brown silty sand. 
 0068 Trench 19 posthole? Circular (geological?) feature filled with mid brown sand 
 0069 Trench 19 posthole? Circular (geological?) feature filled with orange/dark brown sand. 
 0070 Trench 19 posthole? Circular (geological?) feature filled with charcoal and orange/brown sand. 
 0101 u/s finds unstratified finds from the stage 1 excavation EBA, C18th 
 0102 100/60 layer-hollow Irregular shaped hollow, with undulating profile. Filled with an homogenous pale brown sand fill. (also sampled in trial trench 4)  EBA, BA,  
 possible ancient soil profile C18th 

 0103 80/40 layer soil horizon, situated at N. end of trial trench 23, pale sand in a thin flat horizon upto 6cms deep. pottery finds 
 0104 80/40 pit? Shallow circular pit, filled with a single layer of pale brown sand, pottery finds LNeo/EBA 
 0105 pit Elongated oval pit, revealed after removal of 0102, sealed by 0102 grey sand fill over pale grey brown basal sand, the two  
 separated by lens of fe panning 

 0106 find spot find. pottery in unstrat context lying on subsoil surface edm'ed for location BA 
 0107 posthole posthole numbered during soil strip pottery found in top of ph, brown silt fill part of ph group EBA 
 0108 80/60 ?ditch V.shallow linear feature, irregular profile and meandering course, Extends from 0102 to 0103 and fill is indistinguishable from  LNeo/EBA 
 either of these. In section appears as a cut feature although it could be a continuation of soil horizon 0103 and 0102 
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 0109 hearth? Circular flat bottomed cut filled with dense charcoal and some burnt flint. Charcoal coarse, surrounding subsoil unburnt 
 0110 80/60 ditch Ditch running E-W across the site filled with apale silty sand intersects with ditch 0112 at western end of the site relationship  EBA/Pmed 
 unclear. Excavated in trial trench 4 as 

 0111 pit? Circular pit filled with a single layer of pale brown fine silt, with lens' of fe panning which extend beyond feature limits. Profile  
 of feate regular but plan a bit amorphous possibly natural feature. 

 0112 60/80 ditch Nw-Se ditch running along the western edge of the site. Intersects with 0110 relatioship unclear excavated in trial trench 4 as Pmed 
 0113 pit Shallow oval pit filled with a single fill of pale brown silty sand, ploughlines crossing surface, piece of coal found 
 0114 Shallow oval pit filled with pale brown silty sand 
 0115 0110 60/20 section ditch section through ditch 0110. 1m length excavated against e. edge of site. pale brown sand fill no finds Pmed 
 0116 0110 60/20 layer ditch fill of ditch 0110 within section 0115. single homogenous fill of pale brown sand/silt, common small flints throughout fill. Pmed 
 0117 0110 80/40 layer-ditch Section and fill of ditch  0110. Single homogenous fill of pale -mid brown silt/sand. ditch profile here has a vertical sided slot at  Pmed 
 bottom. 

 0118 40/80 pit? Shallow oval pit filled with orange/brown silty sand some charcoal 
 0119 60/60 hearth/pit Elongated oval pit steep sided filled with dense charcoal. 
 0120 40/60 posthole Circular small ph, shallow 
 0121 80/40 hollow Shallow flat bottomed hollow filled with pale sand/silt, possibly surviving buried ancient soil horizon rather than cut feature. 
 0122 60/40 posthole Shallow circular posthole filled with pale brown silt sand 
 0123 60/40 posthole? Large shallow posthole/pit. filled with a pale brown silt/sand 
 0124 60/40 posthole Small shallow posthole filled with light grey/brown silt/sand 
 0125 60/40 posthole Small circular posthole filled with ornge brown sand 
 0126 60/40 posthole Shallow oval posthole filled with a stony brown silt/sand 
 0127 60/40 pit Oval pit filled wity mid brown sand cuts 0141 
 0128 60/40 posthole Circular posthole filledcwith grey brown silt/sand with occaisional charcoal flecks probably related to posthole 0129 
 0129 60/40 posthole Shallow circular feature probably a posthole, filled with brown silty sand with occaisional charcoal flecks, possibly related to  
 posthole 0128 
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 0130 60/40 Pit/posthole Small pit or posthole which has an abundance of finds in its fill, flints ,debitage, pottery and pot boilers all present Lneo/EBA 
 0131 0131 60/40 posthole wo small shallow postholes both filled with a similar pale grey/brown silt/sand relationship not discernable in either section or  
 plan. 
 0132 60/40 feature Sub-oval feature with moderate inclusions of stones occaisional charcoal flecks 
 0133 feature Shallow sub-circular pit rich in charcoal 
 0134 feature Possible shallow feature irregularly shaped dipping down towards the west end. 
 0135 hearth Sub-circular, shallow pit, filled with a dense deposit of charcoal with occaisional burnt flint. 
 0136 0110 80/80 ditch section Section of ditch 0110, 1.9m length. possible butt end at eastern end of the section intersects with pit 0137 relationship unclear. Pmed 
 0137 80/80 pit small pit situated alongside southern edge of ditch 0110. Filled with pale brown fine sand/silt similar to ditch, relatioship unclear. 
 0138 0112 80/80 section ditch 2.5m length of ditch 0112 excavated just north of the junction with ditch 0110. Filled with a single fill of mid brown mid-brown  BA 
 sand, fairly stony with occaisional charcoal. 

 0139 hollow? Broad irregular hollow, shallow with an uneven bottom profile. Filled with a single fill of fine pale brown silt with very few small  EBA 
 stones. Possibly natural hollow filled with vestiges of buried ancient topsoil. 

 0140 100/80 short length of a linear feature extending from the N. edge of the site, 1.5m long terminating in a rounded butt end. Filled with a 
  mid brown silt/  sand with common mixed flint Post med material in top fill - plough disturbance 

 0141 60/40 pit small pit/posthole cut by two smaller but similar features 0130 and 0127. Filled with grey/brown silt with occaisional charcoal,  EBA 
 central depression within ph possibly indicating post position though no post piepe visible in section. 

 0142 80/100 pit small oval pit filled with brown sandy silt 
 0143 80/20 ditch? Possible butt end of a ditch running beyond the edge of the site. Very difficult to see on the surface and equally poor definition EBA 
  of sides and bottom in places. Light greyish brown silt fill. 

 0144 80/80 Narrow ditch/gully running NS across the western side of the site. Roughly parallels the course of 0112 and crosses ditch  
 0110. 
 0145 0144 100/60 ditch-layer 1.40m length of 0144 excavated N. of ditch 0110. Single fill of fine, mid brown sand. Pmed 
 0146 60/40 pit Oval pit, filled with mid brown silty sand with occasional flecks of charcoal. Flint flake finds EBA 
 0147 0112 layer-ditch Top layer of ditch 0112, finds from within the top of the ditch see plan for location. Fill = brown silt /fine sand with charcoal  BA 
 flecks and common small flints. 

 0148 0144 80/80 Length of gully 0144 excavated at intersection with 0110. Section unclear but suggests 0144 cut by 0110. Pmed 
 0149 80/80 ditch section Length of ditch 0110 excavated at intersection with ditch 0149. Fills of two features similar and the relationship is unclear, but  
 suggests that 0110 cuts 0144 
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 0150 60/100 hearth? Circular patch of charcoal with burnt flints within shallow hollow, subsoil burnt pink. 
 0151 60/100 posthole Good posthole, shallow oval posthole, filled with a mid-dark brown silty sand. 
 0152 40/100 Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0153 60/100 posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0154 60/100 posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0155 80/20 pit/posthole Roughly circular steep sided feature. Filled with a grey/brown silt-sand with occaisional charcoal flecks. Finds consist of burnt  
 flint. 
 0156 80/0 layer Fairly shallow and gravelly horizon east of 0143 and possibly overlying it Lneo-EBA 
 0157 60/100 oval pit filled with mid brown sandy silt 
 0158 80/80 pit Large elongated oval pit, fairly shallow and filled with a mid-brown sand/silt 
 0159 0112 layer-ditch 1.5m length of ditch 0112 excavated at putative entrance site. -- not  an entrance ditch continues unbroken.  Two fills; upper fill BA 
  a mottled yellow/brown sand changing to a homogenous brown silt/sand towards base, common mixed flint throughout. 

 0160 20/80 pit Large fairly deep pit filled with mid brown sand. Profile very deep and irregular possibly burrow or geological feature. C19th 
 0161 20/80 posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill with some large stones. 
 0162 20/80 posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0163 60/80 pit/posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, oval in plan and filled with a mid brown silty sand. 
 0164 60/80 posthole Small circular posthole with V-shaped profile, brown sand fill common mixed flints 
 0165 40/80 posthole Deep circular posthole, V-shaped profile pale brown fine sand, Fill less stony than surrounding subsoil. 
 0166 40/80 posthole Posthole adjacent to 0165, fill similar to 0165 the two probably associated. 
 0167 40/80 posthole Shallow unconvining posthole pale brown sand fill 
 0168 40/60 posthole Deep posthole at south end of burnt feature 0119.Probably associated with 0119. Steeply angled Vshaped profile, pale brown  
 sand fill. No general stones but one large rounded pebble used as packing. 

 0169 40/60 posthole Small but deep posthole alongside ph 0168 sharp V-shaped profile pale stony sand fill 
 0170 60/60 posthole Posthole at N. end of charcoal feature 0119 opposes ph 0168 and probably an association between these features ( 0168, 0119 
  and 0170). Pale brown sand fill. 
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 0171 60/60 posthole Large posthole filled with a mid brown fine silt/sand no stones. 
 0172 60/60 posthole Deep posthole with sharp V-shaped profile pale sand fill rare small stones. 
 0173 60/80 posthole Shallow oval posthole pale brown fine sand fill 
 0174 60/80 feature Irregular elongated feature filled with a fine red brown sand, rare small stones throughout fill. 
 0175 60/80 feature Linear feature terminating in rounded butt end, meadering curving course runs into ditch 0112. Brown silty fill some gravel  
 towards base. Feature profile very irregular and suggestive of possible glacial feature. 

 0176 60/60 posthole Small posthole 
 0177 0112 60/80 section-ditch section of ditch 0112, longitudinal extention of section 0159. Pmed 
 0178 0112 60/80 layer-ditch Upper fill of ditch 0112 within ection 0177. Mottled orange yellow sand, redeposited natural?? no finds. Overlies layer 0179 Pmed 
 0179 0112 60/80 layer-ditch Basal layer of ditch 0112 within section 0177. Mid-brown silt-sand with common mixed flints. 0179 under 0178 Pmed 
 0180 40/80 layer-ditch Excavated length of ditch 0144, excavated where ditch passes through posthole group. 
 0181 60/60 posthole Good posthole, small circular posthole with rounded profile single fill of pale brown sand with common mixed flints. 
 0182 40/60 Irregular linear feature filled with a fine pale silt cut into gravelly sand at the N. end and edge clear. Becomes amorphous at S.  
 end and washed out silt fill indistinctfrom surrounding soil. Possibly a geological feature. 

 0183 40/60 posthole Circular in plan concaved sides almost vertical breaking sharply to flat bottom. Pale brown silt sand. 
 0184 40/60 posthole Shallow posthole, with not well defined sides, regular and even flatish base 
 0185 40/80 hearth Shallow, circular charcoal filled feature, coarse charcoal with small burnt flints. Some burning to the surrounding subsoil. 
 0186 40/80 posthole Circular shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0187 0144 20/80 Length of ditch 0144, shallow cut with an uneven base moderately stoney brown sand fill with occaisional charcoal flecks Pmed 
 0188 0182 40/60 feature-pit? Small circular pit posthole identified in the bottom of 0182 fill is indistinct from the rest of 0182 and was only identified after  
 0182 had been removed. Cut into gravelly sand and the edges believable. 

 0189 posthole Deep straight sided posthole, filled with a dark grey charcoally silt with small stones and occasional charcoal flecks. Charcoal,  
 similar to fill, spreads as a thin lens over subsoil surface over an area of @ 75cms diameter seeplan. 

 0190 0144 80/20 layer ditch Top layer of ditch 0144. Finds collected out of the top of the ditch whilst cleaning adjacent to pit 0195. BA 
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 0191 40/40 layer ditch Length of ditch 0144 excavated alongside pit 0195. fill of pit and ditch a similar brown silt sand and relationship between the two 
  is indistinct. 

 0192 40/40 posthole Square posthole filled with grey/brown silt sand. Profile shows a vertical south edge and a sloping N. side suggesting post  
 inserted and raised from N side. 

 0193 40/40 pit Elongated narrow pit, 0.27m deep and flat bottomed. filled with a single fill of mid brown fine sand with occaisional charcoal  
 flecks. 
 0194 60/20 ditch? Linear feature truncated by E-W ditch 0110 and pit/ph 0155 edges vage and disappears after 2.5m possibly not real. 
 0195 40/80 pit Sub oval pit with minimal definition between fill and natural. Is adjacent to 0144 but relatioship unknown. Pale sandy fill siltier  
 and less stony than surrounding natural. 

 0196 posthole Deep and wide posthole  filled with a light brown sand fill. 
 0197 posthole Sub-circular posthole orange-brown and yellow brown sands. NW side vertical SE sloping. 
 0198 posthole Shallow posthole or small pit, mid brown silty sand fill. 
 0199 60/60 section Longitudinal section through 0119 and 0200 
 0200 60/60 pit? Small circular pit adjacent and associated with 0119. Both 0119 and 0200 are similar in appearance and size and share a  
 common fill type. O119 and 0200 lie in a N-S alignment with  along with ph's 0170 and 0168 suggesting that thes are all  

 0201 40/20 pit Oval pit ,fairly deep filled with mid brown silty sand contains burnt flint frags 
 0202 0144 40/80 layer ditch Length of ditch 0144 excavated alongside pit 0195. fill of pit and ditch a similar brown silt sand and relationship between the two Pmed 
  is indistinct. 

 0203 pit Sub-oval pit filled with pale brown sandy/silt and with well defined edges. 
 0204 posthole small circular posthole pale silt sand fill 
 0205 20/80 hearth? Small circular hearth? filled with dense, quite coarse woody charcoal. Cuts neighbouring pit 0206, subsoil unburnt. 
 0206 20/80 pit Small circular pit cut by hearth 0205 and filled with brown silty sand. Pottery, in large sherds, common throughout the fill. EBA 
 0207 20/80 pit Elongated pit with a shallow rounded profile. Single fill of pale gritty silt similar to 0195. 
 0208 40/20 feature Linear feature extending from beyond the eastern edge of the excavation. Terminates in a butt end, 1.35m length survives on  
 excavation. Feature filled with brown silt/sand with occaisional charcoal flecks. Only finds some dodgy flints. 

 0209 posthole Sub rectangular posthole with vertical NW edge and sloping SW side. Filled with a fine  pale grey/brown silt with occaisional  
 small flints 
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 0210 80/60 feature Shallow linear feature with a broad flat bottomed profile. Aligns with similar linear feature 0108 and is possibly related to it. The  EBA 
 feature are both filled with a pale brown mottled sand. 

 0211 40/40 pit/posthole Small oval feature filled with dense charcoally sand and burnt flints 
 0213 80/60 hollow Shallow, roughly circular hollow situated at the S.end of 0210. <10cms deep and with an irregular bottom profile, possibly a  
 natural hollow in which buried soil survives. Totall excavated 1 flint flake find. 

 0214 80/60 pit? Shallow sub rectangular pit with straight edges and sloping sides. Filled with a fine pale brown silt. 
 0215 posthole Small circular posthole with rounded bottom profile. Fine pale brown silt , stoneless. 
 0217 80/60 posthole /pit Small pit or broad posthole. Oval in plan  and flat bottomed filled with a pale fine silt. 
 0218 80/60 Stakehole? Small circular posthole deep V-shaped profile. 
 0219 80/60 stakehole? Small circular posthole deep V-shaped profile, filled with a fine pale silt. 
 0220 80/60 pit/posthole Small pit, or base of shallow posthole, shallow pale fine silt. 
 0221 pit? Small circular and shallow pit filled with pale brown silt with common large stones. 
 0222 80/60 stakehole Small circular posthole deep V-shaped profile, filled with a fine pale silt. 
 0223 40/40 posthole Roughly circular posthole within a group of other ph's. Possible post pipe, pale -mid brown silty sand. 
 0224 40/40 posthole Small posthole? one of a series of questionable phs' 
 0225 60/60 pit Irregularly shaped feature, oval with pointed end. orientated E-W along long axis V-shaped base. Possibly two features  
 although no indication of separate cuts. Grey/brown silty sand fill with occaisional charcoal flecks. 

 0226 80/40 layer Soil horizon surviving within a series of low irregular pockets below ploughl evel. Probably tyhe remains of the BA topsoil. Pale  BA 
 brown silt. Contains finds. Occurs immediatley west of eval trench 23. 

 0227 pit/hollow Hollow similar and adjacent to 0226. deeper and more like a cut feature. BA 
 0228 60/60 posthole Shallow sub circular posthole fairly filled with a mid orange brown silty sand. 
 0229 60/60 Sub circular ph. appearred on the surface to be cut by 0230 but this was not clear in the section. 
 0230 60/60 posthloe sub circular posthole  filled with mid-pale browm silty sand appearred to cut 0229 
 0231 60/60 posthole Possible posthole but very shallow, good sides and discreet fill though possibly truncated ph. 
 0232 60/60 posthole Small subcircular posthole. Cutting 0233, mid brown silty sand occaisional charcoal lumps. 
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 0233 60/60 posthole Circulr ph filled with mid brown silty sand, probably cut by 0232 although relationconfused by animal disturbance. 
 0234 60/60 posthole? Dubiuos ph shallow and heavily disturbed 
 0235 80/60 pit Shallow, broad, oval pit situated next to 0227 and 0226. Filledcwith a simlar pale fine sand as other features in this area.  EBA 
 pottery and scraper finds. 

 0236 80/60 posthole V-shaped post or stakehole.Mid brown sand fill 
 0237 100/60 pit Deep pit, irregular in plan but with even and reasonable sides. Filled with a mid brown sand. 
 0238 100/60 pit Deep sub circular pit, filled with orange mid brown sand. 
 0239 100/60 pit Deep pit slightly irregular in plan but with good rounded sides and flat bottomed. Filled with a fine, stoneless silt. BA 
 0240 40/60 hearth Circular, flat bottomed, shallow pit filled with dense charcoal and occaisional burnt flint. 
 0241 pit Shallow pit filled with light brown sand 
 0242 40/40 pit Broad shallow pit, filled with a single fill of pale brown sand similar to the 0225 group LNeo/EBA 
 0243 40/40 hearth Circular charcoal filled pit. Black charcoally sand with common small fragments of coarse woody charcoal and small burnt  
 pebbles. stone content as the surrounding natural. 

 0244 feature Irregular feature modern finds --abandoned 
 0245 posthole Possible posthole steep sided U-shaped profile. 
 0246 20/80 posthole Possible posthole, shallow open U-shaped profile. Filled with mid brown loose sand. 
 0247 20/80 posthole Possible posthole, shallow open U-shaped profile. Filled with mid brown loose sand. 
 0248 20/80 posthole Possible posthole, V-shaped profile. Filled with mid brown loose sand. 
 0249 posthole Possible posthole, flat bottomed with central depression suggesting post position. filled with mid brown snad with charcoal  
 flecks. 
 0250 20/80 posthole Possible posthole,  open U-shaped profile. Filled with mid brown loose sand. 
 0251 Large oval posthole, filled with loose mid brown sand,  Deep rounded V shaped profile centred towards western side of the hole. 
 0252 0112 20/80 layer ditch Length of ditch 0112, excavated where it intersects with 0253. both features filled with a mid brown silty sand relationship  Pmed 
 unclear. 
 0253 20/80 feature Shallow, flat bottomed oval feature extending from the eastern edge of ditch 0112 fill the same as 0112 relatioship unclear. 
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 0254 20/80 posthole Small posthole situated alongside 0253 one of a pair along with 0255. Relationship with 0253 undetermined. 
 0255 20/80 posthole Deep posthole situated alongside 0253 one of a pair along with 0254. Relationship with 0253 undetermined. 
 0256 80/20 posthole Oval, steep sided posthole. depression on N. side of hole suggesting position of post. flint finds 
 0257 80/20 posthole Shallow, circular posthole  filled with mid brown silty sand. 
 0258 80/40 posthole? Shallow sub-circular feature possibly a ph. disturbed by animall burrowing and plough contains modern finds. 
 0259 20/80 posthole Small posthole grey-brown sand fill 
 0260 80/20 pit Shallow sub-circular pit filled with pale brown stoney sand. 
 0261 pit Elongated sub-oval pit or posthole shallow at SSW end deepening towards centre of the feature. 
 0262 80/40 posthole Sub-oval ph. grey sand stoney fill 
 0263 40/60 pit burnt feature charcoal fill pit burnt subsoil and burnt flint. 
 0264 40/80 pit Lozenge shaped pit with wide V-shaped profile. Mid brown silty sand with occaisional charcoal flecks. 
 0265 80/40 posthole? Possible posthole --- v.dubious 
 0266 80/40 posthole Small circular posthole. Centre of cut on northern side. 
 0267 posthole? Small oval posthole mid brown sand fill. 
 0268 80/20 pit Small elongated lozenge shaped pit with deep rounded profile. Filled with mid brown sand with a few small flints  fill less stoney  LNeo/EBA 
 than surrounding subsoil. Contains concentration of pottery. 

 0269 80/80 pit? Long oval shaped pit filed with brown silty sand and containing some charcoal. 
 0270 80/20 pit Circular pit with a rounded profile filled with a mid brown gritty sand. Cuts adjacent and smaller pit 0271 
 0271 80/20 pit Circular pit cut by 0270. Filled with mid brown gritty sand. 
 0272 80/20 posthole Posthole filled with mid brown coarse sand 
 0273 80/20 posthole? Feature, possibly a double ph. filled with a mid brown coarse sand 
 0274 80/20 pit Oval pit  filled with brown silty sand with occaisional charcoal flecks. 
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 0275 80/40 pit Large steep sided sub rectangular pit, with irregular V-shaped profile. Filled with a single layer of a mid brown silty sand with  LNeo/EBA,  
 occaisional charcoal. BA 

 0276 80/40 posthole Small circular ph. Filled with grey/brown silt sand 
 0277 80/40 pit Broad, shallow and flat bottomed pit. filledcwith amid brown silty sand with occaisional charcoal. BA 
 0278 80/40 pit Shallow oval pit, flat bottomed and filled with a pale sand fill. 
 0280 80/40 pit Shallow oval pit, flat bottomed and filled with a pale sand fill. 
 0281 80/40 pit Deeper oval pit, with undulating  bottom filled with a pale silt sand fill. 
 0282 80/40 pit Shallow oval pit, similar to 0280 filled with a pale sand fill. 
 0283 80/40 pit Large oval pit. V-shaped profile. Fine pale ?blown sand primary fill, beneath a pale brown stoneless sand upper fill. No finds 
 0285 20/40 hearth? Rectangular burnt feature v. regular  filled with dense charcaol with some burnt flint (probably naturally occurring stone).  
 Surronsding susopil burnt. Feature similar to burnt circles apart from shape. Appears fresh! 

 0286 0285 20/40 layer-hearth Upper fill of 0285 grey silty sand overlying charcoal. 
 0287 60/80 layer-ditch 2.5m length of ditch 0112 shoveled out to collect finds. extention N. of section 0175. Finds v. infrequent. EBA, BA 
 0288 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0289 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0290 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0291 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0292 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0293 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0294 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0295 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 
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 0296 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0297 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0298 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0299 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0300 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0301 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0302 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0303 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0304 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0305 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0306 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0307 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0308 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0309 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0310 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0311 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 
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 0312 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0313 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0314 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0315 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0316 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 

 0317 feature Charcoal-filled circular pit with evidence of in-situ burning. Similar to 0017, 0018 and 0020 from evaluation, probable military  
 'F.I.D.O.' feature. 



 Appendix 2: Context List IPS 024, 390, 391, 420 
 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 024 0187 4 Deposit Deposit within probable natural depression. This is probably subsoil therefore. Moderate amount of flint flakes  
 present demanded recording of deposit. 
 IPS 024 0207 4 Finds number Context for unstratified finds in trench 4. 
 IPS 024 0213 3 Pit Wide pit partially excavated by machine. Over 2 m deep contains steel hawsers etc. Probable wartime feature. 
 IPS 024 0214 4 Unexcavated E-W aligned ditch 
 IPS 024 0215 4 Unexcavated Irregular features possibly animal burrows. 
 IPS 024 0216 4 Unexcavated Semicircular feature possibly a pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 024 0217 4 Unexcavated Probable segment of ring ditchfro barrow. 
 IPS 024 0218 4 Unexcavated Linear feature. 
 IPS 024 0219 5 Unexcavated Semicircular feature, possibly a pit. 
 IPS 024 0220 4 Unexcavated Probable ring ditch from barrow. 
 IPS 024 0221 4 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 024 0222 4 Depression Probable natural depression containing subsoil. 
 IPS 024 0223 5 Depression Possible segment of ring ditch for barrow. 
 IPS 024 0224 5 Unexcavated N-S ditch. 
 IPS 024 0225 4 Unexcavated NE-SW ditch. 
 IPS 024 0226 4 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl or pit. 
 IPS 024 0227 5 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl or pit. 
 IPS 390 0113 23 Cut of ditch Slightly curving linear feature. 
 IPS 390 0114 0113 23 Fill of ditch Upper fill of ditch 0113. Mid brown sandy silt. One potsherd. Above band with yellow sand. ROM 
 IPS 390 0115 0113 23 Fill of ditch Lower fill of ditch 0113. Mid brown sandy silt. One potsherd. Below band with yellow sand. ROM 
 IPS 390 0116 22 Cut of ditch Small linear feature, adjacent to medium sized pit 0118. No relationship between these features. 
 IPS 390 0117 0116 22 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0116. Mid brown sandy silt. -Occasional small pebbles. LIA/ROM 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 390 0118 22 Cut of pit Medium sized. -Irregular shaped.- Flat base. 
 IPS 390 0119 0118 22 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0118. Possible tree bowl. Mid brown sandy sit.- Occ small flints. -2 large flint cobbles. ROM 
 IPS 390 0120 22 Cut of ditch Medium sized linear feature. Shallow considering width of feature. Possibly a return of "enclosure ditch"from  
 trench24. Similar sixze and shape, but shallower compared to ground surface. Perhaps due to erosion evident in 
  area. 
 IPS 390 0121 0120 22 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0120. Mid brown sandy silt. -Occasional small flints. 
 IPS 390 0122 22 Cut& fill of  Mid brown sandy silt.-heavily mottled with yellow and orange sandy silt. 
 ditch 
 IPS 390 0123 22 Cut of ditch Shallow and wide linear feature. 
 IPS 390 0124 0123 22 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0123. Mid brown sandy silt.-Occ small flint pebbles. 
 IPS 390 0143 24 Cut of ditch 25m+ long ditch. Wide except where machine truncated. Patches of ash and pot visible in fill which may be  
 cremations or a part of fill. Same as ditch 0203. V shaped base. 
 IPS 390 0144 0143 24 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0143. Mid brown sandy silt.-Occ. Small flints.- Occ. flecks charcoal. Ash and pot concentrations  
 probably not part of this fill. 
 IPS 390 0145 0144 24 Fill of pit Possible small pit within ditch 0143. Contains pot and bone. L.1ST-E2 
 ND C 
 IPS 390 0164 22 Cut of channel Large, possibly natural channel running East West. May be an erosion channel, as the high ground seems to  
 drain away at this point. 
 IPS 390 0165 0164 22 Fill of channel Fill of large channel, which may be alluvial in nature. Possibly deposited as silting up episodes in large drainage  BA? 
 channel. The upper and darker part of the fill is prob. Subsoil which has settled in depression. 
 IPS 390 0166 22 Cut of  Round, small and shallow feature adjacent to ditch. 
 posthole 
 IPS 390 0167 0166 22 Fill of posthole Fill of posthole 0166. Mid brown silty sand. -Occ. Flecks charcoal.-Occ. Small flint pebbles. One potsherd. BA? 
 IPS 390 0168 22 Cut of ditch Medium sized linear feature running for 20m along end of trench. 
 IPS 390 0169 0168 22 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0168. Mid brown silty sand. Frequent small and medium rounded flints. MSAX 
 IPS 390 0170 22 Cut of pit? Shallow circular feature. Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 390 0171 0170 22 Fill of pit? Fill of pit 0170. Mid brown silty sand. 
 IPS 390 0172 0168 22 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0168. Same as fill 0169. Fill within section exposed by machine. Mid brown silty sand. 
 IPS 390 0173 0168 22 deposit deposit in ditch 0168. Probably within its own cut, but uncertain. Mid brown silty sand with dark brown  MSAX 
 mottling.-Occ small charcoal lumps. -Occ. Small burnt clay. Several potsherds. Possible hearth? No cremated  
 IPS 390 0188 0143 24 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0143. Mid brown sandy loam. ROM 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 390 0189 24 Cut of ditch Large shallow ditch aligned North South. 
 IPS 390 0190 0189 24 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0189. Mid brown to orange sandy loam. MED 
 IPS 390 0191 24 Cut of ditch Large ditch aligned East-West. Slight curve evident as this ditch is visible in 3 arms of trench. High conc. of  
 finds. Possible enclosure ditch for settlement? 
 IPS 390 0192 0191 24 Fill of ditch Fill of wide deep ditch. Large pottery deposit at base. Orange brown silty sand. L1ST-E2 
 ND C 
 IPS 390 0193 24 Cut of pit? Medium sized pit or possible cremation. Concave base. 
 IPS 390 0194 0193 24 Fill of pit? Fill of possible pit or cremation. Mottled mid brown & light brown silty sand, and black sandy ash. Moderate  MED 
 burnt flint. 2potsherds, some bone. 
 IPS 390 0195 24 Cut of pit? Medium sized oval pit or possible cremation. 
 IPS 390 0196 0195 24 Fill of pit? Fill of pit or possible cremation. Mid brown silty sand, with mottled areas of black ash, and a heavy deposit of  EROM 
 pottery.-Occ small flints. 
 IPS 390 0197 24 Cut of pit Small shallow round pit. 
 IPS 390 0198 0197 24 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0197. Mid brownwith mottles of lighter & darker brown silty sand. with pockets of blackened silty sand. PREH? 
  Flint flakes, leaf projectile point and potsherds. 
 IPS 390 0199 24 Cut of Ditch? Linear feature aligned NW-SE or series of features in a line. Very disturbed ground. 
 IPS 390 0200 0199 24 Fill of ditch? Fill of possible ditch, not excavated. Mixed mid brown and lighter brown silty sand. Some potsherds recovered  MSAX 
 from surface. 
 IPS 390 0201 24 Cut of ditch Medium sized ditch aligned E-W. Parallel to and possibly cutting 0203. Has protruberance which may be a pit. 
 IPS 390 0202 0201 24 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0201. Mid brown silty sand. -Occ small pebbles. EROM/M 
 ED 
 IPS 390 0203 24 Cut of ditch Small V bottomed ditch. Same as 0143. 
 IPS 390 0204 0203 24 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0203. Mid brown silty sand. -Frequent small pebbles. EROM 
 IPS 390 0205 24 Cut of ditch Large wide ditch. 
 IPS 390 0206 0205 24 Fill of Ditch? Fill of possible ditch 0205. Mid to dark brown silty sand.  -Mod. small pebbles. Unexcavated. Potsherds on  EROM 
 surface. 
 IPS 390 0209 24 Finds number Context for unstratified finds in trench 24. MOD 
 IPS 390 0280 22 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 390 0281 22 Unexcavated E-W aligned ditch. 
 IPS 390 0282 22 Unexcavated SW-NE aligned ditch. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 390 0283 22 Unexcavated NW-SE aligned possible ditch. 
 IPS 390 0284 22 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0285 22 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0286 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0287 24 Unexcavated NW-SE aligned ditch or slot. 
 IPS 390 0288 24 Unexcavated Possible posthole or pit. 
 IPS 390 0289 24 Unexcavated Possible posthole or pit. 
 IPS 390 0290 24 Unexcavated Possible posthole or pit. Maybe two features. 
 IPS 390 0291 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 
 IPS 390 0292 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0293 24 Unexcavated Large E-W aligned ditch. May be the same as 0191. 
 IPS 390 0294 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0295 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0296 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0297 24 Unexcavated Right angled feature, possibly structural. 
 IPS 390 0298 24 Unexcavated Linear feature. NW-SE aligned. Irregular edges prob. due to insufficient machining. 
 IPS 390 0299 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0300 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0301 24 Possible  Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 
 cremation 
 IPS 390 0302 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 
 IPS 390 0303 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 
 IPS 390 0304 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0305 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE. Possibly the same as 0199. 
 IPS 390 0306 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 390 0307 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0308 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0309 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0310 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0311 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole.(maybe 2) 
 IPS 390 0312 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0313 24 Unexcavated possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0314 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 
 IPS 390 0315 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0316 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0317 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0318 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0319 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0320 24 Unexcavated Modern feature containing reinforced concrete. 
 IPS 390 0321 24 Unexcavated Modern feature containing reinforced concrete. 
 IPS 390 0322 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0323 24 Unexcavated Modern feature containing reinforced concrete. 
 IPS 390 0324 24 Unexcavated E-W aligned ditch. Possibly the same as 0191. 
 IPS 390 0325 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 390 0326 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 390 0327 24 Unexcavated Curving possible ditch. 
 IPS 390 0328 24 Unexcavated E-W aligned linear feature. 
 IPS 390 0329 24 Unexcavated NW-SE aligned linear feature. 
 IPS 390 0330 24 Unexcavated Deposit of ash and pot, possibly a cremation. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 390 0331 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0332 24 Unexcavated Possible linear feature aligned NW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0333 24 Unexcavated Posible pit. 
 IPS 390 0334 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE 
 IPS 390 0335 24 Unexcavated Linear feature aligned Sw-NE. 
 IPS 390 0336 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0337 24 Unexcavated Linear feature alignedSW-NE. 
 IPS 390 0338 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0339 24 Unexcavated Ditch alignedNW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0340 24 Unexcavated Possible pit or posthole. 
 IPS 390 0341 24 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 390 0342 24 Unexcavated Linear feature aligned N-S. 
 IPS 390 0343 24 Unexcavated Ditch aligned NW-SE. 
 IPS 390 0344 24 Unexcavated Irregular shaped feature, possibly a pit. 
 IPS 390 0345 24 Unexcavated Wide ditch. N-S aligned. 
 IPS 390 0346 24 Unexcavated Ditch NW-SE aligned. 
 IPS 391 0133 26 Cut of ditch Small linear feature running diagonally across trench. 
 IPS 391 0134 0133 26 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0133. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ small pebbles. -Occ flecks charcoal. Some bone fagments. 
 IPS 391 0135 26 Cut of  Medium sized round, not deep in relation to width. No post pipe. Possibly small pit. Adjacent to and appears to  
 posthole cut ditch 0137. 
 IPS 391 0136 0135 26 Fill of posthole Mid brown silty sand. Very few stones. _ Occ. Flecks charcoal 
 IPS 391 0137 26 Cut of ditch Medium sized, shallow ditch. 
 IPS 391 0138 0137 26 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0137. Mid brown silty sand. - Occ.small pebbles.- Occ. Flecks charcoal. One potsherd. MED 
 IPS 391 0139 26 Cut of pit Cut of feature which may be a butt end of a ditch, but only a portion sticks out from under excavation edge. 
 IPS 391 0140 0139 26 Fill of pit Fill of pit or terminal of ditch 0139. Mid brown sandy silt.-Occ. Small pebbles.-Occ flecks charcoal. 12THC 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 391 0141 26 Cut of ditch Double ditch assigned same number. 
 IPS 391 0142 0141 26 Fill of ditch Fill of double ditch 0141. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ. Small flints pebbles in shallow ditch. Burnt clay and bone  
 from deeper ditch. 
 IPS 391 0351 26 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 391 0352 26 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 391 0353 26 Ditch Ditch aligned NE-SW. 
 IPS 391 0354 26 Posthole? Probable posthole. 
 IPS 391 0356 26 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 391 0357 26 Unexcavated Ditch aligned SW-NE. 
 IPS 391 0358 26 Unexcavated Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 391 0359 26 Unexcavated Ditch aligned SW-NE. 
 IPS 420 0100 all N/A Overburden which was machined away in all trenches. 
 IPS 420 0101 1 Cut of ditch Linear ditch running N-S along trnch 1. Sides 50-60 degrees from horiz. Concave base. Sharp break of slope at  
 base. 
 IPS 420 0102 0101 1 Fill of ditch Fill of Ditch 0101, with nice B.Age potsherds. Mid brown silty sand. Occ. Flecks charcoal.-Friable- Moderate  BA 
 compaction. 
 IPS 420 0103 2 Cut of ditch Linear feature running across Tr 2 obliquely on NE-SW alignment. Shallow. Non parallel edges perhaps suggest  
 more than one feature? 
 IPS 420 0104 0103 2 Fill of ditch Dark modernish looking fill of ditch 0103. Contains Victorian looking finds. Probably wartime feature.  Dark  MOD 
 greyish brown.- Occ. Small & med. Pebbles. -Occ.flecks charcoal.-Occ lumps coke/charcoal. 
 IPS 420 0105 2 Cut of ditch Linear feature running NE-SW obliquely across trench 2. Sides 45-50 degrees from horizontal.- base concave-  
 break of slope at base sharp. 
 IPS 420 0106 0105 2 Fill of ditch Primary fill of ditch 0105 which has almost certainly been truncated by a recut0112. -Light brown silty  
 sand.-Occ. Small pebbles. 
 IPS 420 0107 0112 2 Fill of ditch Fill of recut ditch 0112. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ. Small flint peblles. - Friable consistency.-Moderate  
 compaction. 
 IPS 420 0108 2 Cut of pit? Steep sided smallish feature. Semicircular in plan. Sides 85-90 degrees from horizontal. -base concave.-break in 
  slope at bottom sharp. May be a small pit or posthole however no finds. Modern glass fragment may be  
 intrusive. May possibly be a burrow. 
 IPS 420 0109 0108 2 Fill of pit? Mottled mid brown silty sand.- moderate small pebbles.-occ. Medium pebbles- friable consistency.-moderately  PMED 
 compact. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 420 0110 2 Cut of pit Semicircular in plan(truncated by 0103)- gently sloping sides.- sides 30-45 degrees from horizontal. -break in  
 slope at base gentle- base concave. 
 IPS 420 0111 0110 2 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0110. Range of finds from flint flakes to modern pottery. Possibly cut by 0103. Greyish brown silty  
 sand.-moderate small pebbles.-occ.medium pebbles.-friable consistency.-moderate compaction. 
 IPS 420 0112 2 Cut of ditch Re-cut of ditch 0105 which runs obliquely NE-SW across trench 2. - sides 45-50 degrees from horiz.-base  
 concave.-break in slope at base sharp. 
 IPS 420 0125 21 Cut of pit Large, shallow, flat bottomed, rectangular pit. 
 IPS 420 0126 0125 21 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0125. Mid to dark brown sandy silt. Pocket of olive brown clayey sand. Several animal teeth and bone BA/IA? 
  fragments. Some potsherds. 
 IPS 420 0127 21 Cut of pit Small shallow and round pit. 
 IPS 420 0128 0127 21 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0127. Light brown silty sand. Mottled with dark orange silty sand and olive brown clayey sand.  BA? 
 -Occ.flecks charcoal. 
 IPS 420 0129 21 Cut of pit Small, slightly oval and shallow pit, with irregular edges. Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0130 0129 21 Fill of pit Fill of pit 0129. Mid brown sandy silt. -Occ. Small flints. 
 IPS 420 0131 25 Cut of ditch Small linear featurewith semicircular protrusions (not postholes) on each side. 
 IPS 420 0132 0131 25 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0131. Mid brown sandy silt.-Occasional small pebbles. 
 IPS 420 0146 28 Cut of ditch Small linear feature. Shallow. 
 IPS 420 0147 0146 28 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0146. Mid brown silty sand. -Occ. Small pebbles. 
 IPS 420 0148 28 Cut of ditch Small linear feature at east end of trench. 
 IPS 420 0149 0148 28 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0148. Mid brown silty sand. -Occ.small pebbles. 
 IPS 420 0150 29 Cut of ditch Linear feature slightl, curving, and shallow. Situated at west end of trench. 
 IPS 420 0151 0150 29 Fil of ditch Fill of ditch 0150. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ.small pebbles. 
 IPS 420 0152 30 Cut of ditch Linear feature, medium sized, unevenly cut. 
 IPS 420 0153 0152 30 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0152. Mid brown silty sand. - Occ. Small pebbles. -Occ heat reddened stones? 
 IPS 420 0154 30 Cut of ditch Small linear feature. Very shallow. 
 IPS 420 0155 0154 30 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0154. Mid brown silty sand. Occ. Small pebbles. -Occ.flecks charcoal. 
 IPS 420 0156 20 Cut of ditch Small linear feature at North end of trench. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 420 0157 0156 20 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0156. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ. Small pebbles. One potsherd. ROM 
 IPS 420 0158 19 Cut of ditch Small shallow linear feature, with associated protrusion which may be a pit. 
 IPS 420 0159 0158 19 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0158. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ. Small and medium pebbles. One potsherd. LIA/ROM 
 IPS 420 0160 19 Cut of pit? Small pit. 
 IPS 420 0161 0160 19 Fill of pit 0160 Mid brown silty sand. No pebbles or charcoal or finds. 
 IPS 420 0162 15 Cut of ditch Linear feature alignrd E-W. Shallow. 
 IPS 420 0163 0162 15 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0162. Mid brown sandy silt. 
 IPS 420 0174 13 Cut of ditch Small linear v bottomed ditch. 
 IPS 420 0175 0174 13 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0174. Mid brown silty sand.-Occ flecks charcoal. 2 flint flakes. Moderately compact. 
 IPS 420 0176 13 Cut of ditch Linear feature running SSW-NNE 
 IPS 420 0177 0176 13 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0176. Mid brown sandy silt.-Mod. small flint pebbles.-Occ. med flints.- Occ. flecks charcoal. 
 IPS 420 0178 12 Cut of pit Circular pit. Sides 45-50 degrees from horizontal at top, then 50-60 degrees in centre of pit. Base concave.  
 Possibly a tree bowl, however different shape and fill to others suggests not. 
 IPS 420 0179 0178 12 Fill of pit Fill of circular pit. Light brown silty sand.-Occ.small &med. flints. -Moderate compaction. -Friable consistency. 
 IPS 420 0180 11 Cut of hearth Rectangular feature extending out of excavation edge. Sides near vertical. Base slightly concave 
 IPS 420 0181 0180 11 Fill of hearth Lower fill of hearth like feature 0180. Orange brown silty sand. Some burnt clay. Occ. burnt flints. Some  EBA? 
 potsherds. 
 IPS 420 0182 0180 11 Fill of hearth Upper fill of hearth. Dark grey ash and charcoal.-Occ. small burnt flints. Possible hearth, but looks similar to  
 some "foglifters" Prehistoric pottery in bottom of feature however. 
 IPS 420 0183 10 Cut of ditch Linear ditch aligned SW-NE across trench10. Change in slope suggests recut, but not visible in section. 
 IPS 420 0184 0183 10 Fill of ditch Fill of ditch 0183. Mid brown sandy silt.-Freq. small & med. flints.- Moderate compaction. - Friable consistency. 
 IPS 420 0185 10 Cut of ditch Linear feature aligned SW-NE. Parrallel to ditch 0183. V shaped base. 
 IPS 420 0186 0185 10 Fill of ditch Uniform fil of ditch 0185. Mid brown sandy silt. 
 IPS 420 0208 11 Finds number Context for unstratified finds in trench 11. 
 IPS 420 0210 2 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0211 2 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter 
 IPS 420 0212 2 Unexcavated NE-SW ditch 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 420 0228 6 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0229 7 Unexcavated NW-SE aligned ditch. 
 IPS 420 0230 9 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0231 9 Linear Linear feature aligned N-S. Possibly a natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0232 9 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl or pit. 
 IPS 420 0233 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0234 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0235 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0236 10 Unexcavated Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0237 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0238 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0239 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0240 10 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0241 10 Unexcavated Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0242 10 Unexcavated Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0243 10 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 420 0244 12 Natural Geological feature. 
 IPS 420 0245 12 Unexcavated Probable geological feature. 
 IPS 420 0246 13 Unexcavated NE-SW aligned ditch. 
 IPS 420 0247 13 Unexcavated Possible natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0248 14 Unexcavated N-S aligned possible ditch. 
 IPS 420 0249 14 Modern Modern feature with steel plate at base. 
 IPS 420 0250 14 Unexcavated Light brown deposit, possibly a make up layer for adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0251 14 Unexcavated Deposit of hoggin. Possible make-up layer for adjacent road. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 420 0252 15 Unexcavated Deposit of topsoil. Possible make up layer for adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0253 15 Unexcavated Deposit of hoggin. Possible make up layer for adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0254 15 Unexcavated Deposit of Topsoil. Possible make up layer for adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0255 15 Unexcavated Deposit of hoggin. Possible make up layer for adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0256 15 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0257 15 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0258 15 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0259 16 Unexcavated possible natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0260 16 Unexcavated possible natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0261 16 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0262 16 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0263 16 Unexcavated Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0264 17 Unexcavated Orange ballast and subsoil deposit. Probable make up of adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0265 17 Excavated Probable modern disturbance related to adjacent road. 
 IPS 420 0266 18 Natural feature Possible natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0267 19 Pit? Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0268 19 Tree bowl? Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0269 19 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0270 19 Unexcavated Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0271 19 Linear Linear feature aligned SW-NE with modern fill. 
 IPS 420 0272 20 Natural  Possible natural feature. 
 feature? 
 IPS 420 0273 21 Unexcavated Probable natural feature. 
 IPS 420 0274 21 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0275 21 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 



 Location  
 Site Code Context Comp (Trench No.) Identifier Description Spotdate 
 IPS 420 0276 21 Unexcavated Possible pit. 
 IPS 420 0277 21 Geological  Probable geological feature. 
 feature? 
 IPS 420 0278 21 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0279 21 Unexcavated Probable geological feature. 
 IPS 420 0347 25 Pit? Possible pit or tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0348 25 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0349 25 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0350 25 Tree bowl? Probable tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0360 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0361 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0362 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0363 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0364 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0365 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0366 27 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0367 28 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0368 28 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0369 28 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0370 28 Unexcavated Possible tree bowl. 
 IPS 420 0371 28 Fog lifter Probable airport fog lifter. 
 IPS 420 0372 29 Unexcavated Curving ditch. 



 Appendix 3: Context List IPS 404 
 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0001 Finds Unstratified Finds 
 0002 0002 Ditch cut Ditch aligned E-W. 
 0003 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones. 
 0004 0004 Pit cut Small, shallow oval pit. 
 0005 0004 Pit Fill Mid/light brown silty sand with stones. 
 0006 0006 Fog lifter cut Fog lifter pit - filled with combustable material to create smoke to lift fog from airfield. 
 0007 0006 Fog lifter fill Fill from fog lifter pit.  Contains carbonised wood fragments. 
 0008 0008 Fog lifter cut Small shallow fog lifter pit. 
 0009 0008 Fog lifter fill Fill from fog lifter pit with carbonised infill. 
 0010 0010 Ditch cut Shallow ditch running E-W. 
 0011 0010 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0010.  Occasional stones. 
 0012 0012 Pit cut Small circular pit cut. 
 0013 0012 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0012. 
 0014 0014 Ditch cut N-S (?) aligned ditch cut. 
 0015 0014 Ditch fill Orange sand and gravel fill of ditch 0014.  Compacted. 
 0016 0016 Ditch cut Linear ditch aligned approx NE-SW. 
 0017 0016 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0016. 
 0018 Number not used? 
 0019 Number not used? 
 0020 Number not used? 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0021 Number not used? 
 0022 Number not used? 
 0023 Number not used? 
 0024 0024 Pit cut Linear pit cut. 
 0025 0024 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0024. 
 0026 0026 Fog lifter cut Residue of pit.  Only 2cm deep. 
 0027 0026 Fog lifter fill Fill of fog lifter pit. 
 0028 0014 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0014.  Section roughly central to site.  'V' shaped bottom with steep sides. 
 0029 0014 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0014.  Section near south of site.  Around 10cm of stoney brown sand was removed in the  
 area before ditch as visible.  'V' shaped section. 

 0030 0016 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0016.  Section midway along ditch. 
 0031 0016 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0016.  Section at south side of site. 'U' shaped bottom. 



 Appendix 4: Context List IPS 405 
 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0002 0002 Ditch cut Ditch containing substantial quantities of Roman pottery in central area of site.  Apparently not identified during evaluation due to alignment?   
 E-W aligned, meandering, 

 0003 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002 with medium pebble scatter.  Shallow 'V' shaped section 

 0004 0004 Ditch cut Ditch cut running E-W.  Possibly evaluation ditch 0340/344? 

 0005 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Occasional stones. 

 0006 0006 Ditch cut Ditch cut running N-S.  Adjacent to 0005. 

 0007 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones. 

 0008 0008 Ditch cut Ditch cut - possibly evaluation feature 0322. 

 0009 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt with flint/stone inclusions.  Compacted at the base of the ditch. 

 0010 0010 Pit cut Oval shaped pit cut. 

 0011 0010 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones. 

 0012 0012 Ditch cut Ditch aligned N-S. 

 0013 0012 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt with moderate (?) stone inclusion. 

 0014 0014 Pit cut Small circular pit obscuring and cutting terminal of ditch 0012.  Excavation incorrect and so no photographs taken or sections drawn. 

 0015 0014 Pit fill Fine mid brown sandy silt with one very large quarter type stone dragged by digger during subsoil stripping. 

 0016 0016 Ditch cut Ditch cut - same as 0006? 

 0017 0016 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with thin scatter of small/medium pebbles.  Also thin scatter of charcoal grain at bottom of section. 

 0018 0018 Pit cut Rectangular pit with mostly flat bottom. 

 0019 0018 Pit fill Mid brown silt. 

 0020 0020 Pit cut Pit - poorly defined in W side because of modern disturbance. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0021 0020 Pit fill Mid brown silt with yellow sand intrusions. 

 0022 0022 Ditch cut Ditch adjacent to 0016 and 0020. 

 0023 0022 Ditch fill Mid brown silty fill from butt end of shallow ditch. 

 0024 0024 Pit cut Shallow, rectangular pit with compacted flat base. 

 0025 0024 Pit fill Mid brown sand with moderate (?) stone inclusion.  Contents were only a base of a wooden post, partially rotted away but clearly visible. 

 0026 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty clay sand with moderate (?) stone inclusion. 

 0027 0008 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand with no stone.  Section at point where ditch 0004 cuts ditch 0008. 

 0028 0028 Pit cut Elongated oval shaped pit.  1.5m long by 75cm wide. 

 0029 0028 Pit fill Mid/dark brown compacted sand fill of pit 0028. 

 0030 0030 Ditch cut Straight stretch of narrow ditch. 

 0031 0030 Ditch fill Mid brown stony silt fill of ditch 0030. 

 0032 0032 Pit cut Shallow pit cut. 

 0033 0032 Pit fill Mid brown sandy silt and stone. 

 0034 0034 Pit cut Medium sized pit cut. 

 0035 0034 Pit fill Mid brown sandy silt and stone.  Irregular base. 

 0036 0036 Ditch cut NE-SW running ditch cut.  Possibly evaluation feature 0324? 

 0037 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0036. 

 0038 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt with stone.  Ditch section cut by pit 0048/50 on N side. 

 0039 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008. 

 0040 0002 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand. 

 0041 0008 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand with mid grey mottles.  Fill of ditch 0008 at junction with ditch 0002.  Possible shallow pit 0042/43 on side of ditch. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0042 0042 Pit cut Possible shallow pit or depression on side of ditch 0008/041.  No visible cut. 

 0043 0042 Pit fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of pit 0042. 

 0044 0036 Ditch cut Same as 0036? 

 0045 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones.  Fill of ditch 0036. 

 0046 0046 Post-hole cut Small circular post-hole? 

 0047 0046 Post-hole fill Dark brown sand fill of post-hole 0046. 

 0048 0048 Pit cut Pit cutting ditch 0002/038. 

 0049 0046 Post-hole fill Mid brown sand. 

 0050 0048 Pit fill Pit adjacent to ditch 0002. 

 0051 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0036.  Tree bole 0052 in side but no visible cut. 

 0052 0052 Tree bole? cut Tree bole to side of ditch 0036.  Deeper than ditch. 

 0053 0052 Tree bole? fill Mid brown silty sand fill of tree bole 0052. 

 0054 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with scatter of medium pebbles. 

 0055 0055 Pit cut Wide shallow 'U' shaped pit. 

 0056 0055 Pit fill Mid brown silt fill of 0055. 

 0057 0057 Ditch cut Narrow ditch running E-W. 

 0058 0057 Ditch fill Light brown silty sand fill of 0057. 

 0059 0059 Ditch cut 

 0060 0059 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0059 from junction with ditch 0012/061. 

 0061 0012 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0012 at junction with ditch 0059/060.  Near SW side of site. 

 0062 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown slightly grey silty sand fill from ditch 0008 where it meets ditch 0059, probably cutting it. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0063 0059 Ditch fill Light/mid brown silty sand fill from ditch 0063 where it meets and is probably cut by 0008. 

 0064 0064 Ditch cut Shallow narrow ditch cut running N-S. 

 0065 0064 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0065. 

 0066 0066 Tree bole cut Wide 'scoop' shaped feature.  Adjoins 0036. 

 0067 0066 Tree bole fill Mid brown silt with isolated pebbles and decayed roots. 

 0068 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silty with scatter of medium pebbles. 

 0069 0059 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill from NE butt end of ditch 0059. 

 0070 0036 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0036 where it cuts 0002. 

 0071 0072 Ditch fill Orange brown silty sand fill from ditch 0002 where it is cut by ditch 0036/070. 

 0072 0072 Ditch cut Linear ditch running N-S. 

 0073 

 0074 

 0075 0075 Tree bole cut Deep 'U' shaped tree bole cut. 

 0076 0075 Tree bole fill Mid brown silt in soft cream sand. 

 0077 

 0078 

 0079 0072 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones. 

 0080 0080 Ditch cut N-S running ditch cut. 

 0081 0057 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill from junction between ditches 0057 and 0080.  No visible cuts in section. 

 0082 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill.  Mixture of fill from butt end of ditch 0080 and from ditch 0004. 

 0083 0080 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0083. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0084 0084 Fog lifter cut (?) Small shallow oval burnt area, probable fog lifter. 

 0085 0084 Fog lifter fill Mid grey brown silty sand layer above very dark grey/black charcoal stained sand. 

 0086 0004 Ditch fill Linear ditch running W-E. 

 0087 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown orange silty sand fill of ditch 0004 where ditch 0036 probably cuts it. 

 0088 0036 Ditch fill Mid grey silty sand fill from ditch 0036 where it cuts 0004.  Animal disturbance makes relationships unclear.  Probably cuts 0004/0087. 

 0089 0090 Pit cut Shallow pit on edge of ditch 0036 near intersection with 0004.  Probably cutting ditch though lots of animal disturbance so not clear. 

 0090 0089 Pit fill Mid grey brown sand fill of 0089. 

 0091 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of 0004. 

 0092 0064 Ditch fill Mid brown silt in soft cream sand with medium pebbles.  Section shallow and narrow. 

 0093 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional stones. 

 0094 0094 Pit cut Circular burnt area although not fog lifter.  Possibly base of one. 

 0095 0094 Pit fill Mid brown silt containing scattered charcoal lumps over red coloured pebbles. 

 0096 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill with very occasional stone. 

 0097 0097 Pit cut Elongated pit cut. 

 0098 0097 Pit fill Mid brown sand fill of pit 0097. 

 0099 0072 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of 0072 with occasional stones and very occasional charcoal flecks. Pot from lower level of fill. 

 0100 0100 Ditch cut Small linear feature running N-S (Round bottomed) cut by larger flat bottomed ditch 0072.  Although no cut was visible the fill of 100/101 is  
 slightly lighter than 0099 and it is fairly certain that the cut is there. 

 0101 0100 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand with occasional stones.  Pot definitely from this fill - well clear of junction. 

 0102 0072 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0072 at junction with ditch 0103/104.  Both ditch fills the same, no visible cut. 

 0103 0103 Ditch cut Small shallow ditch running NE-SW. 

 0104 0103 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0103 from junction with ditch 0072/0102.  Same fills with no visible cut. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0105 0080 Ditch fill Mid/light brown sandy silt fill of ditch 0080. 

 0106 0080 Ditch fill Mid/light brown sandy silt fill of ditch 0080. 

 0107 

 0108 0100 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand fill of 0100.  Very occasional charcoal flecks, occasional small stones.  Finds found on surface of fill. 

 0109 

 0110 0110 Ditch cut Small shallow ditch running NNE-SSW.  Possibly has two butt ends (at same end) - 0112, 0142. 

 0111 0110 Ditch fill Light orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0110. 

 0112 0112 Ditch cut Small shallow ditch or gully, possibly one butt end of ditch 0110. 

 0113 0103 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with patches of lighter brown/yellow.  Fill of ditch 0103 where it 'touches' small ditch 0114. 

 0114 0114 Ditch cut Small ditch running along side of 0103 and just touching it.  Relationship not clear. 

 0115 0114 Ditch fill Patchy mid brown silty sand and light brown/yellow silty sand.  Butt end fill from ditch 0114 where it touches 0103/0113.  No sign of a cut  
 between 0114 and 0103. 

 0116 0114 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0114 where it butt ends in S. 

 0117 0100 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill at butt end of ditch 0100, just S of where it crosses 0072. 

 0118 0118 Ditch/slot cut Small ditch/slot running NW-SE about 4m on from where  0100 ends. 

 0119 0118 Ditch fill Butt end of slot/ditch 0118. 

 0120 0120 Pit cut Shallow pit, in line with but not adjoining 0122. 

 0121 0120 Pit fill Mid brown silt fill of pit 0120. 

 0122 0122 Ditch cut 

 0123 0122 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with scattered medium pebbles.  Fill from butt end of ditch 0122. 

 0124 0122 Ditch fill Mid brown silt, very frequent pebbles.  Fill from shallow butt end of curved ditch 0122. 

 0125 0125 Ditch cut Ditch or possible oval pit? 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0126 0125 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of butt end (?) of ditch 0125. 

 0127 0127 Pit cut 

 0128 0127 Pit fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of pit 0127. 

 0129 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004. 

 0130 0002 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002. 

 0131 0057 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0057. 

 0132 0016 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand - upper fill of ditch 0016 at E butt end. 

 0133 0133 Pit cut 

 0134 0133 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0133. 

 0135 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002.  Stony fill.  Section through junction between 0118 and 0002.  No cut visible in section. 

 0136 0125 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill from W butt end of ditch/oval pit (?) 0125.  Next to [0122]  Scatter of medium pebbles throughout. 

 0137 0122 Ditch fill Mid brown silt containing scattered lumps of charcoal. 

 0138 0016 Ditch fill Light orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0016. 

 0139 0016 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of ditch 0016. 

 0140 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002. 

 0141 0112 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of small shallow ditch or gully. 

 0142 0142 Ditch cut Small shallow ditch/gully running NNE-SSW.  Runs into section 0110/0111 but no relationship as 0110/111 section removed first from NNE.   
 Unclear what relationship this ditch has to 0110 and 0112.  Possibly another butt end. 

 0143 0142 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of 0142. 

 0144 0057 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of 0057. 

 0145 0145 Ditch cut Poorly defined ditch, roughly N-S, ending in very stony ground in the S.  Possibly evaluation feature 0348. 

 0146 0145 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with mix of natural cream sand.  Scatter of charcoal grains on section.  Very stony on S end. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0147 0147 Tree bole cut Large tree bole. 

 0148 0147 Tree bole fill Mid brown silty sand with no stone.  Fill of tree bole 0147. 

 0149 0057 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0057 containing very little stone. 

 0150 0145 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with some mixing of underlying soft cream sand.  Isolated charcoal grains.  Shallow, flat bottomed ditch. 

 0151 0002 Ditch fill Light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002.  Frequent small/medium stones.  Section to define relationship of 0002 with ditch 0072. 

 0152 0072 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0072.  Occasional small/medium pebbles and occasional charcoal flecks.  See 0151 for description of section. 

 0153 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Runs alongside and cuts ditch 0057. 

 0154 0057 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0057.  Runs alongside and is cut by ditch 0004. 

 0155 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002. 

 0156 0145 Ditch fill Very stony mid brown silt.  Poorly defined N end of wavering ditch. 

 0157 0145 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of very shallow, poorly defined ditch 0145. 

 0158 0064 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand with hardly any stone. Fill from N butt end of ditch 0064. 

 0159 0080 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0080.  Section from ditch 0080 about 10m from SW edge of site.  'U' shaped. 

 0160 0057 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0057.  Ditch very shallow in this section. 

 0161 0004 Ditch fill Mid grey orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004, running alongside ditch 0057 with no visible cut. 

 0162 0057 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0057. 

 0163 0059 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of ditch 0059.  Very stony. 

 0164 0059 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of ditch 0059. 

 0165 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Shallower towards S edge of ditch. 

 0166 0057 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill from NW butt end of ditch 0057.  Ditch small and shallow at this point. 

 0167 0057 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0057, NNW of section 0057/131. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0168 0064 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with some mixing with underlying cream and red brown sands.  Shallow poorly defined ditch. 

 0169 0008 Ditch fill Mixed mid/light brown sand and stone fill of ditch 0008.  Shallow ditch section partially cut by tree bole?  Contains polystyrene balls in fill. 

 0170 0170 Tree bole cut 

 0171 0170 Tree bole fill Mid/light brown sandy fill of tree bole 0170. 

 0172 0064 Ditch fill Mid brown silt with some mixing with underlying cream sand. 

 0173 0173 Feature cut Round modern burnt feature. 

 0174 0173 Feature fill Charcoal and mid brown silt.  Very shallow.  Reddened pebbles within fill. 

 0175 0002 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand.  Section dug specifically to look for finds due to other finds in this ditch further S. 

 0176 0057 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0057, NNW of section 0057/0149. 

 0177 0036 Ditch fill Mixed dirty rubble/sand and stone.  Mid brown.  Probably modern fill. 

 0178 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of ditch 0002.  Shallower part of long ditch.  Section between 0155 and 0071. 

 0179 0059 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand with frequent stones.  Contents 100% sieved to look for finds. 

 0180 0145 Ditch fill Mixture of light/mid brown sandy silt.  Ditch shallows at this section due to compacted area of orange sand/stone near the surface of the cut. 

 0181 0181 Ditch cut Very shallow, saucer bottomed linear feature running NW-SE out of edge of extended area (to SE of site).  Butt ending at NW end.  Ditch  
 curves very slightly.  Butt end (0182) and two other sections (0183, 184) excavated. 

 0182 0181 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand fill of butt end of ditch 0181.  Very occasional stones. 

 0183 0181 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0181.  Very occasional small stones. 

 0184 0181 Ditch fill Mid/light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0181.  Very occasional small stones. 

 0185 0145 Ditch fill Dark brown sand at upper level then light/mid brown sand with compacted orange base to ditch. 

 0186 0103 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of S butt end of ditch 0103. 

 0187 0103 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0103.  N of section 0186. 

 0188 0188 Ditch cut Shallow round bottomed ditch running parallel and adjacent  to 0181 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
 0189 0188 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional medium/large stones at base.  Section adjacent to SE edge of site. 

 0190 0145 Ditch fill Mid brown silt fill of shallow ditch 0145. 

 0191 0080 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0080.  Section dug where ditch 0052 appears to cut 0080.  Mixed fill given 0081.  (re-numbered due to error -  
 possible confusion on photos and sections). 

 0192 0118 Ditch fill Mixed mid brown silty sand fill of 0118.  Fill mixed with ditch 0002 fill also. 



 Appendix 5: Context List IPS 406 
 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0001 Unstratified  
 finds 
 0002 0002 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE across N corner of site.  Possibly evaluation feature 0530. 
 0003 0003 Ditch cut Ditch running WSW-ENE straight across site.  Possibly evaluation feature 0462 or 0540?  Also links up with IPS 405 - 0036.  Fill appears grey 
  and modern. 

 0004 0004 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE then turning N into N corner of site.  Possibly evaluation feature 0464 or 0534? 
 0005 0005 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE-N from (touching) ditch 0006 to NW end of ditch 0011.  Broken into 3 separate parts, possibly butt ends to parts though 
  site surface is lower where breaks occur so probably continues.  Possibly evaluation feature 0532. 

 0006 0006 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE.  Touches 0005 (relationship?), cut by 0009 and 0011.  There are 2 breaks to ditch where site is a little lower, though the  
 ends resemble butt ends rather than petering out.  Possibly evaluation feature 0466 or 0534. 

 0007 0007 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE.  Cut by 0009.  Possibly evaluation feature 0468 or 0544. 
 0008 0008 Ditch cut Ditch running SW-NE.  Crosses with 0009.  Starts v narrow at SW.  Becomes over 1m wide at NE end.  Possibly evaluation feature 0552. 
 0009 0009 Ditch cut Narrow ditch running diagonally across site S-N.  Joins ditch 0011, crosses with 0008.  Cuts 0006, 0007. 
 0010 0009 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 at junction with 0011.  Same fill as 0011/0080 and 0009 and 0011 look the same - ditches  
 contemporary? 

 0011 0011 Ditch cut Ditch running NW-SE-E along NE side of site.  Crosses with 0007 and cuts 0004, 0006. 
 0012 0012 Post-hole cut Small pit or large post-hole, oval, at NE side of site. 
 0013 0012 Post-hole fill Mid brown sand fill of post-hole 0012. 
 0014 0014 Pit cut Long pit close to intersection of 0006 and 0011. 
 0015 0014 Pit fill Stony mid brown silty sandy fill from N end of pit 0014. 
 0016 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional small stones.  Fill of ditch 0011 where ditch shallow and round bottomed. 
 0017 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011 at intersection with ditch 0007. 
 0018 0007 Ditch fill? Light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007? 
 0019 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009.  Occasional medium stones and frequent charcoal lumps.  Small, round bottomed section at this point. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0020 0009 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 from section approx 3m S of ditch junction 0007 and 0009. 
 0021 0002 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002 from section near where 0011 cuts 0007. 
 0022 0014 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of S end of pit 0014. 
 0023 0006 Ditch fill Light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006. 
 0024 0002 Ditch fill Mid orange brown sand fill of ditch 0002 at junction with ditch 0004 in N corner of site. 
 0025 0004 Ditch fill Light orange brown sand fill of ditch 0004 from junction with ditch 0002 in N corner of site. 
 0026 0005 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 where it cuts ditch 0004 towards N corner of site. 
 0027 0004 Ditch fill Light/mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004 where it is cut by 0005 towards N corner of site. 
 0028 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011. 
 0029 0003 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of ditch 0003 where it cuts ditch 0011. 
 0030 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011 where it is cut by ditch 0003 and where it cuts 0006. 
 0031 0006 Ditch fill Light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 where it is cut by ditch 0011. 
 0032 0007 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with some mixing of underlying natural.  Variable depth of ditch.  Much plant disturbance. 
 0033 0033 Tree bole cut Tree bole on edge of evaluation trench, close to 0009/084. 
 0034 0033 Tree bole fill Mid brown silty sand fill of tree bole 0033. 
 0035 0033 Tree bole fill Mid brown silty sand fill of tree bole 0033.  Opposite end to fill 034, cut by evaluation trench along its E extremity. 
 0036 0036 Tree bole cut Fairly well defined elliptical shaped tree bole. 
 0037 0036 Tree bole fill Stony mid brown silty sand fill of tree bole 0036. 
 0038 0038 Post-hole cut Post-hole 4m S of Bronze Age pit 0012/013. 
 0039 0038 Post-hole fill Mid orange brown sand fill of post-hole 0038. 
 0040 0040 Post-hole cut Small post-hole, heavily disturbed by animal burrows.  4m N of Bronze Age post-hole 0012/013. 
 0041 0040 Post-hole fill Mid orange brown sand fill of post-hole 0040. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0042 0003 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of ditch 0003 where it cuts ditch 0009. 
 0043 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 from where it is cut by 0003 and where it cuts 0006. 
 0044 0006 Ditch fill Light brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 where it is cut by 0009. 
 0045 0045 Ditch cut Short ditch slightly curving towards N.  Situated near N boundary of site. 
 0046 0045 Ditch fill Mid brown fairly stony silty sand fill from N butt end of ditch 0045.  Fill loosely compacted. 
 0047 0045 Ditch fill Mid brown stony silty sand fill from S butt end of ditch 0045.  Loosely compacted with no mixing from natural. 
 0048 0048 Tree bole cut Irregular poorly defined tree bole. 
 0049 0048 Tree bole fill Light brown sandy silt with scatter of pebbles. 
 0050 0004 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Section approx 7m SW of junction section 0004/0027 and 0005/0026 
 0051 0051 Tree bole cut Possible tree bole (fallen tree) - short deep 'ditch' near N boundary of site.  See also [0087]. 
 0052 0051 Tree bole fill Mid brown silty sand over natural fill of tree bole.  Section through butt end of tree bole.  Could be bole of fallen tree. 
 0053 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown/grey silty sand fill of ditch 0009 where it cuts 0007. 
 0054 0007 Ditch fill Light/mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007 where it is cut by ditch 0009. 
 0055 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011 where it cuts ditch 0004. 
 0056 0004 Ditch fill Light/mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004 where it is cut by 0011. 
 0057 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 where it is possibly cut by 0008/0058. 
 0058 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008 where it possibly cuts 0009/0057. 
 0059 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009. 
 0060 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008. 
 0061 0004 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Section approximately 26m SW of section 0004/050 in W corner of site. 
 0062 0004 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004.  Ditch seen in section on SW edge of site - section shows staining of natural under ditch cut.   
 Not excavated. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0063 0063 Pit cut Natural feature or possibly very old tree bole. 
 0064 0063 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand mixed with natural looking orange sand fill of 0063. 
 0065 0065 Ditch cut Ditch running from E boundary of site to N towards N boundary of site.  Located in NE corner of site.  Both ends disappear with no obvious  
 butt ends. 

 0066 0065 Ditch fill Light/mid brown silty sand with some mixing with underlying red and light brown natural sands. 
 0067 0065 Ditch fill Mid brown stony silty sand fill of ditch 0065.  Very shallow E section of ditch. 
 0068 0068 Pit cut Small round pit (at E boundary of site). 
 0069 0068 Pit fill Very stony mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0068. 
 0070 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 from where it 'touches' 0005/071. 
 0071 0005 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 where it 'touches' 0006/070. 
 0072 0005 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 where it nearly 'touches' 0006/073. 
 0073 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 where it butt ends/fizzles out beside 0005/072. 
 0074 0005 Ditch fill Dark brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005.  Fill from 'end' of ditch 0005, beside 0006/076. 
 0075 0005 Ditch fill Dark brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005.  Fill from 'end' of ditch 0005, beside 0006/077. 
 0076 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 from butt end of ditch, beside 0005/074. 
 0077 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 from 'end' of ditch 0006, beside 0005/075. 
 0078 0005 Ditch fill Mid/dark brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 from 'end'. 
 0079 0006 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006.  Fill from butt end of ditch, SW end of main stretch of ditch that runs into NE side of site. 
 0080 0011 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011 at junction with 0009/0010.  Ditches contemporary - fills 0010 and 0080 and cuts 0009 and 0011  
 the same. 

 0081 0081 Natural feature? Change in natural investigated because of animal bone - probable dog bone recovered near the surface of the feature approximately 2 metres 
  from the section.  Small circular shaped feature - change in natural. 

 0082 0081 Natural feature  Mid brown silty sand fill of 0081.  Mixed fill. 
 fill 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0083 0081 Natural feature  Mixed mid brown silty sand fill of natural feature 0081.  Possibly a tree bole.  Fill included remainder of dog skeleton found during machining. 
 fill 

 0084 0007 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007 from section approx 9m SW of ditch junction 0007 and 0009. 
 0085 0007 Ditch fill Light orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007 approx 4m from SW edge of site. 
 0086 0065 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0065.  Shallow ill-defined ditch section.  Joins 0087 on S side. 
 0087 0087 Pit cut? Well defined pit cut (possible tree bole).  Joins 0065/086 on N side near N boundary of site.  See also  0051. 
 0088 0087 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand, stony on S side.  Occasional charcoal flecks in N side of fill. 
 0089 0005 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 from where it is cut by ditch 0003. 
 0090 0003 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of ditch 01003 where it cuts ditch 0005. 
 0091 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006, roughly between 0003 and 0005 junction and 0007/084 ditch section. 
 0092 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 from section where 0006 fizzles out near SW side of site.  Fizzling (!) out is due to over machining in  
 this area is ditch is clearly visible in side of site - 0006/093. 

 0093 0006 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of ditch 0006.  Fill number for ditch 0006 visible in edge of site (SW). Drawn as a section. 
 0094 0007 Ditch fill Mid grey brown silty sand fill of 0007.  Fill number is for ditch 0007 visible in edge of site (SW).  Drawn as a section. 
 0095 0109 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill at NW butt end of ditch 0109. 
 0096 0109 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill at E butt end of ditch 0109. 
 0097 0109 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0109.  Only non butt end section. 
 0098 0108 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill from NW butt end of ditch 0108. 
 0099 0108 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill from SE butt end of ditch 0108. 
 0100 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill from S 'end' of ditch 0009.  Possible butt end though presence of cut in SW side of site that 'lines up' suggests it  
 continues and was only lost due to enthusiastic machining. 

 0101 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009.  Fill number for ditch 0009, visible in SW edge of site. 
 0102 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 from where it appears to fizzle out, probably due to over machining.  Section 8m S of 0008 and 0009  
 junction. 
 0103 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009 just N of 0008/0009 junction. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0104 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009.  Section almost exactly in centre of site. 
 0105 0009 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009, about 10m S of 0007/0009 junction. 
 0106 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008 where it becomes very shallow towards SW side of site. 
 0107 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008 where it 'fizzles' out.  Originally thought to continue but disappeared after cleaning therefore dotted on  
 plan after this point. 

 0108 0108 Ditch cut Small ditch near SW side of site in between ditches 0009 and 0008.  Runs NW-SE. 
 0109 0109 Ditch cut Small ditch close to 0108 ditch.  Possibly continuation of it.  Runs NW-SE turning sharply E at 0096 butt end. 
 0110 0008 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of 0008, 1.5m from NE side of site. 
 0111 0004 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004 close to where it is cut by 0003. 
 0112 0112 Pit cut Pit cut or probable tree bole.  Oval, near N boundary of site. 
 0113 0112 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of 0112.  Rather stony with some scattered small root cases. 
 0114 0011 Ditch fill Light/mid orange brown silty sand fill from section through ditch 0011,0.5m from NE side of site. 
 0115 0115 Tree bole cut Short, slightly curved pit, probably a tree bole.  Near N boundary of site. 
 0116 0115 Tree bole fill Stony mid brown silty sand fill of E butt end of probable tree bole 0115. 
 0117 0115 Tree bole fill Stony light brown sand silt fill of W butt end of probable tree bole 0115. 
 0118 0118 Tree bole cut Roughly circular tree bole near N boundary of site. 
 0119 0118 Tree bole fill Stony light brown sandy silt fill of 0118. 
 0120 0008 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008, from section roughly in centre of site. 
 0121 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of ditch 0008. 
 0122 0002 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0002, from section approx 1m before ditch runs into NW side of site. 
 0123 0008 Ditch fill Very stony mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0008. 
 0124 0003 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0003 from section approx 4m W of ditch junction 0003 and 0005. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0125 0005 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0005 from section approx 7m NNE of ditch junction 0003 and 0005. 
 0126 0126 Pit cut Small round pit, probably natural.  E of site centre. 
 0127 0126 Pit fill Soft mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0126. 
 0128 0128 Pit cut Small round pit, probably natural.  Just WSW of 0126. 
 0129 0128 Pit fill Very stony mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0128. 
 0130 0130 Pit cut Small pit or possible natural feature. 
 0131 0130 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0130. 
 0132 0007 Ditch fill Mid brown rather stony silty sand fill of ditch 0007. 
 0133 0133 Pit cut Pit, probably natural as unconvincing. 
 0134 0133 Pit fill Mid/light brown sandy silt fill of pit 0133. 
 0135 0135 Tree bole cut 
 0136 0135 Tree bole fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of tree bole 0135.  Probable animal disturbance on NE side. 
 0137 0007 Ditch fill Very stony mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007. 
 0138 0138 Pit cut Pit, probably natural. 
 0139 0138 Pit fill Mid brown silty sand fill of pit 0138. 
 0140 0140 Natural feature? Feature near S of site boundary, probably natural or possible tree bole.  Flattened 'U' shape with deeper floor to S. 
 0141 0140 Feature fill Light brown sandy silt, stony in S. 
 0142 0142 Tree bole cut Irregular, elongated pit, probably a tree bole. 
 0143 0142 Tree bole fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of tree bole 0142. 
 0144 0144 Pit cut Small pit, most likely a natural feature. 
 0145 0144 Pit fill Mid brown sand with stone - fill of pit 0144. 
 0146 0008 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand, rather stony fill of ditch 0008. 



 OPNO CONTEXT IDENTIFIER DESCRIPT 
 0147 0147 Pit cut Small pit near intersection of 0009 and 0011. 
 0148 0147 Pit fill Mid brown/dark blackish brown fill of feature.  Soil darkened by burning but compacted soil suggests it is not a fog lifter. 
 0149 0009 Ditch fill Very stony mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009. 
 0150 0004 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0004, from section approx 4m SW from ditch junction 0004 and 0005. 
 0151 0009 Ditch fill Very stony light/mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0009.  Apparently cuts 0152 on E side (possible pit or natural feature). 
 0152 0152 Feature cut Probable natural hollow or possibly a pit.  Cut by 0009/0151.  Near S corner of the site. 
 0153 0152 Feature fill Stony light/mid brown silty sand fill of possible pit 0152. 
 0154 0154 Pit cut Probable animal disturbance near 0007/0132, possibly a pit. 
 0155 0154 Pit fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of pit 0154. 
 0156 0006 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0006 from section through ditch 0006 in NE side of site. 
 0157 0003 Ditch fill Mid orange brown silty sand fill of ditch 0003 from section in NE side of site. 
 0158 0011 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0011. 
 0159 0007 Ditch fill Mid brown silty sand fill of ditch 0007. 
 0160 0003 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt fill of ditch 0003. 
 0161 0006/0079 Small find Arrow head - considered important enough to be given separate number.  Found in 0006/0079. 



Appendix 6: Bulk finds catalogue for all sites 
OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
 IPS024 
0187 5 0.044 BA? 
0207 4 0.030 5 lava quern (0.193). U/S 
Total 9 0.074 

 IPS386 
0036 1 0.002 BA? 
0037 3 0.010 1 0.004 BA? 
0048 1 0.006 BA? 
0101 3 0.012 5 0.197 U/S 
0102 23 0.085 8 0.074 1 0.026 1 0.009 1 clay pipe (0.001) PMed 
0104 4 0.015 1 burnt coal (0.001) BA?+ 
0106 1 0.008 BA? 
0107 4 0.042 1 0.022 BA? 
0108 36 0.125 6 0.016 5 0.011 1 0.010 EBA 
0110 1 0.001 BA 
0113 2 coal (0.003) PMed? 
0114 1 0.011 
0117 1 0.006 3 0.029 2 0.024 1 coal (0.001) PMed 
0127 2 0.003 
0128 3 0.018 3 burnt coal (0.001) PMed? 
0130 40 0.353 67 0.436 8 1.309 1 burnt coal (0.001) PMed? 
0138 1 0.005 2 0.008 Preh/Sax? 
0139 1 0.001 Preh? 
0141 2 0.003 3 0.006 EBA 
0143 2 0.025 BA 
0146 1 0.001 BA? 
0147 2 0.020 BA 
0155 1 0.013 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0156 3 0.013 BA 
0159 1 0.005 EBA 
0160 1 0.035 18th c.+ 
0190 1 0.004 Preh 
0191 1 0.003 
0206 46 0.201 6 0.069 BA 
0210 8 0.026 12 0.043 1 0.001 EBA 
0225 1 0.002 1 0.007 
0226 3 0.014 BA 
0227 2 0.004 3 0.020 1 0.019 1 sandstone frag (0.026) BA 
0235 2 0.001 2 0.007 BA 
0239 1 0.006 BA 
0241 3 0.018 1 0.008 Preh 
0242 4 0.016 2 0.014 2 0.012 BA 
0256 1 0.027 
0258 1 blue glass (0.002), 4 burnt coal (0.020) PMed 
0263 1 0.006 
0268 6 0.043 1 0.001 Neo?/BA 
0269 3 burnt coal (0.001) PMed? 
0275 3 0.010 2 0.006 1 0.005 1 coal (0.001) Preh 
0277 1 0.006 BA? 
0287 3 0.007 2 0.011 1 stone (0.039) BA? 
Total 211 1.105 1 0.006 129 0.970 33 1.508 2 0.018 1 0.009 

 IPS390 
0145 11 0.103 1 0.040 L.1st-E.2nd  
0181 10 0.057 EBA? 
0188 2 0.010 Rom 
0190 1 0.003 Med 
0192 50 1.207 14 0.008 L.1st-E.2nd  
0194 2 0.006 3 0.013 2 0.012 Med 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0196 35 0.433 6 0.015 ERom 
0198 2 0.009 5 0.024 Preh? 
0200 7 0.063 MSax 
0202 37 0.221 2 0.011 1 0.008 1 0.003 ERom/Med 
0204 16 0.067 1 0.006 11 0.019 ERom 
0206 5 0.024 ERom 
0209 104 0.983 4 0.062 6 0.032 3 0.022 5 0.011 6 0.040 7 0.009 1 Lava quern (0.786), 1 Pb (0.009), 3 Ae  Modern 
 (0.002). 

Total 282 3.186 4 0.062 17 0.086 7 0.082 17 0.033 6 0.040 27 0.032 

 IPS391 
0134 9 0.018 
0138 1 0.009 Med 
0140 4 0.029 12th c.? 
0142 3 0.027 43 0.023 
Total 5 0.038 3 0.027 52 0.041 

 IPS399 
0008 1 0.004 3 0.120 1 burnt coal (0.001) 19th-20th c. 
0017 2 burnt coal (0.001) PMed? 
0025 1 0.005 3 0.014 EBA 
0039 1 0.010 1 0.003 
0076 1 0.008 15th-16th c. 
0078 1 0.024 9 4.445 19th c. 
0081 3 0.086 3 mortar (0.013) PMed 
0085 3 1.112 1 0.015 5 mortar (0.156) PMed 
0089 2 0.072 2 0.026 PMed 
0131 26 0.111 PMed 
0187 1 0.002 19th-20th c. 
0190 1 0.054 PMed 
0209 1 0.638 PMed 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0277 1 0.001 Preh? 
0290 1 0.005 Preh? 
0294 1 0.001 Preh? 
0298 1 0.005 Preh? 
0327 1 0.096 1st c. 
0341 2 0.023 
0349 1 0.044 MSax 
0357 1 0.234 20th c. 
0369 1 0.131 PMed 
0383 1 0.002 1 clay pipe stem (0.002) PMed 
0394 2 0.056 
0397 1 0.001 5 0.001 Preh 
0414 1 0.018 PMed 
0435 1 0.012 
0458 1 0.016 Preh? 
0461 1 clay pipe stem (0.001) PMed 
0465 1 0.014 Preh? 
0467 1 0.015 EBA 
0489 10 0.701 4 3.441 2 glass bottle (0.104) 19th c. 
0495 2 1.051 PMed 
0518 1 0.012 PMed 
0547 2 0.025 
Total 19 0.897 27 10.458 12 0.127 3 0.035 6 0.004 9 0.996 28 0.137 

 IPS404 
0001 15 0.223 3 Ae (0.011) U/S 
0015 1 0.019 PMed 
Total 1 0.019 15 0.223 

 IPS405 
0001 13 0.222 22 0.616 18 0.166 1 0.440 2 0.103 7 glass (0.179), 1 Ae (0.016), 1 coal (0.004) U/S 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0002 2 0.017 1 glass (0.006) 19-20 
0005 1 0.006 EBA 
0009 8 0.062 4 0.097 1 0.012 1 glass (0.003), 2 asbestos (0.092) 19-20 
0017 2 0.013 Rom+ 
0019 2 glass (0.025) 20 
0036 1 0.014 7 0.086 2 glass (0.012) 19? 
0037 1 0.403 PMed 
0044 3 0.046 1 0.001 1 slag (0.160) PMed 
0051 2 0.023 PMed 
0058 1 0.019 19+ 
0061 1 0.043 19+ 
0067 2 0.031 2 0.036 1 asbestos (0.007) 20 
0087 1 glass (0.160) PMed 
0088 3 0.013 1 glass (0.063) 20 
0090 1 0.238 PMed 
0093 1 0.034 PMed 
0099 1 0.002 preh? 
0101 2 0.005 1 coal (0.004) 19? 
0102 1 0.001 1 0.005 1 0.004 1 glass (0.002) 19-20 
0105 2 0.016 19-20 
0106 1 0.043 PMed 
0108 1 0.009 PMed 
0111 1 0.007 PMed 
0135 28 0.088 1 coal (0.001) Rom/PMed? 
0140 10 0.035 Rom? 
0150 1 0.005 BA? 
0153 1 0.003 Rom? 
0158 1 0.025 Neo/BA 
0161 1 0.170 16-18 
0163 1 coal (0.002) PMed? 
0165 1 0.006 BA? 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0168 1 slag (0.022) 
0174 1 glass (0.014) 20 
0175 1 0.001 Rom? 
0190 3 0.008 Neo? 
Total 79 0.744 45 1.216 27 0.258 1 0.005 4 0.848 2 0.103 

 IPS406 
0001 8 0.125 2 0.049 9 0.055 8 0.079 1 glass (0.003), 1 shell (0.030), 2 asbestos  U/S 
 (0.008), 1 slate (0.003) 
0002 1 0.011 E/MSax? 
0003 1 0.006 2 glass (0.044), 1 shell (0.001) 
0013 6 0.043 2 0.017 2 0.043 1 charcoal EBA 
0020 1 0.002 1 0.003 (Neo/)BA 
0021 3 0.009 1 0.003 2 0.018 EBA/PMed 
0026 1 0.001 1 0.047 EBA? 
0028 1 0.003 (Neo/)BA 
0042 1 0.009 4 glass (0.130) 20 
0050 1 0.009 EBA? 
0052 1 glass (0.001) 20 
0064 1 0.005 2 0.003 1 0.007 16-17 
0079 1 0.001 6 0.018 3 0.031 Rom+ 
0083 1 0.005 65 0.550 1 Ae (0.002) 19-20 
0084 1 0.008 BA? 
0086 1 0.003 BA? 
0088 4 0.009 2 0.018 LNeo/EBA 
0089 4 0.009 (Neo/)EBA 
0114 1 0.003 
0119 1 0.023 Neo/BA 
0122 1 0.002 
0123 1 0.010 ESax?? 
0124 1 0.015 2 0.004 5 slag (0.037), 1 shell (0.001) PMed 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0125 8 0.020 3 0.036 EBA? 
0141 1 0.001 Neo/BA 
0150 2 0.010 5 0.016 1 0.009 19-20 
0153 1 0.001 4 0.012 EBA? 
0156 2 0.007 1 0.002 LNeo/EBA? 
0157 4 glass (0.021) 20 
0159 1 0.001 BA 
0160 2 0.016 2 0.013 1 coal (0.016) PMed 
0161 1 0.002 LNeo 
Total 42 0.274 8 0.098 43 0.196 18 0.198 9 0.086 65 0.550 

 IPS420 
0102 2 0.018 BA? 
0104 1 0.002 2 0.010 1 0.010 3 0.025 7 0.013 3 burnt ?coal (0.006), 4 coal (0.007) Modern 
0107 2 0.035 BA? 
0109 1 glass (0.001) PMed+ 
0111 2 0.006 1 0.008 Neo-BA 
0114 1 0.006 Rom 
0115 1 0.018 Rom 
0117 1 0.003 1 0.003 LIA/Rom 
0119 1 0.002 Rom 
0122 1 0.005 
0126 9 0.064 1 0.001 70 0.479 BA? 
0128 2 0.003 BA? 
0153 4 0.055 
0157 1 0.001 1 0.002 Rom 
0159 1 0.001 2 0.017 LIA/Rom 
0165 1 0.018 BA? 
0167 1 0.001 BA? 
0169 2 0.007 6 lava quern (0.584) MSax 
0173 13 0.161 102 0.467 3 charcoal MSax 
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OP No Pottery CBM  Flint Burnt flint Fired  Iron Animal  Miscellaneous Spotdate 
 No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt 
0175 2 0.005 Neo/BA 
0208 1 0.002 Neo/EBA 
Total 37 0.305 2 0.010 9 0.059 8 0.082 104 0.475 3 0.025 77 0.492 

Total 675 6.549 88 11.869 246 1.770 70 1.910 132 0.557 46 2.218 252 1.364 
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 Appendix 7: Pottery finds catalogue for all sites 
Context Fabric No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate 
 IPS386 
0036 G1A 1 2 body sherd EBA - Beaker 
0037 G1B 3 10 body sherds - join together; dec. horizontal incised cordons  BA 
 around pot 
0048 G1A 1 6 body sherd - dec. 3 small incised dashes EBA - Beaker 
0101 G1A 2 5 body sherds - dec. 2 small impressed dashes EBA - Beaker 
 GRE 1 7 body sherd; glazed int. + ext. c. 18th 
0102 F1A 4 15 body sherds L. Neo/E. BA 
 G1B 17 37 14 body sherds, 1 dec. incised dash marks; 3 rim sherds - all  BA 
 upright + simple 
 PMRW 1 14 rim sherd, unglazed; dish c. 18-19th 
 YELW 1 19 rim sherd; prob. bowl c. 18-19th 
0104 F1A 4 15 body sherds - one dec. incised dash marks L. Neo/E. BA 
0106 G1B 1 8 + body sherd BA 
0107 G1A 4 42 base sherds - thick, flat, wide angle EBA - Beaker 
0108 F1A 5 17 body sherds - one dec. incised horiz. lines of dashes L. Neo/E. BA 
 G1B 31 108 29 body sherds; 2 rim sherds - plain, simple, slightly flaring,  BA 
 upright; dec. on 10 body sherds - incised dash marks and  
 lines/cordons 
0110 ?G1A 1 1 ++ ?EBA - Beaker 
0130 F1A 6 50 5 body sherds; 1 rim - simple, upright, slightly flaring L. Neo/E. BA 
 F1B 15 242 8 from one vessel - 2 rim sherds: simple, upright, slightly  L. Neo/E. BA 
 flaring, 7 body sherds;  dec. incised dash marks 
 G1A 19 61 body sherds - dec. incised lines EBA - Beaker 
0138 G1B 1 5 body sherd BA 
0139 G1A 1 1 rim EBA 
0141 G1A 2 3 1 body sherd; 1 rim sherd - simple, upright, slightly flaring -  EBA - Beaker 
 dec. horiz. cordons 
0143 G1A 2 25 1 base - flat EBA - Beaker 
0146 G1A 1 1 EBA - Beaker 
0147 G1B 2 20 2 body sherds - dec. incised dash marks BA 
0156 F1A 1 3 body sherd L. Neo/E. BA 
 G1B 2 10 body sherds - dec. lines of incised dash marks BA 
0159 G1B 1 5 body sherd - dec. lines of impressed dots BA 
0160 ESW 1 35 jar, brown glaze on rim c. 19th 
0190 G1B 1 4 ++ BA 
0206 G1A 46 201 body sherds - poss. one vessel EBA - Beaker 
0210 G1A 8 26 body sherds - dec. impressed dots + incised dashes EBA - Beaker 
0226 G1B 3 14 body sherds - 1 dec. incised dashes BA 
0227 G1B 2 4 body sherds - 1 dec. impressed dots BA 
0235 G1A 2 1 EBA - Beaker 
0239 G1B 1 6 body sherd BA 
0242 F1A 4 16 body sherds - dec. incised lines L. Neo/E. BA 
0268 F1B 6 43 + body sherds L. Neo/E. BA 
0275 F1A 1 3 body sherds L. Neo/E. BA 
 G1B 2 7 ++ body sherds BA 
0277 G1B 1 6 body sherd BA 
0287 G1A 1 2 body sherd - dec. vertical incised dashes EBA - Beaker 
 G1B 2 5 body sherds BA 
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Context Fabric No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate 
Total 211 1105 

 IPS390 
0145 BSW 1 4 ++ jar, Romanising fabric, v abr, pitted C1 
 BSW 2 54 rim( 180mm, 30%) 4.1 Cam 228 M/LC1 
 BSW 2 12 3.7 Cam 108 pre-Flav/Flav 
 ESH 5 31 (SV) voids. WM 1-60 AD 
 GX 1 2 3.7 Cam 108, Comb-stabbed bit pre-Flav / Flav 
0181 BAGT 10 57 2 rusticated vessels, 1 stabbed closely with circular tool, 1  EBA 
 with finger-pinching. 
0188 ESH 2 10 +burnt organic. voids, WM 1-60AD 
0190 MCW 1 3 + 
0192 BSW 4 97 [DRAW No.2] 4 Cam 228 Out-turned square bead rim  pre-flav 
 (180mm, 24%); bead cordon on top of shoulder/base neck,  
 slight carin. Burn. above rough below. 
 BSW 12 353 [DRAW No.4 ] 5.4 Rim 7 (240mm 22%) Vis. mica M/LC1 
 BSW 30 691 [DRAW No.3] Ht 190mm, rim type 50 220mm, 56%; base  M/LC1 
 type 3 105mm, 55%; V typical type 50 uprightness - I can't  
 find a single example of a form 5.4 with 
 GX 1 58 [DRAW No.1] 5.8 Cam 224Rim 50 (180mm, 20%) Also sl.  MC1 
 like Scole 142 
 PREH 3 8 + oxid, FT 
0194 BAGT 1 3 ++ 
 MCW 1 3 base, poss EMed, oxid 
0196 BSW 16 102 Necked jar rim (type 13) and Misc. base & b/s including  
 cordoned vessels, some v. fine burnished & thin. 
 BSW 15 287 Y Jar, base type 3 (90mm,36%) (SV) vis. mica, burnished ext,  
 orange-brown core, dec w incised Horiz. lines.V abr. pitted.  
 Romanising fabric 
 BSW 2 26 V. fine burnished & turned base. Orange core 
 GX 2 18 Romanising grey ware 
0198 IAFT 1 8 or earlier 
 PREH 1 1 burnished ext, redware 
0200 SIPS 7 63 oxid 
0202 BSW 1 17 Y 4 Jar rim, upright neck, burnished 
 BSW 7 26 Misc. fine b/s M/LC1 
 BSW 2 10 5.1 Bead rim, fine burnished, abund. mica. M/LC1 
 ESFS 3 18 poss SIPS, but looks HM, oxid ext. 
 GIPS 1 9 
 GROG 2 20 Black surface, red core, +voids E/MC1 
 GX 1 4 Dark concretion 
 GX 1 5 3.7 Cam 108 Dec zone C1 
 MCW 2 5 
 UNFT 13 67 1 flaring rim, burnished ext. BA?? 
 WX 4 40 1.1 Flagon neck & rim, odd 'lighness' and nasty dark  brown  M/LC1 
 accretion 
0204 BAFT 3 18 with grog 
 BSW 5 15 Y Misc. b/s fine thin vessels. 
 BSW 7 25 Y Misc burnished b/s from cordoned vesels, vis. mica. C1 
 GX 1 9 Y 2 Rim, type 11 (120mm 15%) 
0206 BSW 5 24 (SV) joining 
0209 BAFF 2 14 
 BAFT 5 25 oxid 
 BAGT 2 4 ++ oxid 
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Context Fabric No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate 
0209 BAOT 1 3 ++ oxid 
 BSW 12 100 Y Misc jar rims and b/s from cordoned jars — mostly orange  C1 
 cores 
 BSW 6 32 Misc b/s, some very fine, burnished 
 BSW 6 70 Y V. white fabric! (almost looks like NGWF but wrong form) C1 
 BSW 20 157 Y 2 jar rims & misc. b/s mostly w orange brown core,+ lots of  C1 
 burnt organic & some grog. some v. abr.pitted, 
 GROG 1 14 SJar WM E/MC1 
 GROG 10 240 Y Misc+ vessels,inc. cordoned jars. All black-surfs, burnished  E/MC1 
 with more grog than BSW, + burnt org. 
 GX 1 4 Romanising greyware. Cordoned dec with fine burnished  MC1 
 lattice on panel 
 GX 1 15 Romanising greyware. 6 Cam 212-216 wi group of diag  M/LC1 
 incised lines in panel below constr. cordon. 
 GX 4 26 Romanising greyware. Fine burnished, misc from cordoned  C1 
 vessels 
 GX 15 75 Y Misc b/s, some very think, lots of burnt organic. 
 GX 5 73 4 jar Rim 13 (160, 17%) and outturned bead (160mm 7%) &  
 misc b/s 
 GX 1 10 Cordoned jar, bead cord at base of neck. MC1 
 GX 4 16 3.7 Cam 108 Romanising greyware. Rim 120mm, 17%. Fine  Pre Flav-Flav 
 burnished, bright orange core 
 NEFT 1 23 thick beaded rim 
 PREH 4 5 large rounded quartz inclusions, poss some organics (voids) 
 RX 1 26 Y Visible mica, proba. BSW with  surf. abr off. Type 3/4 base 
 RX 1 31 Romanising fabric 
 SIPS 1 20 + 
Total 282 3186 

 IPS391 
0138 HOLL 1 9 jar rim, type B3 
0140 MCW 2 20 base, oxid ext 
 MTN1 2 9 HM, fairly coarse sandy with shell voids 
Total 5 38 

 IPS399 
0008 REFW 1 4 Cup rim.  Purple transfer print. 19th c. 
0025 BAGT 1 5 Beaker rim decorated with impressed squares. EBA 
0076 LMT 1 8 Green glazed. 15th-16th c. 
0078 ESW 1 24 19th c. 
0187 REFW 1 2 Cup rim.  Blue floral transfer print. 19th-20th c. 
0327 RBCG 1 96 Rim type 4.2, large storage jar. 1st c. 
0349 GIPS 1 44 Thick base. MSax 
0397 UNFT 1 1 Fine flint-tempered sherd with parallel incised lines externally. Preh 

0489 ESW 1 44 Bottle, body sherd. 19th c. 
 LGRE 9 657 Body, base and rim sherds of large vessel, brown glazed. 18th-19th c. 
0518 PMRW 1 12 Beaded rim, possible plantpot? 18th-20th c. 
Total 19 897 

 IPS405 
0001 BORD 1 63 YG int 
 ESW 2 24 
 GRE 1 6 
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Context Fabric No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate 
0001 LPME 1 6 PP rim 
 LPME 1 84 BG int, large vessel rim 19-20 
 MCW 1 10 red fabric, coarse 
 PORC 1 7 CG, same in 0009 20? 
 REFW 5 22 3 TP blue 
0005 BAOT 1 6 
0009 BAGT 1 4 FTI BA? 
 PORC 4 57 cup with blue rim 20? 
 RBGM 3 1 ++ 
0017 BAGT 1 11 FTI, same in 0009 BA? 
 RBGM 1 2 IHL, same in 0009 
0036 REFW 1 14 TP blue, base frag 19? 
0058 LPME 1 19 PP rim 
0061 ESWN 1 43 
0067 ESW 1 22 small straight-sided jar 
 PMWW 1 9 DBG int & ext, fine fabric 18-20 
0088 REFW 2 11 1 TP blue 
 SWSW 1 2 
0099 PREH 1 2 rim, sandy black fabric 
0101 RBSW 1 4 + rim 
 REFW 1 1 handpainted brown rim 19? 
0102 REFW 1 1 rim 
0105 PORC 1 10 rim 
 REFW 1 6 rim, red lined 
0135 RBOX 28 88 + ?flagon base 1st c.? 
0140 RBOX 10 35 same as 0135 1st c.? 
0153 RBOX 1 3 fairly coarse, surface worn, may be RBSW 
0161 GRE 1 170 BG LSV 
0175 RBSW 1 1 base 
Total 79 744 

 IPS406 
0001 GRE 1 4 
 LPME 1 5 PP rim 
 LSRW 2 19 
 REFW 4 97 incl. ointment pot (stamped base MAW/M½), TP black plate  L.19-E.20 
 rim 
0002 GIPS 1 11 or poss ESax? E/MSax 
0013 BAFT 2 3 + 
 BAGT 1 1 + v. small 
 BAOT 3 39 
0021 BAFT 2 7 
 BAGT 1 2 rim ?beaker 
0026 BAFT 1 1 
0050 BAGT 1 9 
0064 GRE 1 5 
0079 UNID 1 1 v. small, thin flake of grey earthenware Rom+ 
0083 REFW 1 5 TP blue plate rim 
0084 BAFT 1 8 
0088 BAFT 2 6 incl. small rimsherd 
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Context Fabric No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate 
0088 NEFF 2 3 
0123 UNID 1 10 poss HM ESax? 
0125 BAFT 5 17 
 BAOT 3 3 
0150 NGW 1 6 decorated, lots of voids 
 REFW 1 4 
0153 BAGT 1 1 
0156 BAGT 1 6 
 NEFF 1 1 
Total 42 274 

 IPS420 
0102 BAFT 2 18 
0104 REFW 1 2 TP willow pattern rim 
0114 RBSW 1 6 
0115 RBGW 1 18 
0117 ESFS 1 3 or IA 
0119 RBGW 1 2 rim 
0126 BAFT 3 14 oxid 
 BAGT 1 6 rim UPPL, black, some voids 
 BAGT 1 14 oxid 
 UNFT 4 30 fairly fine flint, 1 dec with FTI 
0128 BAFT 2 3 some grog, oxid 
0157 RBGW 1 1 + 
0159 RBSW 1 1 + 
0165 NEFT 1 18 v. coarse quartz, flint and ferrous temp. 
0167 UNFT 1 1 ++ oxid, poss BA? 
0169 SIPS 2 7 overfired, same in 0173 
0173 GIPS 1 1 
 SIPS 12 160 mainly 1 jar, same as 0169 
Total 37 305 

 Total 675 6549 
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APPENDIX 8 
 
Ipswich Airport (IPS 024/386/390/391/399/404-406): the finds 
Sue Anderson, March 2002. 
With contributions from Val Fryer, Cathy Tester, Colin Pendleton and Alexis Willett.  
 

1. Introduction 
This report brings together the finds evidence from all archaeologically recorded areas of 
Ipswich Airport.  Note that these sites were excavated over several years, and various specialists 
were involved, so recording techniques are different for the larger and smaller assemblages. 
 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the various stages of excavation and 
evaluation.  A full quantification by context is included as Appendix 6. 
 
 IPS 024 IPS 386 IPS 390 IPS 391 IPS 420 
Find type No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g 
Pottery   211 1105 282 3186 5 38 37 305 
CBM   1 6 4 62   2 10 
Fired clay   2 18 17 33 3 27 104 475 
Stone/slate   2 65       
Mortar           
Clay pipe   1 1       
Glass   1 2     1 1 
Worked flint 9 74 129 970 17 86   9 59 
Burnt flint/stone   33 1508 7 82   8 82 
Lava quern 5 193   1 786   6 584 
Slag           
Asbestos           
Iron   1 1 6 40   3 25 
Copper alloy   2 65 3 2     
Lead     1 9     
Animal bone   1 9 27 32 52 41 77 492 
Shell           
Coal/charcoal   16 29     10 15 
 

continued… IPS 399 IPS 404 IPS 405 IPS 406 
Find type   No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g 
Pottery 19 897   79 744 42 274 
CBM 27 10458 1 19 45 1216 8 98 
Fired clay 6 4       
Stone/slate       1 3 
Mortar 8 169       
Clay pipe 2 3       
Glass 2 104   17 464 12 199 
Worked flint 12 127   27 258 43 196 
Burnt flint/stone 3 35   1 5 18 198 
Lava quern         
Slag     2 182 5 37 
Asbestos     3 99 2 8 
Iron 9 996 15 223 4 848 9 86 
Copper alloy   3 11 1 16 1 2 
Animal bone 28 137   2 103 65 550 
Shell       3 32 
Coal/charcoal 3 2   4 11 2 16 

Table 1. Finds quantities. 
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2. Pottery 
A full pottery quantification by site and context is included in Appendix 7. 
 

2.1. Prehistoric pottery 
Site IPS 386 by Alexis M. Willett 
Introduction 
A total of 206 pottery sherds, weighing 1.085kg, was recovered from this site.  Table 2 provides 
a summary of the quantification.  A more detailed list by context is available in the appendix. 
 

Fabric No. Wt/g 
F1a 25 119 
F1b 21 285 

Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 46 404 
G1a 91 377 

Early Bronze Age 91 377 
G1b 70 249 

Bronze Age 70 249 
Total 206 1010 

Table 2.  Summary of prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 386). 
 
The pottery assemblage is dominated by material dating to the Bronze Age. 
 
Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using both sherd count and weight.  A full quantification by fabric, context and feature is available 
in archive.  For this small group, no attempt has been made to record weights for separate body, base and rim sherds, or to 
quantify by form.  Wares have been characterised by major inclusions.  Identification of Beaker-type ware is based on Clarke 
(1970).  A x4 magnifying glass was used to identify fabrics.  Recording uses a system of letters and numbers for fabric code.  The 
letter prefix in the fabric codes represent the main inclusion present (F representing flint and G grog).  SCCAS pottery spotdating 
forms were used and the results were input onto MS Access. 
 
Four fabric types, with subdivisions, were identified on the basis of inclusions.  Basic fabric descriptions are provided below.  All 
are soft and handmade. 
 
Code Period Description 
F1a Late Neolithic/ 

Early Bronze 
Age 

Major inclusion common, well sorted, small, angular calcined flint.  Also common, very well 
sorted, very small, sub-rounded quartz sand and very sparse, well sorted, small, sub-rounded grog.  
Exterior surface orange to buff, exterior margin orange, core dark grey / buff, interior margin grey / 
pink and interior surface orange / pink.  Powdery feel.  Burnished interior surface.  One sherd 
decorated with incised criss-cross lines.  Majority oxidised through firing. 

F1b Late Neolithic/ 
Early Bronze 
Age 

Major inclusion common, moderately sorted, large, angular calcined flint.  Also common, very well 
sorted, very small sub-rounded quartz sand.  Smooth feel.  Burnished exterior and interior surfaces.  
Some sherds decorated with incised dash marks.  Oxidised through firing. 

G1a Early Bronze 
Age 

Major inclusion common, moderately sorted, medium*, sub-rounded grog.  Also common, very 
well sorted, very small, sub-rounded quartz sand and very sparse, very well sorted, small, angular 
calcined flint.  Exterior surface buff to orange, exterior margin orange, core orange to brown, 
interior margin and surface orange.  Powdery feel.  Decorated with incised comb marks of zigzag 
lines, straight lines and impressed dash marks in rows, often in horizontal  bands around the surface 
of the vessel.  ‘Beaker’ - style.  Oxidised during firing.  

G1b Bronze Age Major inclusion sparse, very well sorted, small, sub-rounded grog.  Also common, very well sorted, 
very small, sub-rounded quartz sand and very sparse, well sorted, small, angular calcined flint.  
Exterior surface and margin orange, core dark grey, interior margin buff to brown and interior 
surface buff to dark grey.  Powdery feel.  Some sherds decorated with impressed dash marks in 
rows and incised horizontal straight lines around the surface of the vessel.  Exterior surface oxidised 
through firing. 

*Definition of inclusion sizes: very small - 0-0.9mm, small 1-1.9mm, medium 2-3.9mm, large 4+mm. 
 
Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Wares 
Material dating to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age accounts for 21.9% of the total number 
of sherds and 37.2% of the total weight of the assemblage.  Fabric F1a occurred in seven 
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contexts.  A total of 25 sherds of this fabric were recovered; 24 body sherds and one rim sherd.  
Nineteen body sherds and two rim sherds of fabric F1b were also found.  Both fabrics are flint 
tempered and are burnished to some extent.  Fabric F1a has small calcined flint inclusions and 
sparse small grog pieces also, whereas fabric F1b has large flint inclusions and no grog.  A small 
amount of decoration can be seen on some of the sherds of these fabrics in the form of incised 
criss-cross lines and incised dash marks.  All the rim sherds of these fabrics are simple, upright 
but slightly flaring and plain.  This rim shape along with the fabric type, the thickness of the 
sherds and the decoration suggest a Late Neolithic/ Early Bronze Age date.   
 
Early Bronze Age Wares 
Fabric G1a appears to be dateable to the Middle Bronze Age due to its similarity to ‘Beaker’ 
wares.  43.1% of the total assemblage number has been identified as fabric G1a.  It is a grog 
tempered ware with quartz sand and very sparse, very small flecks of calcined flint.  83 body 
sherds, four base sherds and two rim sherds of this fabric were retrieved from 13 contexts on this 
site (possibly 14 contexts due to the one sherd that is queried as being fabric G1a).  The base 
sherds are relatively thick and flat with a wide angle.  The rim forms are simple, upright but 
slightly flaring; one was decorated with incised horizontal cordons.  Many of the body sherds are 
decorated with incised dash marks, zigzag lines and straight lines which point strongly towards 
the ‘Beaker’ style.      
 
Bronze Age Wares 
Seventy sherds, weighing 249g, of fabric G1b were recovered from 15 contexts.  The significant 
inclusion in this fabric is sparse, small grog with common, very small quartz sand and very 
sparse small calcined flint.  Of the 70 sherds found, five are rim sherds and the rest body sherds.  
The rims are all simple, upright but slightly flaring and plain.  Some of the body sherds are 
decorated with lines of incised dash marks and impressed dots.  This fabric has been broadly 
dated to the Bronze Age as it has characteristics of material from this period in terms of the 
fabric composition, the rim form and the decorations.   
 
Pottery by context 
Pit/posthole 0130, pit 0206, ?ditch 0108 and hollow layer 0102 are the contexts which produced 
the greatest amounts of pottery in them from the whole assemblage.  The rest of the contexts 
have less than 50 grams, or 10 sherds, of pottery in each.  Pit/posthole 0130 accounts for 32.5% 
of the entire weight of the collection of pottery from this site but, as the sherds are larger, had 
less individual sherds than pit 0206, which yielded 21.9% of the total number of sherds but only 
18.5% of the total weight.  These two contexts produced fabrics dated to the Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age (fabrics F1a and F1b) and Early Bronze Age (fabric G1a).  This date range also 
applies to ?ditch 0108 (also with fabric G1b) and material from a range of periods was retrieved 
from hollow layer 0102 (fabrics F1a, G1b, and post-medieval wares (see below)).   
 
Summary and discussion 
Pottery from the Early Bronze Age clearly dominates this assemblage.  The earliest material is 
suggested to be Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age and much of the assemblage can be seen to be 
in the Beaker style which dates to the Early Bronze Age.  Material dated generally as ‘Bronze 
Age’ is frequently associated with Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery and is probably 
contemporary.  
 
Site IPS 390 
Forty-seven sherds weighing 236g were of prehistoric date at this site.  This group was too small 
for full analysis, so basic fabric codes were used for recording.  Table 3 shows the quantities by 
likely period. 
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Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Neolithic flint-tempered NEFT 1 23 
Bronze Age grog-tempered BAGT 13 64 
?Bronze Age organic tempered BAOT 1 3 
?Bronze Age fine flint BAFF 2 14 
Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 8 43 
Iron Age flint tempered IAFT 1 8 
Unidentified flint tempered UNFT 13 67 
General prehistoric PREH 8 14 
Total  47 236 
Table 3. Prehistoric pottery quantification (site IPS 390). 

 
Most of the group consisted of undiagnostic and heavily abraded small sherds, often in 
association with much later pottery.  However, there were two decorated vessels in 0181, both 
rusticated Early Bronze Age types.  One was closely stabbed with a round-ended implement, and 
the other had widely-spread finger pinching.  A thick beaded rim in a coarse flint-tempered grey 
fabric was probably of Neolthic date (0209). 
 
IPS 420 
Fifteen sherds of prehistoric pottery were collected under the code ‘IPS 420’.  These are shown 
in Table 4. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Neolithic flint-tempered NEFT 1 18 
Bronze Age grog-tempered BAGT 2 20 
Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 7 35 
Unidentified flint tempered UNFT 5 31 
Total  15 104 

Table 4.  Prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 420). 
 
One upright plain rim in a black grog-tempered fabric with some voids (0126) was the only 
identifiable vessel form in this small group, and is tentatively identified as Bronze Age.  It was 
associated with other body sherds of this period.  One sherd in this group was decorated with a 
short row of lunate finger-tip impressions. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Two sherds of prehistoric pottery were identified.  One was a grog-tempered Early Bronze Age 
beaker rim (0025) with impressed square decoration, and the other was a flint-tempered sherd, 
decorated with incised parallel lines, of uncertain date (0397). 
 
Site IPS 405 
Table 5 shows the quantities of prehistoric pottery from IPS 405. 
 

Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Bronze Age grog tempered BAGT 2 15 
Bronze Age organic tempered BAOT 1 6 
General prehistoric PREH 1 2 
Total  4 23 

Table 5.  Prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 405). 
 

Again, the majority of material is thought to be of Bronze Age date, but no decorated or 
diagnostic sherds were present. 
 
Site IPS 406 
The quantities of prehistoric pottery from this site are shown in Table 6. 
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Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Neolithic fine flint NEFF 3 4 
Grooved ware NGW 1 6 
Bronze Age flint tempered BAFT 13 42 
Bronze Age grog tempered BAGT 5 19 
Bronze Age organic tempered BAOT 6 42 
Total  28 113 

Table 6.  Prehistoric pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
Most sherds were small and abraded and could not be identified to form, even where rims were 
present.  The fabrics, and the presence of some finger-tip impressed decoration, suggested a late 
Neolithic to Early Bronze Age date for the assemblage as a whole. 
 

2.2 Roman pottery 
Site IPS 390 by Cathy Tester 
Excavation produced 219 sherds of Late Iron Age and Roman pottery weighing 2.829 kg.  The 
quantities by fabric are summarised in Table 7. 
 

Fabric Code No. % No Wt./g % Wt Av. Wt/g 
Black-surfaced wares BSW 155 70.8 2102 74.3 13.6 
Early Shell-tempered wares ESH 7 3.2 41 1.4 5.9 
Grog-tempered wares GROG 13 5.9 274 9.7 21.1 
Miscellaneous Grey wares GX 38 17.4 315 11.1 8.3 
Miscellaneous Red wares RX 2 0.9 57 2.0 28.5 
Miscellaneous White wares WX 4 1.8 40 1.4 10.0 
Total  219 100.0 2829 100.0 12.9 

Table 7. Late Iron Age and Roman pottery quantities 
 
The pottery was recovered from eight contexts — five ditches, two pits and one unstratified.  A 
very narrow range of just six fabric groups was identified in this collection which consisted 
entirely of local or regional coarsewares.  The earliest fabrics identified were Late Iron Age or 
early Roman Shell-tempered wares (ditch fill 0188 and pit fill 0145) with no forms identified and 
Grog-tempered wares represented by uncertain jar forms including cordoned jars (ditch fill 0202 
and untratified).  Both of these fabrics were wheel-made and probably belong to the first half of 
the 1st century AD. 
 
Most common were Black-surfaced wares (74.3%), a transitional ‘romanising’ fabric which has 
its origins in the hand-made potting traditions of the Late Iron Age.  Most of the sherds 
contained fine black grog and burnt organic material — an indication of their earliness and a lot 
of them also contain visible mica.  Forms identified were an ovoid beaker type 3.7 or Cam 108 
(pit fill 0144) decorated with a band of oblique stabbed comb-teeth and jars which included high-
shouldered type 4.1 or Cam 228 (pit fill 0144, ditch fill 0192), a cordoned jar, type 5.1 (ditch fill 
0202) and substantial proportions of two wide mouthed jars with a reverse-S profile and mid-
body groove, type 5.4 (ditch fill 0192).  
 
Miscellaneous grey wares which come from a variety of local sources accounted for 11.1%.  
Most of the sherds, particularly the identified forms were not fully-romanised.  They contain 
small amounts of fine black grog.  Forms identified were ovoid beakers type 3.7 or Cam 108 
(ditch fill 0201 and unstratified), a wide-mouthed jar or bowl type 5.8 similar to Cam 224 (ditch 
fill 0191), carinated bowl type 6.9.2 similar to Cam 211-214 (unstratified) and a variety of 
uncertain jar forms, some of them cordoned and carinated.  
 
Other coarsewares consisted of two unstratified miscellaneous red ware sherds which are 
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probably abraded BSW and a Miscellaneous Whiteware ring-necked flagon from ditch fill 0202. 
 
The limited range of fabrics is probably due to the small number of features sampled but even 
without ‘the frills’ they are a very typical early Roman assemblage.  The date for the collection 
could be quite narrow — a matter of decades possibly.  The forms identified are post-Conquest 
but most likely pre-Flavian or early Flavian. 
 
List of illustrated pottery  
(all from Ditch 0191, fill 0192) 
1.  Jar Cam 224 or type 5.8, GX burnished shoulder 
2.  Jar Cam 228, BSW burnished above carination 
3.  Jar type 5.4, BSW visible mica, patchy surface burnished 
4.  Jar  type 5.4 , BSW burnished 
 
IPS 420 
Five sherds of abraded Roman pottery were recovered from this site, consisting of three pieces of 
greyware (0115, 0119, 0157; one jar rim and two body sherds, 21g) and two sherds of black-
surfaced ware (0114, 0159; two body sherds, 7g). 
 
Site IPS 399 
A large rim sherd (rim type 4.2) from a large storage vessel (0327) in a coarse grog-tempered 
fabric was probably of 1st century date (C. Tester, pers. comm.). 
 
Site IPS 405 
Table 8 shows the Roman pottery found at IPS 405. 
 

Fabric Code No. Wt/g 
Black-surfaced ware RBSW 2 5 
Roman grey micaceous RBGM 4 3 
Roman oxidised RBOX 39 126 
Total  45 134 

Table 8.  Roman pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
Roman pottery from this site was heavily abraded.  The majority of sherds were from a single 
oxidised ware ?flagon with a footring base, probably of 1st century date (C. Tester, pers. 
comm.), from 0135 and 0140.  Micaceous greyware sherds from a single vessel were found in 
0009 and 0017.  A few black-surfaced ware ‘romanising’ sherds were present, also indicating an 
Early Roman, or possibly Late Iron Age, date. 
 

2.3. Post-Roman pottery 
Site IPS 386 
Post-medieval pottery included one sherd each of Glazed Red Earthenware (GRE, 7g), unglazed 
Redware (PMRW, 14g), Yellow Ware (YELW, 19g) and English Stoneware (ESW, 35g).  All 
were of 18th-19th century date. 
 
Site IPS 390 
Sherds of Early Saxon, Middle Saxon and medieval date were recovered from various contexts at 
this site.  Table 9 shows the quantities of each. 
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Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Early Saxon fine sandy ESFS 3 18 
Sandy Ipswich Ware SIPS 8 83 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 1 9 
Medieval Coarseware MCW 4 11 
Total  16 121 

Table 9.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 390). 
 
Possible Early Saxon pottery was collected from 0202, in association with gritty Ipswich ware 
(and earlier and later pottery types).  Ipswich ware was found in 0200, 0202 and 0209.  Medieval 
coarsewares were from 0190, 0194 and 0202.  All sherds were body sherds and undiagnostic for 
forms. 
 
Site IPS 391 
One developed jar rim sherd (type B3) in Hollesley-type ware, of 13th-14th c. date, was found in 
0138.  Two sherds of handmade early medieval Melton-type shell and sandy ware were found in 
0140, together with two sherds of an oxidised medieval coarseware base, suggesting a 12th-13th 
c. date for this context. 
 
IPS 420 
Post-Roman pottery in this group consisted of a sherd of Early Saxon fine sandy ware (0117; 
3g), 14 sherds of sandy Ipswich Ware, mainly one jar, from 0169 and 0173 (167g), a small sherd 
of gritty Ipswich ware (0173; 1g), and a piece of transfer-printed earthenware (0104, willow 
pattern plate, 2g). 
 
Site IPS 399 
Table 10 describes the post-Roman pottery from this site by context. 
 

Context Fabric No Wt/g Notes Spotdate 
0008 REFW 1 4 Cup rim.  Purple transfer print. 19th c. 
0076 LMT 1 8 Green glazed. 15th-16th c. 
0078 ESW 1 24 Bottle, body sherd. 19th c. 
0187 REFW 1 2 Cup rim.  Blue floral transfer print. 19th-20th c. 
0349 GIPS 1 44 Thick base. MSax 
0489 LGRE 9 657 Body, base and rim sherds of large vessel, brown glazed. 18th-19th c. 
0489 ESW 1 44 Bottle, body sherd. 19th c. 
0518 PMRW 1 12 Beaded rim, possible plantpot? 18th-20th c. 
Total  16 795   

Table 10.  Post-Roman pottery (IPS 399). 
 
One sherd of Middle Saxon gritty Ipswich ware, a thick coarse base, was found (0349).  A body 
sherd of Late Medieval and Transitional ware was identified (0076). 
 
All other pottery was of post-medieval date and included post-medieval redware (0518), late 
glazed red earthenware (0489), English stoneware (0078, 0489), and transfer-printed refined 
whiteware (0008, 0187). 
 
Site IPS 405 
Post-Roman pottery from IPS 405 consisted of medieval, post-medieval and modern pottery, 30 
sherds in total (517g), as shown in Table 11. 
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Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Medieval coarseware MCW 1 10 

Medieval  1 10 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 2 176 
Border ware BORD 1 63 
Post-medieval white ware PMWW 1 9 

Post-medieval  4 248 
Late post-medieval earthenware LPME 3 109 
Refined whiteware REFW 11 55 
English stoneware ESW 4 89 
Staffordshire white salt-glazed stoneware SWSW 1 2 
Porcelain PORC 6 74 

Modern  25 259 
Total  30 517 

Table 11.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 405). 
 
Only one sherd of medieval pottery was present, a coarse redware body sherd from 0001.  Post-
medieval wares (16th-17th c.) included red and white glazed earthenwares of local origin, and 
from the Surrey-Hampshire border.  Most of the pottery collected from this site was of modern 
date, including coarse and refined earthenware and stoneware plates and cups, bottles and other 
utilitarian vessels. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Table 12 shows the quantities of Saxon to modern pottery from IPS 406. 
 

Fabric Code No Wt/g 
Unidentified UNID 1 10 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 1 11 

Early/Middle Saxon?  2 21 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 2 9 

Post-medieval  2 9 
Late slipped redware LSRW 2 19 
Late post-medieval earthenware LPME 1 5 
Refined whiteware REFW 6 106 

Modern  9 130 
Total  13 160 

Table 12.  Post-Roman pottery quantification (IPS 406). 
 
One sherd of possible gritty Ipswich ware (Middle Saxon, c.650-850 AD) was recovered from 
0002.  An unidentified sherd from 0123 may also be of this date, although it appeared handmade 
and may be Early Saxon.  Post-medieval and modern pottery included glazed and unglazed 
redwares and fine white earthenwares. 
 

3. Buildings and services 
3.1. Structural metalwork 
Site IPS 386 
One nail was found in context 0114. 
 
Site IPS 390 
Four nails were collected from 0209. 
 
IPS 420 
Three nails were found in 0104. 
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Site IPS 399 
Iron nails were collected from 0085, 0089, 0341, 0383 and 0435. 
 
Site IPS 404 
Several nails were collected as unstratified finds. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Two nails were found in 0044 and 0102.  A fragment of decorative cast iron, possibly a fireback, 
was found in 0037. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Eight nails were unstratified finds. 
 

3.2. Ceramic building materials 
Site IPS 386 
One fragment of post-medieval ?roof tile was collected from ditch layer 0117. 
 
Site IPS 390 
Three fragments of peg tile and a piece of grog-tempered brick were collected as unstratified 
finds (0209).  Fragments of fired clay were present in 0204 and 0209, but none was diagnostic. 
 
Site IPS 391 
One fragment of possible daub was collected from 0142, and two other pieces in this context 
may be fired clay or just burnt natural material. 
 
IPS 420 
Two small fragments of roof tile, one peg tile and one ?pantile, were collected from 0104.  Small 
fragments of undiagnostic fired clay were found in 0117 and 0122, and a large group (102 
fragments) was collected from 0173.  The latter may have been used as caulking. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Table 13 shows the fabrics identified in the ceramic building material (CBM) assemblage, 
together with their quantities.   
 

Fabric Description No Wt/g 
cg Coarse grog tempered. 8 3135 
csf Coarse sand and ferrous inclusions. 1 54 
fe Fine sand and ferrous inclusions. 1 117 
fs Fine sandy, few other inclusions. 10 1011 
fsg Fine sand and moderate grog. 1 1871 
ms Medium sandy, few other inclusions. 1 21 
wg1 White fabric with red and white grog. 4 3624 
wg2 White fabric with white grog. 1 625 

Table 13.  CBM quantities by fabric. 
 
All fabrics were probably of post-medieval date with the possible exception of Fabric ‘ms’, 
which may be late medieval. 
 
Table 14 shows the quantities of CBM by form. 
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Form No Wt/g 
Brick 15 9372 
Pantile 1 227 
Roof tile 10 805 
Tile? 1 54 

Table 14.  CBM quantities by form. 
 
Five bricks were measurable in two dimensions, and three others in one dimension.  They varied 
from 105mm to 113mm wide and from 60 to 78mm thick. 
 
Roof tiles were probably all peg tiles, one having a round hole, although one curved fragment 
could be a hip/ridge tile and there was one piece of pantile. 
 
A fragment of possible tile in a coarse sandy fabric was glazed on both surfaces, but had a 
straight edge and seemed unlikely to be pottery.  It was 23mm thick. 
 
Fragments of lime mortar were collected from 0081 and 0085.  The same type of mortar was 
noted on several brick fragments, but there was no evidence of re-use in the form of mortar over 
broken edges. 
 
Site IPS 404 
One fragment of peg tile in a fine sandy fabric was collected from ditch fill 0015. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Most of the CBM from this site was from unstratified contexts.  Table 15 shows the quantities 
(count) by fabric and form (see Table 13 above for fabrics). 
 

 Fabric:    
Form fe/grog fs fe wg1 
Drain pipe    1 
Late brick 1  1  
Pantile  2   
Roof tile  22 18  

Table 15.  CBM quantities (IPS 405). 
 
Site IPS 406 
Table 16 shows the quantities of CBM by fabric and form.  Most of this material was of modern 
date. 
 

 Fabric:    
Form chalk fs fe grog 
Drain pipe? 1    
Late brick   2  
Roof tile  4  1 

Table 16.  CBM quantities (IPS 406). 
 

3.3. Other building materials 
Site IPS 405 
One piece of modern window glass was an unstratified find, and another was collected from 
0019.  Fragments of asbestos tiles were collected from 0009 and 0067. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Two fragments of red asbestos tiles and a small piece of roofing slate were unstratified finds. 
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4. Miscellaneous and unidentified objects  
4.1. Dress accessories 
Site IPS 399 
A copper alloy disc button with integral loop (SF 1003) was of post-medieval date. 
 

4.2. Vessels (non-ceramic) 
Site IPS 386 
One small piece of modern moulded opaque blue vessel glass was found in ?posthole 0258. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Fragments of a green glass bottle neck and a thick bottle base were found in 0489.  Both are 
probably of 19th century date. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Fragments of post-medieval and modern bottle glass were collected from 0001, 0002, 0009, 
0019, 0036, 0087, 0088, 0102 and 0174.  Most pieces were probably of 19th-20th century date, 
and included brown and dark blue fragments. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Post-medieval and modern bottle sherds were found in 0001, 0003, 0042, 0052 and 0157. 
 

4.3. Agricultural and equestrian objects 
Site IPS 399 
A small copper alloy stock bell (SF 1002) of modern date and a large, post-medieval iron 
horseshoe (0209) were found. 
 
Site IPS 405 
A very large post-medieval horseshoe was an unstratified find. 
 

4.4. Industrial waste 
Site IPS 405 
One lump of melted glass ?cullet was an unstratified find.  A fragment of iron hearth bottom slag 
was collected from 0044, and a small piece of undiagnostic slag was found in 0168. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Five small pieces of undiagnostic ferrous slag were collected from 0124. 
 

4.5. Miscellaneous fittings 
Site IPS 386 
A post-medieval or modern copper alloy U-shaped fitting with rivet holes at each expanded 
terminal was found in 0101.  Small find 1000 (also 0101) was a large undated copper alloy 
?suspension ring with an external diameter of 53mm (internal diameter 36mm). 
 
Site IPS 390 
Two iron sheet fragments, a copper alloy sheet fragment, a bronze nut and a lead ?ferrule were 
unstratified finds (0209) 
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Site IPS 399 
Small find 1000 was a copper alloy fastener with a small hook at one end and a larger attachment 
at the other, with scalloped edges.  This was possibly a book clasp or clothes fastener of post-
medieval date.  A thick iron bar, slightly tapered at one end and of modern date, was found in 
0357. 
 
Site IPS 404 
A fragment of copper alloy wire and a rectangular sheet with a small knob at one end, gilded on 
one side, were unstratified and probably modern. 
 
Site IPS 405 
A copper alloy rectangular sheet with moulded decoration was an unstratified find.  It showed a 
set of bagpipes at one end and a stag’s head at the other and is likely to be a decorative plate for 
a door or furniture, probably of 19th-early 20th century date. 
 

4.6. Clay pipes 
Site IPS 386 
One small fragment of clay pipe stem was found in hollow 0102.  
 
Site IPS 399 
Clay pipe stems were found in 0383 and 0461. 
 

4.7. Stone and lava 
Site IPS 024 
Five fragments of abraded Rhenish Lava stone retaining no distinguishing features but probably 
deriving originally from rotary hand querns were unstratified finds (0207). 
 
Site IPS 386 
A smoothed sandstone fragment, possibly a whetstone, was found in 0227.  A fragment of 
polished black non-local stone, possibly dolorite, was collected from 0287. 
 
Site IPS 390 
A single large fragment (783g) of a Rhenish Lava lower quernstone was found in unstratified 
context 0209.  The diameter is 300mm (21%) .  The grinding surface was worn showing striated 
concentric rings from use and the original non-grinding surface was chipped away possibly 
during re-use.  The surface of the edge had vertical grooves and its thickness was c. 22mm. 
 
IPS 420 
Six fragments (584g) of possibly one larger fragment of a Rhenish lava upper quernstone were 
found in 0169.  The grinding surface is worn and the upper surface is grooved.  The maximum 
thickness is 45mm but it is not possible to tell whether this is from the edge or a weathered 
surface.  This piece does not have any datable features but it was found in association with 
Middle Saxon Ipswich ware.   
 

4.8. Fired clay 
Site IPS 386 
Two pieces of fired clay, both found in association with Bronze Age pottery, were in a fine clay 
matrix with no obvious inclusions.  A long narrow impression on the inner surface of one piece 
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suggested that it could have been used as a mould, but no other evidence for metalworking was 
recovered from the site.  Both pieces could be fragments of daub, small clay objects such as 
loom weights, or even fragments of pottery. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Small fragments of fired clay associated with burnt flint (0039) and pottery (0397) may be 
related to prehistoric activity. 
 

4.9. Unidentified 
Site IPS 399 
An unidentified iron object was collected as SF 1001. 
 
Site IPS 406 
A small solid lump of iron was found in 0064.  It was U-shaped with a plano-convex section. 
 

5. Flint 
5.1. Worked flint 
Site IPS 024 
by Colin Pendleton 
 
Nine flints (eight flakes and a core) were collected from two contexts, a deposit in a ?natural 
hollow (0187, no other finds) and unstratified collection (0207).  The material is probably locally 
collected gravel type flint.  The assemblage is too small to be certain, but all the flints appear to 
be of Bronze Age date.  The presence of incipient cones of percussion, hinge fractures and the 
squat nature of the flakes all show poor knapping techniques and suggest a later (rather than 
early) Bronze Age date. 
 
Site IPS 386 
A total of 129 pieces of flint was collected from 19 contexts.  The majority were undiagnostic 
flakes, generally occurring in small groups of 1-3 pieces.  Larger groups were found in feature 
0210, which contained two small scrapers and ten flakes, and pit 0130 which produced 67 
pieces, many of which were small possibly natural flakes.  Another scraper was found in pit 
0235, and there was also an unstratified core fragment.  A ?patinated blade was found in 0191, 
and a patinated flake in 0101, but no other patinated material was recovered.  The three small 
scrapers are consistent with a Bronze Age date.  
 
Site IPS 390 
by Colin Pendleton 
 
This small assemblage of 17 flints was collected from five contexts, and in most was associated 
with post-prehistoric finds.  It is probably locally collected gravel/glacial type flint.  Whilst 
certain pieces, such as a leaf-shaped arrowhead (pit fill 0198) and a prepared platform flake 
(unstratified 0209), seem to be Neolithic or Early Bronze Age, much of the rest could easily be 
slightly later.  Characteristics which suggest this include notched flakes (unstratified 0209) and 
short squat flakes, and the presence of hinge fractures in over one-third of the assemblage. 
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IPS 420 
by Colin Pendleton 
 
The group consisted of eight flakes from five contexts.  This is too small an assemblage to offer 
much, but it is probably locally collected flint.  The lack of blades suggests Bronze Age rather 
than earlier date — 0208, which contained a small secondary flake or bladelet, may be an 
exception — though precisely where within the Bronze Age is impossible to determine. 
 
Site IPS 399 
The majority of worked flints were unretouched flakes (0025, 0277, 0290, 0394, 0458, 0465), 
but there was also one utilised flake with a notch in one edge (0394).  Two blades were 
identified, one small (0294), the other with retouch along one edge (0298).  There was also a 
small round scraper (0467) of probable Early Bronze Age date (C. Pendleton, pers. comm.). 
 
Site IPS 405 
by Colin Pendleton 
 
This site produced a total of 27 flints, most of which were unstratified.  The assemblage 
consisted of nine flakes, four cores, two scrapers, one blade, five utilised flakes, and four 
notched flakes.  The flint is probably mainly locally collected gravel type.  The utilised 
secondary blade from 0190 is likely to be Neolithic.  The only other diagnostic flints are the 
(non-classic) notched flakes (0001, 0067, 0165).  These, together with the squat form of the 
flakes, and the high proportion of hinge fractures (over 20%) suggests a Bronze Age date, 
probably Middle or Late Bronze Age. 
 
Site IPS 406 
by Colin Pendleton 
 
Forty-two flints were collected from 16 contexts.  There were 31 flakes, three utilised flakes, one 
retouched flake, two notched flakes, three blades, a bifacial knife and a leaf-shaped arrowhead.  
All were probably locally collected gravel-type flint.  The earliest artefact is clearly the Neolithic 
leaf-shaped arrowhead (0161).  Of the remainder of the diagnostic tools, the bifacial knife (0013) 
is probably Early Bronze Age, whilst the notched flakes (0086 and 0160) could date from the 
Neolithic to the Later Bronze Age, but are more characteristic of the latter.  The twelve flints 
from 0013, 0079 and 0089 are probably Early Bronze Age.  The flints from the other contexts 
could be slightly later, perhaps Middle Bronze Age, as suggested by a predominance of short 
squat flakes, two notched flakes, and the high proportion of hinge fractures (over 20%), though 
in view of the small size of the group, an Early Bronze Age date is possible. 
 

5.2. Burnt flint and other stone 
Site IPS 386 
Burnt flint, quartzite and sandstone pebbles were collected from 16 features.  The largest group, 
consisting of seven flints and a large sandstone pebble, came from pit 0130.  There were no other 
noticeable concentrations. 
 
Site IPS 390 
Four contexts produced a total of seven burnt flints, all of which contained post-prehistoric finds. 
 
IPS 420 
Eight burnt flints were collected from four contexts, one possibly of prehistoric date (0111), the 
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others undated (0153) and Roman (0157, 0159). 
 
Site IPS 399 
Burnt flints were collected from 0039 and 0547.  These could be related to prehistoric activity. 
 
Site IPS 405 
One small fragment of burnt flint was collected from 0102. 
 
Site IPS 406 
Eighteen fragments of burnt flint/stone were found in eleven contexts with dates ranging from 
the Bronze Age to the post-medieval period. 
 

6. Biological evidence  
6.1. Animal bone 
Site IPS 386 
Only one small fragment of a medium mammal long bone was collected (0102). 
 
Site IPS 390 
Fragments of a single cow tooth were found in ditch fill 0192, there were fragments of an 
unidentified large mammal bone in pit fill 0196, and fragments of another cow tooth were 
unstratified (0209). 
 
Site IPS 391 
Ditch fill 0134 contained pieces of a single large mammal long bone, and 43 small fragments of 
large mammal mandible, teeth and ?long bones were found in ditch fill 0142. 
 
IPS 420 
Fragments from a ?large mammal bone in very poor condition were found in modern ditch fill 
0104.  A very fragmentary horse mandible with teeth was found in pit fill 0126, in association 
with prehistoric pottery of probable Bronze Age date. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Fragments of two sheep/goat skulls were collected from 0089 and 0131.  Both were probably of 
post-medieval date.  No other bone was recovered, probably due to the acidic nature of the soil. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Two right sheep tibiae, one complete, the other a distal fragment, were collected as unstratified 
finds. 
 
Site IPS 406 
A partial dog skeleton, consisting of the skull, left mandible, both humeri, right radius, scapula 
and rib fragments and 19 vertebrae, was found in 0083, in association with 19th-20th century 
pottery. 
 

6.2. Shell 
Site IPS 406 
Fragments of oyster shell were collected from 0001, 0003 and 0124. 
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6.3. Coal and burnt material 
Site IPS 386 
Small fragments of coal and burnt material were collected by hand from eight contexts.  These 
fragments probably indicate a modern date for the features (0104, 0113, 0117, 0128, 0130, 0258, 
0269, 0275). 
 
Site IPS 390 
One fragment of burnt coal was found in ditch fill 0202. 
 
IPS 420 
Burnt and unburnt coal fragments were found in modern ditch fill 0104.  Three pieces of 
charcoal were collected from a possible hearth deposit 0173. 
 
Site IPS 399 
Fragments of burnt coal were collected from 0008 and 0017. 
 
Site IPS 405 
Coal fragments, burnt and unburnt, were collected from 0001, 0101, 0135, and 0163. 
 
Site IPS 406 
One fragment of charcoal was found in 0013 and there was a piece of coal in 0160. 
 

7. Discussion of the finds evidence 
This relatively small assemblage ranges in date from prehistory to the present.  This makes any 
interpretation of the site, based on artefactual evidence, of relatively low value.   
 
There is evidence for dispersed activity during the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age transition, 
particularly at IPS 386. 
 
In the Roman period, there is scattered evidence over much of the airport area, but the majority 
of pottery was recovered from IPS 390. 
 
Material of Early/Middle Saxon and later periods is too sparse to suggest occupation of these 
dates.  The majority of finds are of post-medieval or modern date and are probably related to 
agricultural use, with ‘night soil’ manuring when the site was open land, and to military use 
contemporary with the airport. 
 
In general, the finds collected from the Airport sites are too dispersed and the assemblages too 
small to make any meaningful conclusions. 
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